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Abstract

Systems Biology is the multidisciplinary field concerned with the research
of large, complex biological systems from a holistic perspective. The end
goal is to understand how such systems function as a whole rather than as
the sum of their composing parts. Tools and methods from disciplines such
as Biology, Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, Bioinformatics, Mathematics,
Physics, Systems Theory and Computer Science are used to this end. Mod-
ern Biology generates huge amounts of data, requiring computational tools
and computational power to store, manage and analyze the generated data.
Moreover, isolated models are not enough anymore in the quest for build-
ing comprehensive models of cells, tissues, organs or organisms. In turn,
biomodeling efforts are beginning to focus on integrating existing models
into larger systems. As such, efforts to reuse ready-fit models have inten-
sified. The modeling focus is shifting from building models from scratch
to refining existing models, and integrating models for the construction of
large-scale models that comprise several interacting subunits that function
at different resolutions.

The work presented in this thesis deals with an important part of the
effort of using existing models, namely model refinement. This is the process
of adding details to a model in a systematic way such that the new model is
more specialized and preserves the properties of the initial model. The step-
wise construction (from lower to higher levels of detail) of models is a good
strategy for building large models. Moreover, as a by-product it generates
several models at different levels of resolution, which could consequently be
organized in a comprehensive multilevel model of a system. Current model-
ing efforts deal with the seamless transition between different levels of detail
of a model.

We are concerned in this thesis with modeling methodologies for the
refinement of reaction-based biomodels. As a foundation, we consider bio-
logical systems that can be modeled as sets of reactions. Namely, a number
of entities (species) interact with each other and these interactions describe
the behavior of the system. Reaction-based systems can be modeled and
simulated using many different frameworks and techniques. We present
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briefly several such frameworks. We then focus on the notion of model re-
finement, both from a qualitative and from a quantitative point of view. We
present our idea that refinements of species can propagate to refinements
of their interactions when the internal composition of the species is known.
We exemplify the refinement concepts on a case study of the eukaryotic heat
shock response.

The core of the thesis details our original contributions to refining biomod-
els in the framework of Petri nets. We compare two existing classes of Petri
nets (standard Petri nets and colored Petri nets) with respect to their ca-
pabilities of refining models in a compact way. We show that colored Petri
nets allow for compact representations of refined models, and that refine-
ments can be modeled using different strategies. Moreover, we prove that
a full structural refinement of a model can be implemented via a type re-
finement of a colored Petri net representation of that model. Finally, we
propose a new class of Petri nets for model refinement (composition colored
Petri nets), with great potential for automatizing the refinement process.
The construction builds on the assumption that species are either atomic or
complex (composed from several atomic species), and the internal composi-
tion of the complex species is known. This internal structure of species is
explicitly modeled in the network, which makes later refinements of atomic
species automatically reflect in the complex species. We conclude with a
discussion on possible extensions of our formalism and an overview of the
current challenges of Systems Biology.
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Sammanfattning

Systembiologi är ett multidisciplinellt omr̊ade som avser forskning om stora,
komplexa biologiska system from ett holistiskt perspektiv. Målet är att
först̊a hur s̊adana system fungerar som helheter istället för som summorna
av deras delar. För detta används verktyg och metoder fr̊an omr̊aden
s̊asom biologi, biokemi, molekylärbiologi, bioinformatik, matematik, fysik,
systemteori och datavetenskap. Modern biologi genererar enorma mängder
data, och det krävs beräkningsverktyg och beräkningskapacitet för att lagra,
hantera och analysera genererad data. Utöver detta är isolerade modeller
inte längre tillräckligt i jakten p̊a att kunna bygga omfattande modeller av
celler, vävnader, organ eller organismer. Inom biomodellering har man i sin
tur börjat fokusera p̊a att integrera existerande modeller till större system.
Därav har ansträngningen för att kunna återanvända passande modeller in-
tensifierats. Fokuset för modelleringen h̊aller p̊a att skifta fr̊an att bygga
modeller fr̊an grunden till att precisera existerande modeller, och till att
integrera modeller för att konstruera storskaliga modeller som inbegriper
flertalet interagerande delenheter som fungerar p̊a olika niv̊aer.

Det arbete som presenteras i denna avhandling handlar om en viktig
del av användandet av existerande modeller, nämligen precisering av mod-
eller. Det är processen där man lägger till detaljer till en modell p̊a ett
systematiskt sätt, s̊a att den nya modellen är mer specialiserad och bevarar
egenskaperna hos den ursprungliga modellen. Den stegvisa konstruktionen
av modeller (fr̊an lägre till högre niv̊a av detaljer) är en bra strategi för att
bygga stora modeller. Dessutom skapar det som biprodukt flertalet modeller
p̊a olika niv̊aer av upplösning, vilka följaktligen kan organiseras till en omfat-
tande flerniv̊amodell av ett system. Nuvarande modelleringsansträngningar
hanterar sömlös överg̊ang fr̊an olika detaljniv̊aer inom en modell.

I denna avhandling intresserar vi oss för modelleringsmetodologier för
preciseringen av reaktionsbaserade biomodeller. Som en grund tar vi bi-
ologiska system som kan modelleras som mängder av reaktioner. Detta
innebär att ett antal entiteter (arter) interagerar med varandra och dessa
interaktioner beskriver hur systemet uppför sig. Många olika ramverk och
tekniker kan användas för att modellera och simulera reaktionsbaserade sys-
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tem. Vi presenterar kort ett flertal s̊adana ramverk. Efter det fokuserar vi
p̊a konceptet modellprecisering, b̊ade fr̊an en kvalitativ och en kvantitativ
synvinkel. Vi presenterar v̊ar idé att precisering av arter kan propagera
till precisering av deras interaktioner när arternas interna uppbyggnad är
känd. Vi exemplifierar precisionskoncepten med hjälp av en fallstudie av
den eukaryotiska värmechockresponsen.

Kärnan i avhandlingen redogör i detalj för v̊ara bidrag till precisering av
biomodeller inom Petrinät-ramverket. Vi jämför tv̊a existerande klasser av
Petrinät (standard-Petrinät och färglagda Petrinät) med avseende p̊a deras
kapacitet att precisera modeller p̊a ett kompakt sätt. Vi visar att färglagda
Petrinät möjliggör kompakta representationer av preciserade modeller, och
att preciseringar kan modelleras med olika strategier. Utöver detta bevisar
vi att en full strukturell precisering av en modell kan implementeras via en
typprecisering av en färglagd Petrinät-representation av modellen. Slutligen
föresl̊ar vi en ny klass av Petrinät för modellprecisering (föreningsfärglagda
Petrinät), som har stor potential när det gäller automatisering av preciser-
ingsprocessen. Konstruktionen bygger p̊a antagandet att arterna är antingen
atomära eller komplexa (uppbyggda av flera atomära arter), och den interna
strukturen hos de komplexa arterna är känd. Denna interna struktur hos
arterna är uttryckligen modellerad in nätverket, vilket gör att senare precis-
eringar av atomära arter automatiskt avspeglas i de komplexa arterna. Vi
avslutar med en diskussion om möjliga utökningar av v̊ar formalism och en
översikt av aktuella utmaningar inom systembiologi.
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1 | Introduction

Modeling is a way of representing an abstraction of reality with the purpose
of capturing the main features of interest to try and understand the mech-
anisms governing the studied systems or phenomena and make predictions
about their behavior in different conditions. Models and modeling have
drastically changed since computers started being used for modeling pur-
poses. Visual models have evolved from schematic drawings to 3D complex
models with zoom-in capabilities and transitions between different levels of
detail [10, 71, 100, 8, 95], setting the ground for new ways of thinking about,
understanding and advancing sciences. Computer simulations and mathe-
matical modeling have reshaped sciences, and will continue shaping advance-
ments in, e.g., new energy sources [113, 123, 48], drug discovery [34, 97, 79],
personalized medicine [135, 55, 54].

Computation has become an integral part (often with a central role) of a
large range of scientific areas, with new directions emerging: computational
biosciences, computational mathematics, computational linguistics, compu-
tational sociology, etc. The common denominator lies in the computational
models that this plethora of sciences uses in order to analyze, understand
and make predictions about the subject-specific phenomena that are being
studied. Computational modeling and simulations are nowadays vital to the
advancement of science.

In the quest for understanding how biological systems work, biologists
need to complement observations and experiments with computational tools
in order to model the studied system, validate it against available experimen-
tal data, and make predictions about the system’s behavior when subjected
to conditions that in practice would be difficult to obtain, measure or would
take too long to complete. Many of the frameworks that were used in dif-
ferent areas have been tailored to fit the needs of biologists for theoretical,
computational frameworks necessary for the implementation, testing and
validation of biological models. One of these frameworks is the formalism of
Petri nets that we have mainly focused on in our work.

The role of computing and modeling in advancing scientific knowledge
nowadays has been acknowledged at the highest level when the 2013 Nobel
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Prize in Chemistry was awarded for “the development of multiscale models
for complex chemical systems” [120]. Simulations allow joining different
formalisms rather than having to choose one, and “the computer is just as
important a tool [...] as the test tube” [120].

Advances in molecular biology have brought about a change in focus
from trying to understand how molecules work to trying to understand how
the interplay of molecular interactions gives rise to the observed behavior.
This led to the emergence of Systems Biology as a research field bringing
together at least Biology, Mathematics, Computer Science and Physics, but
also Systems Theory and other fields. Systems Biology has greatly bene-
fited from computational models and from computational techniques and
analyses that were previously used in Computer Science, e.g., verification
and refinement. The two fields are so intertwined nowadays that building
a biological model is much like developing a computer program, as stated
in [17].

Systems Biology as a field has at the very beginning benefited from meth-
ods and simulations in Computer Science and Mathematics. Nowadays the
direction is shifting, with the need for new tools and precision methods push-
ing for new advancements in computing and Mathematics. This can be seen
in standardizations (whether certified or de facto) of, e.g., markup languages
for Biology (SBML [70]), gene ontologies (GO [9]) and graphical notations
for Biology (SBGN [90]), see [23, 126] for a more detailed list; in the quest for
handling Big Data [96, 35]; in the development of programming languages
for Biology and biological toolboxes (pySB [93], MatlabSB [122], etc.); in at-
tempts of file sharing systems for scientific data (BioTorrents [89]), but also
the need to share both code and data for improving research practices [111].

We are now witnessing a shift in Systems Biology from modeling to
model integration in the quest to build models that include interactions on
different scales. Models of parts of a system that are verified and fit to
experimental data are put together to create systems models that include
all the relevant submodules, thus with a grainier level of detail than existing
high-level coarse abstractions. The problem with integration is that some
models are qualitative, some quantitative, and the modeling frameworks
differ. The solution is to establish communication between the different
parts of the system. A good example of such a model integration effort for
a whole cell model is [80].

The doctoral research included in this thesis is concerned with issues of
computational modeling of biological systems. We examine biological mod-
els represented as sets of reactions, their entities and quantitative aspects
and present our case study in Chapter 2. We continue in Chapter 3 with
the notion of refinement of reaction biomodels that we have used in the
research included in this thesis, while in Chapters 4 and 5 we focus on the
formalism that we have used, Petri nets, the problem of refining Petri net
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models, and our proposed approach. We list the contribution of each paper
included in this thesis in Chapter 6, and conclude with a discussion about
future directions and challenges of modeling in Chapter 7.
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2 | Modeling Biological Sys-
tems

We present in this chapter a model representation of biological systems as
sets of reactions, and the semantics associated with such models. We exem-
plify this model representation on a case study of the eukaryotic heat shock
response, explaining how the biological processes are mapped to reactions.

2.1 What to Include in a Model
Our work is situated in the field of Computational Systems Biology, at the
interplay between computational tools and Biology, where the need for bio-
logical simulations drives the development of new computational tools, and
in turn the results of such simulations help advance the field of Biology [2].
The use of modeling in Biology is important due to the complex character of
biological systems, and of living organisms and processes sustaining life in
general. Characterizing such complex systems is a great challenge and a top-
ical research subject, with research teams trying to bridge the gap between
models at different resolution, using integration techniques with the goal of
characterizing a complete organism. Some of the challenges of Systems Bi-
ology modeling are: the availability of data; the quality of data in biological
databases; biological processes and interactions that are not known or fully
understood.

Modeling is omnipresent in the field of Biology, and has been so from
the very beginning. Whether we talk about diagrammatic models summa-
rizing a set of observations, results from a breeding experiment, biochemical
networks, a signaling pathway, the sequence of nucleotides in a gene, the 3D
structure of a protein or a large, integrated, executable whole cell model [80],
these are all models with different levels of detail for Biology. With the ad-
vancement of computational techniques, the methods of discovery in Biology
have shifted from experiment-driven discovery to discoveries based on sim-
ulations and validation of hypotheses via computational models [50], and
even more recently to computer-based hypothesis generation [136].
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With any system, be it biological, industrial, or of a different nature, the
first task in model specification is to identify the parts (actors, components,
entities) of the system, and the states of these parts that are relevant to
include in a model of the system. Depending on the desired level of detail,
the model can include a subset of such states, all of the possible states, or a
generic state that represents all possible states. For example, a protein with
a residue that can be phosphorylated has two possible states governed by
its residue: phosphorylated and not phosphorylated. If the phosphorylation
status of the protein is not relevant for the desired level of detail, the pro-
tein may be considered to have one state. But if the phosphorylation status
plays a significant role, e.g., in determining possible interactions, then the
protein’s two states should be considered separately. The next task in mod-
eling a system is to identify and model the interactions between the selected
components of the system. The interactions affect the involved entities, al-
tering their state, transforming them, introducing new actors in the system
or removing existing ones.

Upon deciding on the entities and interactions of the system that are to
be included in a model, the next step is to choose an appropriate modeling
framework. There exist many formalisms and tools that address the issue of
modeling dynamical systems, see [27, 112, 47, 125, 17]. Some offer a formal,
most often mathematical representation [137, 83, 85], while others focus on
the graphical representation, offering a visual intuition of the system’s actors
and events while leaving out the mathematics of the system dynamics [66,
71, 82]. Finally, some combine these two aspects, offering a visual, often
executable formalization of the system, see [7, 17, 103]. The formalism that
we have used in our modeling and extended based on our understanding
of the requirements for modeling complex systems with combinatorial size
explosion, Petri nets, belong to this third class of modeling formalisms.

Finally, the modeling process is cyclic and iterative. After a prototype
model is built, there may be a need to add new entities or to change some
of the interactions, or even to increase or decrease the level of detail, and
then the process of taking modeling decisions repeats.

2.2 Modeling Biological Systems as Reactions

A biological system comprises a set of species, or entities that denote the
molecules, organisms, etc. that are present in a system, and the interac-
tions between these species, called reactions, which give the dynamics of the
system. Quantitatively, species have an associated concentration or number
of particles to denote how many copies of the same species are present in
the system. Reactions happen with a certain speed, which can be described
through a reaction rate and depends on the concentration of reactants, tem-
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perature, presence or absence of some species, etc. Reactions have a set of
reactants, or the left hand side of the reaction, which are the elements that
are consumed by the reaction, and a set of products, on the right hand side
of the reaction, denoting the elements that are produced by the reaction.
The left and right hand sides of a reaction can be seen as multisets (called
complexes) of species, and the reaction can be thought of as a rewriting rule.

In biochemical systems, the actors are structured entities, as compounds
composed of several atomic elements. Interactions between compounds are
based on these atomic elements, and thus representing them individually in
the system is really important.

Definition 1. [36, 57] A reaction network is a tuple N = (S ,C ,R,k)
where S denotes the finite set of species, C ⊆ NS denotes the finite set of
complexes, R ⊆ C ×C denotes the finite set of reactions, and k : R → R≥0
is a function that assigns to each reaction a kinetic rate constant.

Reactions can either be written as pairs of complexes, or in the form
they have in chemistry, i.e.,

rj : c1S1 + c2S2 + · · ·+ cnSn
kj−→ c′1S1 + c′2S2 + · · ·+ c′nSn, (2.1)

where ci ≥ 0 denote the stoichiometric coefficients of each species on the
left hand side of the reaction, c′i ≥ 0 denote the stoichiometric coefficients
of the products of the reaction, and kj denotes the kinetic rate constant of
reaction rj . In practice, whenever a stoichiometric coefficient is 0, that term
can be omitted from the reaction.

Compactly, a reaction can either be written as a pair of complexes (c, d) ∈
C with the meaning that c denotes the left hand side of the reaction and d
denotes its right hand side, or as a compacted reaction c→ d, where c and
d are complexes as previously defined.

We present in the following section the eukaryotic molecular response to
heat stress, and its representation as a set of molecular reactions.

2.3 Running Example: The Heat Shock Response
in Eukaryotes

We have modeled and used in our papers the eukaryotic heat shock response
as a case study. In this thesis introduction, we will use the same case study
or small parts of it to support and exemplify the discussion. We present here
the biological details of the process, and their translation to a reaction-based
model as reported in [107].
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2.3.1 The Biological Process

The eukaryotic cellular response to heat stress, also called heat shock re-
sponse, is a cellular defense mechanism that is well-conserved among species.
Its role is vital, that of sustaining cell functionality under stress conditions
(e.g., elevated temperatures, toxines, viral infection, etc.). Under irrecover-
able conditions (too high intensity or prolonged exposure to stress), the heat
shock response may fail to preserve cell functionality, and the cell undergoes
apoptosis (controlled cell death) or necrosis (uncontrolled cell death).

When cells are subject to environmental stressors, proteins unfold and
start binding to each other (in a try to protect their hydrophobic residues
from exposure to water), forming large aggregates that impair the proper
functioning of the cell and may ultimately cause cell death. To counter
this destructive effect, cells produce heat shock proteins (HSPs), a highly
conserved set of proteins among eukaryotes, and a response mechanism is
triggered.

HSPs have several functions, as chaperones that assist unfolded or mis-
folded proteins in their correct refolding, but also in inter-cellular commu-
nication, immune response and modulation of apoptosis. HSPs are highly
conserved among all eukaryotes, with several families of such proteins and
slight adaptations to different organisms, see [91, 52]. HSPs are present
in the cell at all times, in low concentrations, some being bound to other
proteins, called heat shock factors (HSFs). HSFs enhance the production
of HSPs by binding (in a trimeric state) to the HSP-encoding gene and fa-
cilitating its expression. When stress is applied, the HSP-HSF complexes
break, which allows HSFs to form trimers and bind to the HSP-encoding
gene, promoting its expression. The production of HSPs increases so that
misfolded proteins can be chaperoned to refold correctly. When enough
many HSPs are present in the cell, i.e., very few misfolded proteins remain,
HSPs downregulate their expression, by causing HSFs to detach from the
gene and thus stopping the synthesis of new HSP proteins.

2.3.2 The HSR Model as a Set of Reactions

We consider as running example the continuous model of the eukaryotic
heat shock response proposed in [107], or smaller parts of it. As discussed
in the previous section, some proteins and encoding genes are present in low
numbers in a cell. This would point to stochastic modeling of the process.
However, as discussed in [99], for the particular case of this heat shock
response model the dynamics displayed by the stochastic model (1000 runs
were analyzed) agree well with the deterministic model. This motivates
choosing a deterministic approach in our models.

The set of reactions in the considered HSR model are listed in Table 2.1.
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Other computational models of the heat shock response can be found, e.g.,
in [119, 128, 38].

Table 2.1: The reaction-based model of the eukaryotic heat shock response
proposed in [107].

No. Reaction No. Reaction
(1) 2 hsf � hsf2 (7) hsp + hsf3 → hsp:hsf +2 hsf
(2) hsf + hsf2 � hsf3 (8) hsp + hsf3:hse→ hsp:hsf +2 hsf + hse
(3) hsf3 + hse� hsf3:hse (9) hsp→ ∅
(4) hsf3:hse→ hsf3:hse + hsp (10) prot→ mfp
(5) hsp + hsf � hsp:hsf (11) hsp + mfp� hsp:mfp
(6) hsp + hsf2 → hsp:hsf + hsf (12) hsp:mfp→ hsp + prot

Reactions (1)-(2) in Table 2.1 account for the reversible trimerization
of HSF molecules, where hsf denotes the monomeric molecule, hsf2 denotes
the dimeric molecule, and hsf3 denotes the trimeric molecule. Reaction (3)
models the DNA binding (hse denotes the HSP-encoding gene binding site)
of HSF trimers, while the transcription and translation of a new HSP is
captured in reaction (4). The self-regulation of HSP synthesis is modeled in
reactions (5)-(8), where HSP binds to HSF and breaks down HSF complexes,
while reaction (9) depicts the natural degradation of HSPs. Reactions (10)-
(12) model the misfolding of proteins and their HSP-mediated refolding.

2.3.3 A Refined Model of the Heat Shock Response
The model can be refined by adding further details about its species. For ex-
ample, there exist several families of HSFs (HSF1 through HSF4) and HSPs
(HSP27, HSP60, HSP70, HSP90), but in this model all families of HSFs and
HSPs have been represented via one species. Further, post-translational
modifications of the HSF trimers may affect their binding activity and thus
make a good candidate for refinement. Acetylation of HSFs has been found
to decrease their binding activity, thus reducing the production of HSPs,
see [134].

A model that takes into account the acetylation details of HSFs can be
found in [37]; this model has been used in our papers as a benchmark for
some of the computational models we have developed. The proposed refine-
ment is to differentiate between acetylated and non-acetylated hsf molecules.
Namely, hsf is replaced in the new model by either rhsf(0), its non-acetylated
variant, or by rhsf(1), its acetylated variant. This introduces many changes
in the model, as compounds that contain hsf need to be refined as well.
Table 2.2 contains the list of species in the initial model that are subject
to refinement and their respective counterparts in the refined model. The
species that do not contain hsf molecules will be named as in the initial
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model but with a leading “r” to denote that they are part of the refined
model, e.g., hse is renamed to rhse in the refined model. The list of refined
reactions considered in the model of [37] is presented in Table 2.3

Table 2.2: The refinement of species induced by the identification of the
acetylation status of hsf.

Species name Refined species name
hsf rhsf(0), rhsf(1)

hsf2 rhsf2(0), rhsf2(1), rhsf2(2)

hsf3 rhsf3(0), rhsf3(1), rhsf3(2), rhsf3(3)

hsf3:hse rhsf3(0):rhse, rhsf3(1):rhse, rhsf3(2):rhse, rhsf3(3):rhse
hsp:hsf rhsp:rhsf(0), rhsp:rhsf(1)

Table 2.3: The list of reactions for the refined HSR model that includes the
acetylation status of hsf.

Refined reactions
2 rhsf(0) � rhsf2(0)

rhsf(0) + rhsf(1) � rhsf2(1)

2 rhsf(1) � rhsf2(2)

rhsf(0) + rhsf2(0) � rhsf3(0)

rhsf(1) + rhsf2(0) � rhsf3(1)

rhsf(0) + rhsf2(1) � rhsf3(1)

rhsf(1) + rhsf2(1) � rhsf3(2)

rhsf(0) + rhsf2(2) � rhsf3(2)

rhsf(1) + rhsf2(2) � rhsf3(3)

rhsf3(0) + rhse� rhsf3(0):rhse
rhsf3(1) + rhse� rhsf3(1):rhse
rhsf3(2) + rhse� rhsf3(2):rhse
rhsf3(3) + rhse� rhsf3(3):rhse
rhsf3(0):rhse→ rhsf3(0):rhse + rhsp
rhsf3(1):rhse→ rhsf3(1):rhse + rhsp
rhsf3(2):rhse→ rhsf3(2):rhse + rhsp
rhsf3(3):rhse→ rhsf3(3):rhse + rhsp
rhsp + rhsf(0) � rhsp:rhsf(0)

rhsp + rhsf(1) � rhsp: rhsf(1)

rhsp + rhsf2(0) → rhsp:rhsf(0) + rhsf(0)

rhsp + rhsf2(1) → rhsp:rhsf(0) + rhsf(1)
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Table 2.3: The list of reactions for the refined HSR model that includes the
acetylation status of hsf. - Continued

rhsp + rhsf2(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf(0)

rhsp + rhsf2(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf(1)

rhsp + rhsf3(0) → rhsp:rhsf(0) +2 rhsf(0)

rhsp + rhsf3(1) → rhsp:rhsf(0) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0)

rhsp + rhsf3(1) → rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(0)

rhsp + rhsf3(2) → rhsp:rhsf(0) +2 rhsf(1)

rhsp + rhsf3(2) → rhsp:rhsf(1) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0)

rhsp + rhsf3(3) → rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(1)

rhsp + rhsf3(0):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(0) +2 rhsf(0) + rhse
rhsp + rhsf3(1):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(0) + rhse
rhsp + rhsf3(1):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(0) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0) + rhse
rhsp + rhsf3(2):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(1) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0) + rhse
rhsp + rhsf3(2):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(0) +2 rhsf(1) + rhse
rhsp + rhsf3(3):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(1) + rhse
rhsp→ ∅
rprot→ rmfp
rhsp + rmfp� rhsp:rmfp
rhsp:rmfp→ rhsp + rprot

2.4 From Reactions to Computational Models

We have mentioned in Section 2.1 that every reaction has a reaction rate
associated to it, to describe how fast the reaction fires. The firing of a
reaction modifies the context of the system, by decreasing the concentration
levels of the reactants of the reaction and increasing the concentration of
the products. Depending on the system being modeled, there are several
possibilities of representing it. First, the modeler needs to choose between a
qualitative and a quantitative modeling approach. Qualitative models offer
some insights into the main properties of a system and its behavior, but
they abstract from the quantitative aspects. In turn, quantitative models
comprise details about the quantities of elements present in the system,
and how those quantities vary. We briefly present here some widely used
modeling frameworks.

2.4.1 ODE-based Models

Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are widely used for representing the
dynamics of deterministic systems as the evolution over time of the concen-
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trations of species. Reaction networks can be associated a reaction rate,
according to some kinetic function. One of the most widely used function is
mass action kinetics, see [64, 132]. According to this dynamics, the change
in concentration of a species depends on the kinetic constants of the reac-
tions it participates in (with a positive change if the species is produced, and
a negative change if it is consumed in the reaction), the concentrations of all
reactants in the reaction, and their stoichiometries. The general expression
of the reaction rate for a mass action reaction of the general form 2.1 is given
in Equation 2.2, with vj denoting the reaction rate, and kj the kinetic rate
constant of the reaction. The resulting set of ODEs is given in Equation 2.3.
We use the notation [S] to denote the concentration of a species S. The time
course for each species’ concentration is obtained via numerical integration
of the system of ODEs.

vj = kj

n∏

i=1
[Si]ci . (2.2)

d[Si]
dt

= (c′i − ci)kj
n∏

l=1
[Sl]cl , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (2.3)

In our paper [61] we present some of the basic concepts for modeling
biological systems using ODEs, and exemplify them on a model of the heat
shock response. We cover the mass action rate law together with several en-
zymatic reactions rate laws, and present the problem of model fitting, i.e.,
estimating the parameters of a model such that its predictions fit the avail-
able experimental data. We briefly discuss several computational analysis
techniques, using as case study the heat shock response.

Quantitative modeling of a system using ODEs means assigning a deter-
ministic behavior to the system. However, difficulties may arise when small
populations are involved due to stochastic events. In such cases, a stochastic
or a hybrid modeling approach could be preferred. The deterministic and
stochastic modeling approaches both assume that the system is well-stirred
and at thermodynamical equilibrium. But while ODEs model the average
behavior of the system, a stochastic model gives individual runs of the sys-
tem. Two consecutive runs can be very different, as a run is a random walk
through the possible stated of a system. Stochastic models work with par-
ticle numbers, i.e., each entity is modeled individually and the underlying
principle is that of molecular collisions. A reaction can happen only if there
exist enough molecules to collide to produce the output of the reaction. In
contrast, ODEs work with concentrations of species and model a continuous
evolution of the system, having as underlying concept diffusion-like reac-
tions. Numerical simulations are fast for ODEs, while simulating Gillespie’s
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algorithm is slow, and many runs are required. It is good to have these
differences in mind when making a modeling decision.

Apart from the widely-used ODE modeling formalism, other computa-
tional modeling formalisms emerged for computational biomodels, or were
adapted/extended to the particularities of the field. We very briefly present
here rule-based modeling, CTMCs, guarded command languages, process
algebras and Petri nets. For more detailed descriptions and a few other
modeling formalisms we refer to [94, 17].

2.4.2 Rule-based Modeling
The rule-based modeling formalism was introduced for biological modeling
with the aim of representing molecules and their interactions in a compact
and comprehensive way, see [39, 40, 41, 49, 31]. The power of this modeling
framework lies in the way it represents the states of molecules and their sites.
The formalism supports the definition of rules that are applicable to more
than one configuration of a molecule by specifying only the characteristics
of interest and allowing the others to have any value. Thus, one single
rule may encode several reactions. The formalism is also suitable for data
refinement in the sense that we present in Chapter 3, as we have studied
in our papers [72, 60]. For large models, a modular extension of the Kappa
language has been recently proposed, see [105].

2.4.3 Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs)
Continuous time Markov chains are a mathematical formalism that can be
used to describe the transformation of a system. For a CTMC representing
a biological system, the states are the number of molecules for each species,
and the transitions are reactions (where for every reaction, the next state of
the CTMC model is determined by subtracting from each variable encoding
a species present in the reactants of the reaction the quantities indicated
in the reaction, and adding to each variable encoding a species present in
the products of the reaction the quantities indicated in the reaction). Each
transition has a probabilistic rate of firing, and the built computational
model can be verified, see [25].

2.4.4 Guarded Command Languages
Guarded command languages are another formalism that can be used for
modeling and checking properties of biological systems. As an example
PRISM [86] can be used for the probabilistic model checking of biomodels.
Internally, models are represented as continuous or discrete Markov chains
while the desired properties are designed using temporal logic. The PRISM
framework generates all possible behaviors of the system in the form of a
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state-transition system, with states representing the possible configurations
of the system and transitions representing the transition from one state to
another as the result of executing an action. Transitions are assigned rates
to account for the probability of the transition being fired within time t. For
models represented as CTMCs, due to the quantitative nature of the model,
its properties are expressed in probabilistic temporal logic, with the result
being the probability that the checked property holds. We refer to [72] for
a PRISM representation of the heat shock response model.

2.4.5 Process Algebras
The formalism of process algebras [19, 51] was originally introduced in Com-
puter Science to study the behavior of systems using algebraic methods and
emerged based on communicating sequential processes [24] and the calcu-
lus of communicating systems [98]. A process algebra can be used to both
specify and verify a system (i.e., verify that the system satisfies some given
property), and allows for different kinds of composition of systems. Several
extensions of process algebras have addressed issues like time, parametriza-
tion of processes and probabilistic modeling, see [15]. Among the extensions
originating from biomodeling, we list classification of components, introduc-
tion of reaction rates, etc. Some of the process algebra tools developed for
biomodeling are SPiM [110], Beta Workbench [45] and Bio-PEPA [32]. We
refer to [33] for a more detailed list.

2.4.6 Petri Nets
Petri nets are a formalism initially introduced in [108] for the modeling of
concurrent systems. Due to the concurrent nature of biological processes,
this formalism is suitable as a modeling framework for biological systems. In
Chapter 4 we discuss in more detail modeling biosystems using Petri nets,
and mention several of the existing extensions of the formalism, some of
which were specifically introduced for biomodeling purposes.

The presented formalisms are closely connected with each other, and
transformations from one formalism to another are possible. For example,
a PRISM model can be constructed based on a Petri net model, ODEs can
be automatically derived from a process algebra model, and all models can
be exported to the standard format SBML [70] that facilitates import into
different formalisms.
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3 | Refinement of Reaction
Network Models

Model building is a time-consuming process that is constantly subject to
change, as new information about the modeled system needs to be added
to the model. It is a good practice thus to start with a coarse model that
incorporates the main features of the system being modeled, and check the
main properties of the model. Subsequent steps can add further details to
the model, while making sure that the checked properties are still satisfied.
In many cases, it is easier to check the properties on the coarse model and
on the module being added, and infer theoretically that the properties of
interest are still satisfied by the refined model. This allows for a system-
atic, modular approach to modeling, where an entity or action is replaced
by a detailed module. Refinement in this sense has been applied in differ-
ent domains, e.g., software development [12, 26, 18], theorem provers [56],
safety critical systems [22, 20], formal modeling [124, 1], etc. The formal
specifications and details vary of course, but the underlying principle is the
same.

For domains where the built systems are both dynamic and quantita-
tive, but the system can also be analyzed qualitatively, the refinement can
be thought of as two-step, with the structural refinement step being sepa-
rated from and preceding the quantitative refinement step. The structural
refinement step is concerned with adding details regarding the entities in
the system (e.g., introducing new entities in the system, or detailing the in-
ternal structure of entities already present in the system) and the processes
including them. The subsequent quantitative refinement step concerns the
quantitative part of the system, e.g., setting new parameters, reaction rates
or initial quantities (concentrations) for the newly introduced entities.

3.1 Structural Refinement
Considering the definition of a biomodel presented in Section 2.2, namely
Definition 1, we show in this section how a structural refinement of such
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models can be made. The refinement is concerned with introducing new
(more detailed or specialized) species in the system, and more precisely
replacing existing species with a set of new species. These new species can be
thought of as differentiated subspecies of the species that they are replacing.
For example, in a coarse model one could represent a group of proteins with
the same function as one generic protein. In a more detailed model the
small differences between these proteins may become significant, and thus
replacing the generic protein with its variants is a necessary refinement.

3.1.1 Refinement of Species
In [57] all species are considered to be refined, and the refinements of re-
actions may include all possible combinations of subspecies that the corre-
sponding reactants and products refine to. More precisely, for species that
do not undergo refinement, the refinement means replacing a species with
a singleton set, so basically a renaming of the species. For species that are
subject to refinement, they will be replaced with the set of subspecies they
refine to. This is formally captured in Definition 2.

Definition 2. [57] Let S and S ′ be two sets of species, and ρ ⊆ S ×S ′

a relation. ρ is said to be a species refinement relation iff the following
conditions hold:

1. for each species A ∈ S there exists A′ ∈ S ′ such that (A,A′) ∈ ρ;

2. for each species A′ ∈ S ′ there exists exactly one A ∈ S such that
(A,A′) ∈ ρ.

In other words, a refinement relation ρ says for each species in the initial
set to which species or set of species it refines. Every species must refine to
at least one new species, possibly more than one. For species that refine to
one species, the refinement can be thought of as a renaming of the species,
thus in order to have a refinement that implies more than just a renaming of
species, there should be at least one species that refines to at least two new
(sub)species, namely that the new set of species S ′ has cardinality strictly
greater than that of S .

3.1.2 Refinement of Reactions
Next we discuss about the refinement of reactions that is induced by the
refinement relation ρ. For every reaction, every species on its left hand side
and every species on its right hand side will be replaced by a species that
it is in relation with according to ρ. Consider a species whose set of refined
subspecies contains at least two elements. If this species appears in a reac-
tion with stoichiometry greater than one, then its instances in that reaction
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need not refine to the same subspecies. All combinations of substitutions on
the left- and right- hand side of the reaction are considered. This is formally
captured in Definition 3.

Definition 3. [57] Let S and S ′ be two sets of species, and ρ ⊆ S ×S ′

a refinement relation. Given two complexes c over S and c′ over S ′, c′ is
said to be a ρ-refinement of c if, for every species S ∈ S , the stoichiometric
coefficients of its subspecies (as dictated by ρ) in c′ add up to its stoichio-
metric coefficient in c. The set of all possible ρ-refinements of c is denoted
by ∆ρ(c).

A reaction c → d over S is said to be refined to a reaction c′ → d′

over S ′ if c′ and d′ are respectively ρ-refinements of c and d. The set of all
possible refinements of a reaction c→ d can be written as ∆ρ(c)×∆ρ(d).

Given two models expressed as reaction networks, one is said to be the
refinement of the other one if there exists a refinement relation over their
respective sets of species such that all reactions in the refined model are
refinements of reactions in the initial model, and each reaction in the initial
model has at least one refinement in the refined model. This is formally
captured in Definition 4.

Definition 4. [57, 60] Given two reaction networks N = (S ,C ,R, k) and
N ′ = (S ′,C ′,R′, k′) and a refinement relation ρ ⊆ S ×S ′, N ′ is said to
be a structural refinement of N if the following conditions hold:

1. C ′ = ⋃
c∈C ∆ρ(c);

2. R′ ⊆ ⋃c→d∈R ∆ρ(c)×∆ρ(d) and ρ(r) ∩R′ 6= ∅ ∀r ∈ R.

In case of equality in the second condition, N ′ is said to be the full structural
refinement of N .

The full structural refinement of a model is considering all possible re-
fined complexes on either side of the reaction, and all possible reactions
among them, thus is a complete representation of any possible refined re-
action. In some cases, considering the full structural refinement of a model
may be needed. However, in practice the refinement of a model may be
restricted due to additional constraints. One of the most common such con-
straints is imposing a correspondence between the left- and right- hand sides
of a reaction. Example 1 illustrates such a constraint.

Example 1. Let P be a protein that binds to a receptor R in a reaction
P + R→ P :R. Let P1 and P2 be refinements of P, R′ be a refinement of R
and P1 :R′,P2 :R′ be refinements of P :R. The full structural refinement of
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the considered reaction is given by the following set of reactions:

(1) P1 + R′ → P1 :R′

(2) P1 + R′ → P2 :R′

(3) P2 + R′ → P1 :R′

(4) P2 + R′ → P2 :R′.

If an additional constraint requires that the protein in the bound state on
the right hand side of the reaction is precisely the protein on the left hand
side of the reaction, then only reactions (1) and (4) will be included in the
refined model.

Structural refinement is only concerned with the structural part of the
model, namely which reactions are included in the refined model. For the
case where the model has an established quantitative part (namely the ki-
netic rate constants are set), an equivalence condition between the two
quantitative models can be established, as we will present in Section 3.2.
However, in the remainder of this thesis we will only be concerned with
structural refinement and the challenges that it imposes in our chosen mod-
eling framework, Petri nets.

3.1.3 Propagating Refinement
We have considered in our work that species are of two types: atomic and
complex, and that refinement concerns only the atomic species. Complex
species can be seen as multisets over the set of atomic species, and thus
their refinement can be induced by the refinement of their constituents.
For compounds that are defined as multisets of atomic species, we use the
notation i 8A to denote i copies of species A, to preserve the notation used
in colored Petri nets.

Example 2. Assume a model M comprises the set of species S = {A,B,
C}. Consider further that A and B are atomic species, while C is a complex
species that contains one A and two Bs: C = {1 8A, 2 8B}. Let ρ ⊆ {A,B}×
{X,Y, Z} be the following refinement relation:

ρ = {(A,X), (B, Y ), (B,Z)}.

One could extend the refinement relation ρ based on the composition of C
and the refinements of A and B with the following pairs, to get a refinement
of both the atomic and the complex species of the model:

({1 8A, 2 8B}, {1 8X, 2 8Y });
({1 8A, 2 8B}, {1 8X, 1 8Y, 1 8Z});
({1 8A, 2 8B}, {1 8X, 2 8Z}).
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In Example 2 the refinements of C can be inferred based on the refine-
ments of the species composing C: each entity in C is refined according
to the refinement relation ρ. We think of this as the propagation of the
refinement from atomic species to complex species. The advantage of prop-
agation of refinement is that only the atomic species need to be refined,
while the complex species are refined automatically, in contrast to refining
every species individually.

3.2 Quantitative Refinement
Although we have focused primarily on structural refinements of biomod-
els, an important aspect of biomodels is their quantitative part, namely the
concentration (or number of particles) of each species and its evolution over
time, the speed of reactions and the kind of kinetic laws they obey (mass ac-
tion, Michaelis-Menten, other types of enzymatic reactions, special kinetics
depending on external factors like temperature, etc.). Work has been done
that focuses on the quantitative refinement of biomodels, offering algorith-
mic solutions to setting the new parameters of a refined model based on the
parameters of the initial model, the refinement that is to be implemented,
and the kinetic laws of each reaction to be refined, see [39, 37, 57, 11].

For a biomodel whose reactions follow the mass action kinetic law, a
sufficient condition for it to be quantitatively equivalent with a model rep-
resenting a refinement of it is given in [57]. We summarize here briefly the
result.

Theorem 1. [57] Let N = (S ,C ,R, k) be a reaction network and N ′ =
(S ′,C ′, R′, k′) a full structural ρ−refinement of N with ρ ⊆ S ×S ′ the
refinement relation. If for every c → d ∈ R and for every c′ ∈ ∆ρ(c) it
holds that

∑

d′∈∆ρ(d)
k′c′→d′ =

(
c

c′

)
kc→d, where

(
c

c′

)
=
∏|S |
i=1 ci!∏|S ′|
j=1 c

′
i!
,

then N ′ is a fit-preserving refinement of N .

In other words, in a refinement that preserves the fit of the initial model
the rate constants of the refined reactions with the same left hand side
depend on the rate of the parent reaction and on the stoichiometric coeffi-
cients on the left hand sides in a linear manner. The fit-preserving condition
presented in Theorem 1 holds for partial refinements as well. In a matrix
representation, the condition is that the sum of the kinetic constants of
all reactions whose left-hand side is a refinement of a reaction in the initial
model equals the kinetic constant of the initial reaction factored by a depen-
dency of the stoichiometries on the left hand side of both reactions. There
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exist of course an infinity of values for the kinetic constants that satisfy the
fit preserving condition. For a refined model where some of the kinetic con-
stants of refined reactions are set (experimentally), the fit preservation can
be attained in the refined model by setting the kinetic constants to satisfy
the fit condition, in the case that the already set constants do not violate the
condition to begin with. Extra biological information (e.g., all refinements
of a reaction fire with the same rate) could also help compute the values of
the kinetic constants.

We exemplify the setting of kinetic constants for our example partial
refinement of the dimerization reaction in the heat shock response case study
(namely the forward direction of reaction (1) in Table 2.1) in Table 3.1, and
the backward direction of the trimerization reaction in Table 3.2.

The fit-preserving conditions for the dimerization read:

k′1 = k1; 2k′2 = k1; k′3 = k1.

The conditions give directly the kinetic constants, since there is only one
refinement for each left hand side of a refined reaction.

The fit-preserving conditions for the refined reactions in Table 3.2 read:

k′1 = k1; k′2 + k′3 = k1; k′4 + k′5 = k1; k′6 = k1.

In this case the constants k′2, k′3, k′4 and k′5 were chosen to have equal
values, just like in [37].

Table 3.1: The initial dimerization reaction and its included refinements.
Initial reaction Refined reactions

2 hsf k1−→ hsf2
2 rhsf(0) k′

1−→ rhsf2(0)

rhsf(0) + rhsf(1) k′
2−→ rhsf2(1)

2 rhsf(1) k′
3−→ rhsf2(2)

Table 3.2: The initial de-trimerization reaction and its included refinements.
Initial reaction Refined reactions

hsf3 k1−→ hsf2 + hsf

rhsf3(0) k′
1−→ rhsf(0) + rhsf2(0)

rhsf3(1) k′
2−→ rhsf(1) + rhsf2(0)

rhsf3(1) k′
3−→ rhsf(0) + rhsf2(1)

rhsf3(2) k′
4−→ rhsf(1) + rhsf2(1)

rhsf3(2) k′
5−→ rhsf(0) + rhsf2(2)

rhsf3(3) k′
6−→ rhsf(1) + rhsf2(2)
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4 | Model Refinement in the
Petri Net Framework

In this chapter we recall the notions of Petri nets, colored Petri nets, and
present several existing refinements of Petri nets. Out of the refinements,
type refinement of colored Petri nets will form the basis for the next chapter.
We present the required steps for translating a reaction-based model into a
Petri net representation, and exemplify it on our case study.

4.1 Introduction to (Colored) Petri Nets

The Petri net formalism has been introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1962,
in his thesis “Kommunikation mit Automaten”, see [108]. The formalism
was developed for representing asynchronous, concurrent systems with re-
source sharing, and has been constantly developed and extended to fit the
particularities of other fields ever since. There exist nowadays many exten-
sions that allow for the modeling, analysis and simulation of a multitude
of types of systems: extended Petri nets [4, 106], self-modifying nets [130],
predicate/transition nets [53], reconfigurable Petri nets [14, 13], timed Petri
nets [114, 133], colored Petri nets [73, 74, 75], stochastic Petri nets [101, 5],
continuous Petri nets [42], hybrid Petri nets [6, 44], fuzzy Petri nets [92, 29],
object Petri nets [87], etc. Some of the extensions have a direct mapping
to the particularities of biological systems (e.g., inhibitory reactions can be
represented with extended Petri nets containing inhibitor arcs [102, 116]).
Both structural and dynamic analysis techniques can be used for discrete,
stochastic, continuous or hybrid models. For details on Petri nets definitions
and properties we refer to [106, 117, 102, 43, 46, 118], and for extensions of
Petri nets and their applications we refer to [3, 78, 43, 44, 16].

Petri nets are being used as a modeling framework for many fields, rang-
ing from Computer Science to Control Engineering, Manufacturing Systems
(production chains), Information Science, Systems Biology, etc.
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4.1.1 Definition
The formalism of Petri nets evolved a lot from its original definition, and
due to the many developed extensions there exist several slightly different
definitions (with respect to notations and whether the structure is separated
from the semantics or not), see [106, 117, 43, 65, 67, 118]. We will consider in
this thesis the definition of Petri nets as in [117, 102], and for colored Petri
nets we consider the definition in [75]. Although definitions of Petri nets
tailored for biology, where different types of arcs and transition functions
are considered exist, see [65, 67], our main focus is on the structural aspects
of modeling with (colored) Petri nets and implementing refinements. Thus,
we opted for a general definition in order to keep the results and techniques
open for other application domains.

Definition 5. [102] A Petri net is a 5-tuple N = (P, T,A, f,M0) such that:

• P is the finite set of places;

• T is the finite set of transitions, such that P ∩ T = ∅;

• A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a finite set of arcs;

• f : A→ N∗ is a weight function;

• M0 : P → N is an initialization function.

Apart from the formal definition, Petri nets offer as well an intuitive
graphical representation, which is a great asset for the formalism to be
adopted in many domains. Places are depicted as circles or ellipses, transi-
tions are pictured as bars, squares or rectangles, and arcs are represented as
arrows indicating the direction of an interaction: from a place to a transition,
or from a transition to a place.

4.1.2 Elements of a Petri Net
Places can be thought of as passive elements of the network, and they in a
biological context encode the molecules or entities of a system, or a signal.
Transitions are in turn the active elements of the network, and they encode
the actions in a system, i.e., the biological interactions and molecular trans-
formations. Both places and transitions are frequently named according to
the entities and events that they represent. Places host quantitative infor-
mation about how many entities represented by the place are present in the
system, as its marking. For low numbers (usually up to 3), this information
can be depicted through tokens: black dots inside a place, as many as the
place’s marking. The initialization function assigns for each place its initial
marking.
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Arcs are used to depict which actors are involved in which interactions,
and the weight function gives the cost of an interaction, i.e., how many
elements are being consumed (for a place-to-transition arc) or produced (for
a transition-to-place arc). The fact that arcs only connect a place with a
transition or a transition with a place yields the bipartite structure of Petri
nets.

For a given transition t ∈ T , the set of places p ∈ P such that (p, t) ∈ A
is called the set of pre-places of t, denoted •t, and the set of places such that
(t, p) ∈ A is called the set of post-places of t, denoted t•.

4.1.3 Semantics
We have mentioned that transitions are the active elements of a Petri net.
They may fire when certain preconditions are met, removing tokens from
their pre-places and adding tokens to their post-places, thus changing the
marking of the net. This gives the behavior of a Petri net. A transition t is
said to be enabled in a marking M if all its pre-places are sufficiently marked,
i.e., M(p) ≥ f((p, t)),∀p ∈ •t. An enabled transition may fire, changing the
markings of all the places connected to it, as explained next.

For a Petri net N = (P, T,A, f,M0) with n = |P | places and m = |T |
transitions, one can assume an ordering of the places and an ordering of the
transitions (e.g., in lexicographic order of their name). For a transition t,
the effect of its firing on the place marking can be represented as a column
vector t ∈ Nn, whose entries are:

ti =





f(t, pi), if (t, pi) ∈ A and (pi, t) 6∈ A;
f(pi, t), if (pi, t) ∈ A and (t, pi) 6∈ A;
f(t, pi)− f(pi, t), if (t, pi) ∈ A and (pi, t) ∈ A;
0, otherwise.

All the transition vectors form the matrix of the Petri net, N ∈ Nn×m,
such that N = (t1, . . . , tm). This matrix is also called the incidence matrix,
and is sometimes denoted by C in the literature.

The firing of a transition may change the number of tokens in the places
connected to it, possibly enabling new transitions or disabling others. The
repeated firing of transitions gives the behavior of the Petri net. This can
be represented as the reachability graph of the network, which can be finite
or infinite. This graph has as nodes markings that are reachable from the
initial marking, while its arcs represent transition firing events. Transitions
may fire following different strategies. In some semantics, only one transi-
tion is fired at a time, while in other semantics parallel firings are allowed.
Transitions that are concurrently enabled and are not in conflict may fire
concurrently. In the case of a conflict, where two or more transitions are
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competing for some token(s), a nondeterministic choice is made for which
transition to fire.

In the case of standard Petri nets, only one transition is fired at a time
and the firing changes the marking of the network thus impacting the tran-
sitions that are enabled at the next step. The whole behavior of the network
is given by all possible partially or totally ordered firing sequences. How-
ever, kinetic information can be added to standard Petri nets, resulting in
different behaviors.

In stochastic Petri nets, every transition is assigned a firing rate which
indicates the time that needs to elapse from when the transition becomes
enabled to when it can be fired. These are randomly distributed variables
according to some probability distribution function. Every transition is also
assigned a stochastic hazard function that is dependent on the marking of its
pre-places. The behavior of stochastic Petri nets is described by continuous
time Markov chains labeled with the transition rates (or sum of rates for
parallel transitions).

In continuous Petri nets the place markings and arc weights are non-
negative reals. Every transition is assigned a firing rate function, and the
transition fires continuously provided that all of its pre-places are marked
with a value greater than zero, with the strength of the flow determined
by the rate function and the markings of its pre-places. The semantics of
continuous Petri nets is described by ODEs.

Hybrid Petri nets have both continuous and stochastic transitions, with
the stochastic and continuous parts influencing each other with the restric-
tion that discrete places are not connected to continuous transitions through
standard arcs. Stochastic transitions follow the stochastic semantics, and
continuous transitions follow the continuous semantics.

We refer to [21] for a very recent overview of modeling with different
kinds of Petri nets for Biology including examples, properties and analysis
techniques.

4.1.4 Properties

Some of the behavioral properties of a Petri net that are of most interest in a
biological model are liveness, boundedness and reversibility, while the struc-
tural properties of interest are P-invariants and T-invariants. We explain
briefly next the definition of these properties and their biological interpre-
tation. For formal definitions and more properties we refer to [117, 102].

A Petri net is said to be live if from any marking reachable from the initial
marking it is possible to fire any transition through some firing sequence. In
a biological setup, this property ensures that every reaction can be executed
at some point. It also means that the system will never reach a state where
no reactions can be executed.
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A place is said to be k-bounded if k is an upper bound on the number
of tokens that it will ever host in any reachable marking. A Petri net is
k-bounded if all its places are k-bounded. This property ensures that there
exists no infinite accumulation of some element in a system.

A Petri net is reversible if the initial marking can be reached again
from any reachable marking. In a biological system, it may happen that
some reactions are irreversible, and the reversibility property of the network
shows that there exists an alternative pathway to produce the species that
are consumed by some of the reactions in the model.

A place invariant (P-invariant) is a vector of places x : P → Nn, where
n = |P |, such that NT · x = 0. In a biological setting, P-invariants en-
code mass conservation relations, and may account for different forms of
some species. For example, in the HSR model there is an invariant that
accounts for the total number of hsf molecules in the system being constant
regardless of the form of the molecule (monomeric or in a complex), i.e.,
HSF + 2 · HSF2 + 3 · HSF3 + HSP:HSF+ 3 · HSF3:HSE is constant (we used
here with a slight abuse of notation the place names in Table 4.1 to denote
the number of tokens in the corresponding place). Any place involved in a
P-invariant is bounded.

A transition invariant (T-invariant) is a vector of transitions y : T →
Nm, wherem = |T |, such that N ·y = 0. The effect of firing all the transitions
in a T-invariant on the marking of the network is null. A Petri net is said to
be covered by T-invariants if every transition of the network is part of a T-
invariant. A network that is covered by T-invariants has no accumulations
of species, because of the null effect of firing all transitions in a T-invariant.

Apart from the many available analysis techniques, one of the key advan-
tages of Petri nets over other modeling formalisms for biological systems is
their intuitive graphical representation. Another advantage for modellers is
the availability of many software tools for the construction, simulation and
analysis of Petri nets models. For a comprehensive list of Petri net software
tools we refer to [109].

4.1.5 Colored Petri Nets

Colored Petri nets (also called CP-nets) [76, 77] add a layer of programma-
bility to the formalism of Petri nets, by introducing data types for the places
in the form of color sets, and supplementary conditions for the firing of a
transition, via transition guards. Places no longer host identical elements
(tokens), but are seen instead as bags containing possibly different elements
of the same type (colors of a color set). Arc expressions may use typed vari-
ables from a set of variables V , with Type[x] denoting the type (color set)
of a variable or expression x, and EXPRV denoting the set of expressions
using variables from the set V . SMS is used to denote the set of all multisets
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over S, see [77].

Definition 6. [77] A colored Petri Net (CP-net) is a tuple CPN = (P, T,A,
Σ, V, C,G,E, I) satisfying the requirements below:

1. P, T,A are defined as for a standard Petri net.

2. Σ is a finite set of non-empty types, called color sets.

3. V is a finite set of typed variables, where Type[v] ∈ Σ, for all v in V .

4. C : P → Σ is a color set function that assigns to every place a color
set.

5. G : T → EXPRV is a guard function that defines conditions for
transitions.

6. E : A → EXPRV is an arc expression function with Type(E(a)) =
C(p(a))MS, for all arcs a in A, where p(a) is the place corresponding
to arc a.

7. I is an initialization function assigning to each place p an initialization
expression such that Type(I(p)) = C(p)MS.

In order to evaluate the value of arc expressions and transition guards,
all variables in an expression (transition guard) must be assigned a value
from the corresponding data type. This process is called binding: a variable
is bound to a certain value. A binding of all variables that are associated
to a transition (i.e., all variables of the arc expressions on in- and out-
arcs connected to the transition and all the variables in the guard of that
transition) forms a transition instance. If the guard of a transition instance
evaluates to true and there are enough many tokens in the pre-places of the
transition as dictated by the bindings of the arc expressions on incoming
arcs, then the transition instance is enabled and may fire. The firing of a
transition instance will modify the marking of the net by removing colored
tokens from the pre-places of the transition and adding colored tokens to
its post-places, where the colors of the tokens are determined by the arc
expressions and variable bindings.

Colored Petri nets can be used to address one of the challenges of model-
ing large systems with Petri nets, namely that the representation can become
too large. CP-nets allow for similar subnets to be folded in one subnet, with
the distinction between the individual subnets being made via colors. They
also allow foldings of slightly different subnets, of branching and of conflict
processes. This may yield a significantly smaller network, that is easier to
work with. Furthermore, a CP-net can easily scale up, e.g., by adding colors
to the color sets of those subnets that need to be supplemented, or scale
down by removing colors when certain subnets can be omitted.
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4.2 Biological Models as Petri Nets
The idea of representing metabolic pathways using Petri nets has been in-
troduced in [116], and exemplified by the same authors in [115] on a case
study of the combined metabolism of two pathways in an erythrocyte cell.
The advantage of using this formalism is in building computational models
that offer qualitative analysis methods for the network, based on the struc-
tural properties of the network. The authors argue that compounds (e.g.,
proteins) are represented as places, with a possibility of representing the
same protein through several places, if it has several possible states or it is
important to locate the compartment it is in. Transitions are used to repre-
sent reactions or even depict a set of successive intermediary reactions, when
by-products are not of interest. The ideas in [116] have been extended to
allow not only a qualitative analysis of a biological system represented as a
Petri net, but also discrete and continuous representations of biopathways,
see [121, 69, 67]. For details on techniques for modeling different kinds
of biological networks (cell signaling pathways, gene regulatory networks,
metabolic pathways) using Petri nets we refer to [28, 67, 16, 84].

We will exemplify the procedure of translating a reaction-based model
into a Petri net on our heat shock response case study. For this, consider
the set of reactions in Table 2.1. Each species is represented as a place in
a Petri net, and each reaction is represented as a transition. As a nam-
ing convention, each place is named after the species it is representing (as
present in the metabolic model in Table 2.1), in capitals, and transitions are
numbered such that transition ti represents reaction no. i in Table 2.1. For
the reversible reactions, we differentiate the forward direction as tFi and the
backward direction as tBi . In Tables 4.1 and 4.2 we list the correspondence
between places and species, and transitions and reactions, respectively.

Table 4.1: Correspondence between places in the Petri net representation
and species in the molecular HSR model.

Place name Species Place name Species
HSF hsf HSF2 hsf2
HSF3 hsf3 HSE hse
HSF3:HSE hsf3:hse HSP hsp
HSP:HSF hsp:hsf PROT prot
MFP mfp HSP:MFP hsp:mfp

Some of the species in our model are involved in more than one reaction.
In order to obtain an easily readable Petri net representation of the system,
we use logical places for some of these species. Logical places are depicted as
gray filled circles, and may appear several times in the Petri net, but denote
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the same entity. For each reaction we draw arcs from the places representing
the substrates of the reaction (species on its left hand side) to the transition
representing the reaction, and from the transition representing the reaction
to places representing the products of the reaction (species on its right hand
side). The resulting Petri net is depicted in Figure 4.2. The weight of each
arc is given by the stoichiometry of the place connected to the arc. We only
include in the figure the arc weights greater than 1.

Table 4.2: Correspondence between transitions in the Petri net representa-
tion and the reactions they are modeling.

Transition Reaction
tF
1 2 hsf → hsf2

tB
1 hsf2 → 2 hsf

tF
2 hsf + hsf2 → hsf3

tB
2 hsf3 → hsf + hsf2

tF
3 hsf3 + hse→ hsf3:hse

tB
3 hsf3:hse→ hsf3 + hse

t4 hsf3:hse→ hsf3:hse + hsp
tF
5 hsp + hsf → hsp:hsf

tB
5 hsp:hsf → hsp + hsf

t6 hsp + hsf2 → hsp:hsf + hsf
t7 hsp + hsf3 → hsp:hsf +2 hsf
t8 hsp + hsf3:hse→ hsp:hsf +2 hsf + hse
t9 hsp→ ∅
t10 prot→ mfp
tF
11 hsp + mfp→ hsp:mfp

tB
11 hsp:mfp→ hsp + mfp

t12 hsp:mfp→ hsp + prot

4.3 Model Refinement with Petri Nets

The concept of refinements of Petri nets is not new, and in fact there are
many known types of refinements for both simple and colored Petri nets.
We briefly present here several existing notions of refinement for Petri nets.
Some of the refinements are abstractions of the network, i.e., the refined
network is smaller, while other refinements are expanding the network.

Refinements can preserve some properties of the network, but they can
also introduce new properties for the grainier network. In the case of a
behavior-preserving refinement, the behavior of the refined network is de-
termined by the behavior of the initial network, and checked properties are
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Figure 4.1: Petri net representation of the heat shock response model. Gray
places are logical places, i.e., they appear more than once in the network for
clarity purposes, but they denote the same entity. Place (transition) names
are displayed next to the corresponding place (transition, resp.). Arc ex-
pressions greater than 1 are displayed next to the corresponding arc. Figure
generated using Snoopy [68].
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preserved so that the property checking step is no longer necessary.

4.3.1 Refinements of Petri Nets

The first formalization of refinements of Petri nets dates from 1979, when
the notion of stepwise refinement of a Petri net by replacing a transition with
a subnetwork was introduced, see [129]. Some transitions can be seen as not
instantaneous, meaning that their execution can be detailed by decomposing
them into several steps. Thus, a transition could be replaced with a subnet
called block, under the assumption that the block is well-formed as explained
next. A block contains two special transitions: one initial, tini, used to get
input from the rest of the network, and one final, tfin, used for output to the
rest of the network. A Petri net obtained from a block by adding one place
(called idle place) that has as only input transition tfin and as only output
transition tini is called the associated Petri net of the block. A block is well-
formed if and only if its associated Petri net is live and the initial marking
is the only marking where the idle place is not empty and moreover the only
enabled transition in the initial marking is tini. The properties of the initial
network (e.g., boundedness, liveness) are preserved if the transition being
replaced is not two-enabled (all pre-places of the transition are sufficiently
marked so that the transition could fire twice) in any marking and the block
it is being replaced with is well-formed. The gain is thus in not having to
check the properties of the new, larger Petri net if the properties of the
initial network are known and the preservation conditions are fulfilled.

Building on the ideas of [129], a method for expanding or reducing a Petri
net via stepwise transformations of its transitions was formalized, see [127].
Namely, a transition could be detailed to a subnet, or a subnet could be ab-
stracted to a single transition, when certain criteria are met. The technique
in [129] is generalized from a two-enabledness condition to k-enabledness: a
transition that is at most k-enabled can be replaced with a k-well-behaved
Petri net to obtain a refinement, as explained next. A transition t is k-
enabled if there exists a reachable marking M such that all the pre-places
of t are sufficiently marked so that t could be fired k times. A Petri net is
said to be k-well-behaved with respect to two transitions tini and tfin if in
the network obtained by adding an idle place with marking k, the initial
transition tini is live, and for any firing sequence the number of firings of tini
is always greater or equal to the number of firings of tfin, and there always
exists a firing sequence that can make the number of firings of tini and tfin
equal.

The initial Petri net is seen as an abstraction of the refined one. The
procedure is also generalized to refine places: a place p can refine to a subnet
consisting of two places and a transition such that one place has as pre-
transitions exactly p’s pre-transitions and as only post-transition the new
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transition, and the other place has the new transition as only pre-transition,
and exactly p’s post-transitions as post-transitions. The newly introduced
transition can at a subsequent step be refined to a subnetwork to further
refine the model. In [131] the condition that a subnet has only one transition
that affects the input and one that affects the output is relaxed. This allows
for the initial network (also called host network) and the subnetwork that
replaces a transition (also called daughter network, or module) to be designed
independently. The pre-places of the transition to be replaced are input
places for the daughter network, while its post-places are output places of
the daughter network.

For the formalism of colored Petri nets, refinements of transitions are
possible for hierarchical colored Petri nets: a transition can be replaced
with a detailed subnetwork (also called page) describing its action. The
model is organized as modules communicating through interfaces (subsets of
input/output places that are common to two modules, and through which
the two modules communicate), see [77]. Models can be represented as
hierarchical Petri nets to begin with, but detailing the action of a transition
through a submodule, thus refining the network, is also possible.

Some work has been done also on refinements of Petri nets using rules,
see [104] for a survey. In this approach, a subnetwork in a Petri net is
replaced or extended with a subnetwork in such a way that the properties
(liveness or safety properties expressed as logic formulas) of the previous
network are preserved. The transformation is done according to rules of the
form L

k1←− K
k2−→ R, where L is the left-hand side subnetwork, R is the

right-hand side subnetwork, and K is an interface between the two (i.e., a
subnetwork of both L and R), with k1 and k2 morphisms that satisfy certain
assumptions.

Other kinds of refinements of Petri nets have been proposed in the liter-
ature, but they are beyond the scope of this work.

4.3.2 Type Refinement of Colored Petri Nets.
We detail here the notion of type refinement introduced in [88], since it is
the ground for the refinement technique in Chapter 5. The color sets in
a colored Petri net represent the data structures or types of the elements
contained in its places. Changing the color sets may induce a refinement
in the network, if the change adds some new level of detail with respect to
the initial color set. This could easily be implemented as suggested in [88]
by adding a new field to an existing record color set. The same effect could
be obtained by, e.g., replacing an integer color set (or other simple color
sets) containing only one value with the same kind of color set that has
more values. The structure of the network is preserved, but changes may be
needed in the arc expressions and guards.
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Every refined color set can be projected onto the initial color set, i.e.,
by forgetting the details introduced by the refinement, or, in the case of
increasing the domain of a color set, the projection of any new color would
be the one color in the initial color set.

Example 3. Consider a model that consists of the reversible dimerization
and further reversible trimerization of a molecule hsf, namely reactions (1)
and (2) in Table 2.1. The color set for the place representing hsf can be a
color set with one value, e.g., a record with one field t (to denote a token)
of the generic type Dot containing one element, dot:

colorset Dot = dot;
colorset C hsf = record t : Dot.

The color sets for the dimer hsf2 and trimer hsf3 can be products of the
color sets of their substrates. Namely, the color set for the place representing
hsf2 is colorset C hsf2 = product C hsf ∗ C hsf . The full definition of the
model is presented in Figure 4.2.

Refining the model to include the acetylation of hsf can be done by ex-
tending the domain for the color set associated with hsf to include a field ac
with values {0, 1} to denote the acetylation status of an hsf molecule:

colorset Range = int with 0, 1;
colorset C hsf = record t : Dot ∗ ac : Range.

Namely, the color set C hsf in the refined definition contains two colors:
{t = dot, ac = 0} and {t = dot, ac = 1}. The color set for hsf2 contains, by
definition as a compound color set with two instances of C hsf , four colors
while the color set for hsf3 contains eight colors, as listed in Table 4.3.

The same model could be built by using simple color sets, i.e., integers
with domain of one value for the initial model, and integer color sets with
two, four and respectively eight values for the color sets of places representing
the refined hsf, hsf2 and hsf3, respectively, as discussed on a different example
in [30].

4.3.3 Refinements of the Heat Shock Response Model as
Colored Petri Nets

As discussed in the previous chapters of this work, refining models is an im-
portant step of the model building process, and it can be done in a systematic
way so that previous data is used (e.g., kinetic parameters of a previously
fitted model). Different modeling frameworks can be used for implementing
such refinements, and studies have been made on the performance of some
of the widely used frameworks with respect to refinements, see [60, 11].
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Table 4.3: Type refinement of the color sets. For the refined model, one
extra field is added to account for the acetylation status of the molecules.
The projection of every refined color onto the initial color set is the color in
the initial color set (namely, the field ac is dropped).
Color Colors Colors

set (Initial model) (Refined model)

C hsf {t = dot} {t = dot, ac = 0}
{t = dot, ac = 1}

C hsf2 ({t = dot}, {t = dot})
({t = dot, ac = 0}, {t = dot, ac = 0})
({t = dot, ac = 0}, {t = dot, ac = 1})
({t = dot, ac = 1}, {t = dot, ac = 0})
({t = dot, ac = 1}, {t = dot, ac = 1})

C hsf3 ({t = dot}, {t = dot}, {t = dot})

({t = dot, ac = 0}, {t = dot, ac = 0}, {t = dot, ac = 0})
({t = dot, ac = 0}, {t = dot, ac = 1}, {t = dot, ac = 0})
({t = dot, ac = 1}, {t = dot, ac = 0}, {t = dot, ac = 0})
({t = dot, ac = 1}, {t = dot, ac = 1}, {t = dot, ac = 0})
({t = dot, ac = 0}, {t = dot, ac = 1}, {t = dot, ac = 0})
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Declarations (for the initial model):
colorset Dot = dot;
colorset C hsf = record t:Dot;
colorset C hsf2 = product C hsf ∗C hsf ;
colorset C hsf3 = product C hsf ∗C hsf ∗C hsf ;
var m, m1, m2 : C hsf ;

Declarations (for the refined model):
colorset Dot = dot;
colorset Range = int with 0,1;
colorset C hsf = record t:Dot, ac:Range;
colorset C hsf2 = product C hsf ∗C hsf ;
colorset C hsf3 = product C hsf ∗C hsf ∗C hsf ;
var m, m1, m2 : C hsf ;

Figure 4.2: Colored Petri net representation of reactions (1)−(2), with insets
detailing the color set definition for the initial and the refined models. Place
(transition) names are displayed next to the corresponding place (transition,
resp.). The color set names are depicted with brown italics, on top of the
place name. Arc expressions are displayed in blue. Notation m1 + +m2 is
used to denote a multiset containing variables m1 and m2, while (m1,m2)
denotes a pair from the cartesian product C hsf2 . Figure generated using
Snoopy [68].
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Some of the frameworks (e.g., rule-based modeling, colored Petri nets) have
built-in mechanisms that allow for a compact representation of the refined
models, while others (ODEs, guarded command languages) require a full
specification of the expanded model.

Standard Petri nets require a full specification of the refined model, as
there is a one-to-one correspondence between species and places, and re-
actions and transitions, respectively. They are therefore not suitable for
refining large models due to the size explosion (in terms of number of places
and transitions) that they must explicitly handle. On the contrary, colored
Petri nets allow folding places and transitions together respectively, thus re-
ducing the representation of a standard Petri net. Implementing refinements
in the formalism of colored Petri nets may resume to choosing suitable color
sets for the places that are subject to refinement, and adjusting the tran-
sition guards accordingly. For example, in Figure 4.5 all transition guards
are set to value true. But if for example there was an extra constraint that
a single-acetylated dimer always has the acetylated hsf on the second posi-
tion, then transition tF1 should have a guard [m1 <= m2]. Alternatively, a
modeler may choose to change the structure of the network (by adding new
transitions to represent some of the transition refinements) as a trade-off for
less complex transition guards and color sets. We have designed two colored
Petri net models of the HSR refined model: one that kept the same network
structure as in the initial model, and one that used fewer colors and added
new transitions in the model to simplify guards, see [72, 59].

The refinement of the HSR model detailed in Chapter 3 can be imple-
mented with colored Petri nets in several ways, depending on the color-
ing strategy that is chosen, as we first reported in [59] and later detailed
in [62, 72, 60]. Depending on the data structures used, it is possible to
keep the same topology of the network when implementing the refinement.
This was the case for a strategy where the color sets of places representing
complex species that were subject to refinement were cartesian products of
the color sets of the places representing their composing elements, see Fig-
ure 4.5. Another way of preserving the topology is to use multisets as color
sets for places representing complex species, see [63].

The second coloring strategy was to use simple color sets for some of
the complex species, and introduce some new transitions. The colored Petri
net corresponding to this strategy is depicted in Figure 4.4. The color sets
Mono, Di and Tri are integer data types with values {0, 1}, {0, 1, 2} and
{0, 1, 2, 3} respectively. The values are interpreted as the number of acety-
lated hsf molecules. For example, value 1 in color set Di denotes a refined
dimer with one acetylated site, namely rhsf2(1). Some of the refined reactions
in Table 2.3 have the same left hand side but different right hand sides. In
such cases, we represented the different reactions with the same left hand side
with different transitions. For example, transitions t26 and t36 have the same
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guard, [d = 1] and represent reactions with the same left hand side (namely,
rhsp + rhsf2(1)). However, the arc expressions of their outgoing arcs are differ-
ent, as the right hand sides of the represented reactions are different. Tran-
sition t26 represents the reaction rhsp + rhsf2(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf(0) and
transition t36 represents the reaction rhsp + rhsf2(1) → rhsp:rhsf(0) + rhsf(1).
A similar reasoning has been applied for all pairs of reactions sharing the
same left hand side, but the arc expressions for the corresponding transitions
have been omitted in Figure 4.4 for clarity.

The simulation runs for the refined models reproduce the simulation run
for the initial model. We include in Figure 4.3 the simulation runs for the
initial model, the color-focused refinement and the transition-focused refine-
ment. One can notice that the plot of hsf3:hse in the initial model, (a),
is identical with the summated (label HSF3HSE total) plot of the refine-
ments of hsf3:hse in both refined models, plots (b) and (c). Moreover,in
the transition-focused refinement plot (c) the refined species with the same
number of acetylated hsf molecules are plotted with the same color to show
that they have precisely the same behavior. This comes from the choice
of equal kinetic constants for the corresponding reactions and equal initial
markings.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of the initial and refined HSR models. (a) plot of
hsf3:hse; (b) plot of the refinements of hsf3:hse and their sum in the color-
based refinement; (c) plot of the refinements of hsf3:hse and their sum in
the transition-based refinement.
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Declarations:
colorset Dot = dot;
colorset Mono = int with 0-1;
colorset Di = int with 0-2;
colorset Tri = int with 0-3;
colorset DotMono = product Dot ∗Mono;
colorset TriDot = product Tri ∗ Dot;
var d : Di ; var t : Tri ;

Figure 4.4: Colored Petri net representation of the refined HSR model with
different topology from the initial model. Place (transition) names are dis-
played next to the corresponding place (transition, resp.). The color set
names are depicted with brown italics on top of the place name. The inset
contains the color set definition. Arc expressions are displayed in blue. Tran-
sition guards are displayed with purple. Figure generated using Snoopy [68].
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colorset Dot = dot;
colorset Mono = int with 0,1;
colorset Dimer = product Mono*Mono;
colorset Trimer = product Mono*Mono*Mono;
colorset DotMono = product Dot*Mono;

var m1, m2, m3 : Mono;
colorset TrimerDot = product Trimer*Dot;

Figure 4.5: Colored Petri net representation of the refined heat shock re-
sponse model, with the same structure as the initial model. Place (transi-
tion) names are displayed next to the corresponding place (transition, resp.).
The color set names are depicted with brown italics on top of the place name.
The inset contains the color set and variable definition. All places represent-
ing compound species have product color sets. Arc expressions are displayed
in blue. Most arc expressions have been omitted for readability purposes.
Figure generated using Snoopy [68].
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5 | Petri Nets with a Com-
positional Part

We extended Petri nets with a compositional part to detail the composition
of each place, see [58]. The idea is to capture information about the composi-
tional structure of the entities modeled in a Petri net, both for completeness
and for the possibility of automatically assigning color sets in a colored
Petri net. We started with the goal of automatizing structural refinement
in the Petri net framework, and the formalism allows for automatization of
color set definitions for complex places. Having color sets that encode the
structure of the elements they are set to represent allows for automatic re-
flection of changes throughout the network when modifying the color set of
an atomic element. We detail in this chapter the construct and its potential
for automatization.

5.1 Introduction to Composition (Colored) Petri
Nets

As discussed in Chapter 4, colored Petri nets are a good formalism for han-
dling model explosions. However, modelers might find it difficult to choose
color sets for the places of the system, and automatizing this procedure
would both give a time speedup, and reduce the risk of human errors. We
consider that an assignment of color sets based on the composition of places
is a good strategy for assigning color sets, because they allow for the iden-
tification of constituent elements’ colors, and this may prove useful when
detailing the reactions, e.g., for a double displacement reaction.

5.1.1 Motivation
We start with an example from biology to unveil the rationale behind the
construction. The example shows that the internal structure of the modeled
entities plays an important role in the reactions, thus motivating the idea
of capturing it in a systematic way.
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Example 4. The process by which proteins are produced inside a cell is
composed of several steps. The protein is obtained by producing an mRNA
molecule based on a template given by the gene encoding the protein, a pro-
cess called transcription, and further production of the protein by ribosomes,
process called translation. Usually, to enhance the transcription activity, a
molecule called a transcription factor binds to a special binding region of
the gene, and allows for transcription of the intermediary mRNA molecule.
Transcription factors may vary largely in form and structure, and in partic-
ular they can be complexes formed from several molecules. In our case study
of the heat shock response mechanism, the transcription factors for heat
shock proteins (hsf) must be in a trimeric state (hsf3). We consider here
the reactions capturing the reversible binding of hsf3 to the gene promoting
region hse, the further production of hsp, and also the self-regulating mech-
anism by which heat shock proteins assist the unbinding of the transcription
factor from the hsp-encoding gene:

hsf3 + hse� hsf3:hse
hsf3:hse→ hsf3:hse + hsp
hsp + hsf3:hse→ hsp:hsf +2 hsf + hse

For the third reaction, it becomes visible that knowing the internal struc-
ture (compositional structure) of each species is important. Namely, the
complex species hsf3:hse is broken down into its constituents. Using color
sets that reflect this composition in a colored Petri net representation of this
example allows for the identification of the colors for each constituent. We
show in Figure 5.1 a colored Petri net model for the three reactions listed
here.

The color sets for places representing complexes were defined based on
the color sets of the places representing the elements they are composed of
in declaration (a), and as simple color sets with one element in declaration
(b). Both coloring strategies give a valid model. However, upon refining
the color set Mono to contain two colors, the semantics of the model will
have to be changed drastically in the (b) declaration, since the color sets
Trimer, DNAbound and Inactive will also have to be changed. For the (a)
declaration, the refinement is reflected in the three aforementioned color sets
through their definition.

As seen in Example 4, the choice of color sets plays a role in the further
efforts of refining a model. With our composition Petri nets, we address pre-
cisely the issue of assigning color sets when the composition of the modeled
entities is known.
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Declarations (a):
colorset DNAp = enum with hse;
colorset HSprot = enum with hsp;
colorset Mono = enum with hsf;
colorset Trimer = product Mono∗Mono∗Mono;
colorset DNAbound = product Trimer ∗DNAp;
colorset Inactive = product HSprot∗Mono;

Declarations (b):
colorset DNAp = enum with hse;
colorset HSprot = enum with hsp;
colorset Mono = enum with hsf;
colorset Trimer = enum with trim;
colorset DNAbound = enum with bound;
colorset Inactive = enum with hsphsf;

Figure 5.1: Colored Petri net representation of a part of the HSR model. Arc
expressions are omitted for clarity. Color set declaration (a) uses compound
color sets, while color set declaration (b) uses only simple enumeration color
sets. Figure generated using Snoopy [68].

5.1.2 Composition Petri Nets (ComP-nets)
We started from the idea that entities in a system can be categorized as
atomic and complex, like detailed in Chapter 3. We include this information
in a Petri net by extending the network with a passive part, where the
transitions (called composition transitions) never fire, and their semantics
is that of “is-part-of-”, namely the pre-places of such a transition represent
entities that are part of the entity represented by its post-place. The places
of such a Petri net are either atomic or complex, depending on whether they
are the post-place of a composition transition or not.

Definition 7. [58] A composition Petri net (ComP-net) is a tuple N = (P,
Tc, T, Ac, A,E, I) with the following components:

1. P, T,A, I represent respectively the set of places, the set of transitions,
the set of arcs and the initialization function.

2. Tc is a finite set of composition transitions such that P ∩ Tc = ∅ and
T ∩ Tc = ∅. These transitions are used for depicting the composition
of places with respect to other places. Composition transitions never
fire, irrespective of the marking of the network, and are also called pas-
sive (non-active) transitions. The regular transitions are, in contrast,
called active.

3. Ac ⊆ P × Tc ∪ Tc × P is a set of composition arcs such that:

• for any place p ∈ P , there is at most one incoming composi-
tion arc; places with no incoming composition arcs are considered
atomic;
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• for every composition transition tc ∈ Tc there is at least one
incoming composition arc and exactly one outgoing composition
arc;
• the graph induced by the composition arcs and the places and

transitions they connect is acyclic.

4. E : A ∪Ac → N+ is an arc expression function, such that:

• for a composition arc (tc, p) with tc ∈ Tc and p ∈ P , E(tc, p) = 1;
• for a composition arc (p, tc) with p ∈ •tc, E(p, tc) can be any pos-

itive integer; its interpretation will be that it denotes the number
of occurrences of the atomic species represented by p, in the com-
posite species represented by the output place of tc;
• arc expressions of regular arcs have the usual meaning.

We say that (P, Tc, Ac, E|Ac) is the compositional part of the network, and
(P, T,A, E|A, I) is the active part of the network. E|S denotes the restric-
tion of the arc expression function E to arcs in S. To graphically differenti-
ate between the active and the passive part of a ComP-net, we propose that
the composition transitions and the composition arcs are drawn with dashed
lines.

Definition 8. [58] A place p ∈ P is said to be a composition pre-place
of another place q ∈ P if there exists t ∈ Tc such that (p, t) ∈ Ac and
(t, q) ∈ Ac.

The role of the compositional part in a ComP-net is to represent in-
formation about the internal structure of (elements represented as) places.
Moreover, the composition transitions are passive, which means that they
do not contribute to the dynamics of the ComP-net. As such, the properties
of standard Petri nets can be generalized to composition Petri nets, consid-
ering only the active part of the network. However, this does not render
the compositional part useless: ComP-nets are designed so that both the
structure and the dynamics of a system can be modeled within the same
formalism, yielding a clearer, more detailed representation. For clarity of
the graphical representation, the compositional part of the network could
also be kept separate from the active part, using logical places. We show an
example of a ComP-net model in Figure 5.2.

5.1.3 Composition Colored Petri Nets (ComCP-nets)
We proposed also a colored version of composition Petri nets, composition
colored Petri nets (ComCP-nets). The idea is to add the compositional
information in a colored Petri net, in such a way that the color set of a com-
plex place is a composite color set comprising the color sets of the (atomic)
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places that the complex place consists of. In our definition of ComCP-nets,
we propose such composite color sets to be the set of bags (multisets) of
colors of tokens from the composition pre-places of the place being assigned
that color set, with multiplicities given by the corresponding composition
arcs. For example, a place P that has as composition pre-places Q and R
such that the cardinality of the composition arc expressions are respectively
1 and 2 will get as color set the set of all bags containing one element of type
C(Q) and two elements of type C(R). Using this coloring strategy reflects
the composition of places and also sets the ground for an easy full structural
refinement, as shown in [58].

Note that ComCP-nets are different from hierarchical colored Petri nets,
where several submodels with common actors can be combined in a larger
model using interfaces and substitution transitions (where a transition in a
module called page is substituted with a more detailed description of the
transition).

Before introducing the definition of ComCP-nets, we recall several nota-
tions we use. ++∑ is used to denote multiset addition. i 8c with i a natural
number and c a color denotes i elements (tokens) with color c. By exten-
sion, i 8S where S is a color set denotes a multiset of i elements whose colors
belong to S.

Definition 9. [58] A composition colored Petri net (ComCP-net) is a tu-
ple N = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ, V, C,G,E, I) that satisfies the following require-
ments:

1. P , Tc, T , Ac, A satisfy the constraints of Definition 7.

2. Σ, V , I are respectively the set of color sets, the set of variables, and
the initialization function.

3. C : P → Σ is the color function assigning color sets to places such
that:

• all atomic places have disjoint color sets, and
• for all complex places p ∈ P , C(p) = ++∑

p′∈•tc |E(p′, tc)| 8C(p′),
where tc stands for the composition transition encoding the com-
position of p, i.e., t•c = {p}, ;

4. G : Tc ∪ T → EXPRV is the guard function, such that for each
composition transition tc ∈ Tc with t•c = {p} there exists exactly one
binding for which the guard is true for each color in C(p).

5. E : A ∪ Ac → EXPRV is the arc expression function, defined such
that for every composition transition tc ∈ Tc with t•c = {p}: E(tc, p) =
++∑

p′∈•tc E(p′, tc).
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We say that (P, Tc, Ac,Σ, V, C,G|Tc , E|Ac)) is the compositional part of the
network, and (P, T,A,Σ, V, C,G|T , E|A, I) is the active part of the network.

Assigning color sets in a ComCP-net could be automatized, such that
the modeler only assigns color sets to the atomic places, and the color sets
of complex places are assigned automatically, based on the color sets of
places composing them. We provide an example of a ComCP-net model in
Figure 5.3.

5.2 Modeling with Com(C)P-nets

As discussed in Chapter 1, a widely used way of expressing biological models
is as a set of reactions. Species can be atomic or complex, where complex
species contain at least two instances of one or more atomic species. In order
to represent a reaction-based model as a Petri net, species are represented as
places, and reactions are represented as transitions, like we have detailed in
Chapter 4. This is precisely how a reaction-based model can be represented
as the active part of a composition (colored) Petri net. But ComP-nets can
further represent the composition of complex species via its passive part, as
described next. Each species is already assigned a place. For every complex
species, add to the network a composition transition and a composition
arc from the composition transition to the place representing that complex
species. Further, for each atomic species contained in the complex species,
add a composition arc from the place representing that atomic species to the
composition transition, with weight precisely the multiplicity of the atomic
species in the complex one.

We have discussed in Chapter 3 about complex species as multisets of
atomic species only. This is surely not the sole possible approach on repre-
senting the internal structure of species. One other way of looking at com-
plex species is as multisets (or even ordered multisets, cartesian products,
etc.) of atomic or complex species, such that there are no cyclic definitions
of species. We allow in our definition of ComCP-nets for complex places to
have both atomic and complex places in their composition, and enforce the
acyclicity condition.

In the case of ComCP-nets, the color sets of atomic places can be simple
color sets, while for a complex place its color set should be composed of
the color sets of the corresponding pre-places. We include next examples
of a ComP-net and a ComCP-net that represent reactions (1) − (2) from
Table 2.1.
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5.2.1 Example of a ComP-net

Example 5. Consider the first two reactions in the HSR model. The species
involved in the reactions are hsf, hsf2 and hsf3, with hsf2 containing two hsfs,
and hsf3 containing three hsfs. The model will thus have one atomic place,
HSF, to represent hsf, and two complex places, HSF2 and HSF3 to represent
the dimer and trimer. The compositional part of the network will contain
two composition transitions (one for hsf2 and one for hsf3) and the arcs
making the connections between the atomic and complex places, as depicted
in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: ComP-net for the dimerization and trimerization of hsf. Com-
position transitions and their adjacent arcs are depicted with dotted lines.
Only arc expressions greater than 1 are displayed. Figure generated with
support of Snoopy [68].

5.2.2 Example of a ComCP-net

Example 6. Consider the same part of the HSR model as in Example 5. For
the colored representation as a compositional Petri net, the main changes are
in setting the color sets and adjusting the arc expressions. The model and
color set definitions are depicted in Figure 5.3. The complex color sets Di
and Tri are defined as multisets with two and respectively three elements of
type Mono. With the considered definition of Mono, each color set contains
only one color.
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Declarations:
colorset Mono = enum with hsf;
colorset Di = bag 2 8Mono;
colorset Tri = bag 3 8Mono;
var m1, m2, m3 : Mono;
var d : Di ;
var t : Tri ;

Figure 5.3: ComCP-net for the dimerization and trimerization of hsf. Com-
position transitions and their adjacent arcs are depicted with dotted lines.
Arc expressions are displayed in blue. The inset contains the color set defi-
nitions. Figure generated with support of Snoopy [68].

The arc expressions use variables, even though all color sets are sin-
gletons. This is meant to facilitate the refinement of the model, and gives
what is called a natural coloring of the network, see [58]. It is important
to note that the outgoing arcs from composition transitions use precisely the
variables on the incoming arcs of the corresponding composition transition.
This ensures that the produced token is composed precisely of the subparts
that enter the transition. While seemingly redundant for color sets of only
one element, this is of utter importance with color sets of cardinality greater
than one, as will be discussed in Section 5.3.

5.3 Model Refinement with ComCP-nets

The refinements we have implemented in our papers [72, 62] are partial
refinements, in the sense that we only include some of the possible refined
reactions, not the full structural refinement. We discuss here first how a full
structural refinement could be implemented using ComCP-nets, and then
show how to exclude from the model some of the reactions, to obtain the
desired partial refinement.

A full structural refinement can be implemented as a type refinement of
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the color sets to include new details, with arc expressions allowing for all
combinations of left- and right- hand side of a reaction, thus not enforcing
a condition that the reactants on the left hand side have to be present
(possibly in a converted form) on the right hand side of the reaction. This is
in line with the reasoning in [57], where such correspondence is not required.
At a subsequent step, the modeler can modify the arc expressions and/or
transition guards to obtain the desired subset of reactions in the model.

Example 7. Consider the set of reactions in Example 6, and consider as
a refinement that hsf has two possible states. Moreover, let us consider
that the order of molecules in a complex is not relevant, i.e., the dimer and
trimer refine to three and respectively four species, as detailed in Table 2.2.
In order to represent the full structural refinement of the model proposed in
Figure 5.3, the needed changes are to modify the color set for HSF, make
sure that the guards of composition transitions only allow for one binding of
variables on the arc expressions for each color in the color set of a complex
place, and modify the arc expressions in the active part of the network such
that all reactions for a full refinement are considered, each exactly one time.
The resulting ComCP-net model of the desired full refinement is presented
in Figure 5.4. The colors in each color set are listed in Table 5.1.

The definition of ComCP-nets enforces precisely one decomposition of a
complex place into atomic places. Because of this, whenever the expression of
a composition arc has cardinality more than one and the color set definition
of the adjacent place is not a singleton, a guard is needed on the adjacent
composition transition to impose the uniqueness condition. This is why both
composition transitions have guards. For tC

1 , there are two possible bindings
of m1 and m2 to yield an HSF2 token with color {0, 1}: m1 = 0,m2 = 1 and
m1 = 1,m2 = 0. The guard G(tC

1 ) only allows the first binding. The extra
guards G(tF

1 ) and G(tB
1 ) are also meant to eliminate duplicates of the same

reaction. The model represents a full structural refinement as all possible
refined reactions are considered, there are no restrictions on the left- and
right- hand side of any reaction, and precisely one binding for each reaction
is allowed.

Table 5.1: List of colors in the color sets of the refined hsf, hsf2 and hsf3.

Color set List of colors
Mono {0, 1}
Di {{0, 0}, {0, 1}, {1, 1}}
Tri {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 1}, {1, 1, 1}}

At a further step it is possible to restrict the model presented in Exam-
ple 7 such that only a subset of reactions are modeled. This can be done via
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Guards:
G(tC

2 ) = [m1 <= m2 <= m3]
G(tC

1 ) = [m1 <= m2]
G(tF

1 ) = [m1 <= m2]
G(tB

1 ) = [m1 <= m2]

Declarations:
colorset Mono = int with 0,1;
colorset Di = bag 2 8Mono;
colorset Tri = bag 3 8Mono;
var m1, m2, m3 : Mono;
var d : Di ;
var t : Tri ;

Figure 5.4: ComCP-net of the full structural refinement of reactions (1)-
(2) of the HSR model. Composition transitions and their adjacent arcs
are depicted with dotted lines. Arc expressions are displayed in blue. The
guards that are different than true are listed in the upper inset and the color
set definitions are listed in the lower inset. Figure generated with support
of Snoopy [68].
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guards, arc expressions, or a combination of the two. For example, to enforce
a correspondence between the left- and right- hand sides of reaction (1), for-
ward direction, the arc expression of the arc from tF

1 to place HSF2 should
be changed to {m1,m2} such that the variables on the arc expression from
pre-places to the transition are used. Another option is to list in the guard
of tF

1 either all variable bindings that are permitted, or the ones that are
not allowed, and negate the latter list, e.g., !(m1 = 0&m2 = 1&d = {1, 1}).

The examples in this chapter illustrate how the choice of color sets is
important when modeling with colored Petri nets, and having a basis for
an automatizable color set declaration reduces the risk of human errors.
Moreover, they show how a full structural refinement of a model can be
obtained, and provide hints on how to further restrict such a model, in case
the modeler is only interested in a subpart of the full structural refinement.
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6 | Original Contributions

We present in this chapter our journey in the modeling world, the path
forward from one research question to another, and the contribution of each
paper included in the thesis.

We started in [61] by presenting how modeling is done in the framework
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), and how a model can be refined
in this framework. Due to the explicitness of the formalism, for every new
species there is a new variable introduced, and an ODE describing its time
evolution. This makes the framework unscalable when it comes to refine-
ments that induce a combinatorial explosion of a model.

We explored next how this combinatorial explosion of a model induced by
refinement is handled in several other modeling formalisms on a case study
of the heat shock response, see [72]. We considered the rule based model-
ing formalism, Petri nets, and guarded command languages, to which we
added ODEs for a more complete analysis. In two of the frameworks (ODEs
and guarded command languages) the model explosion has to be modeled
explicitly. The other two frameworks allowed for a compact representation
of the refined model, by hiding some of the details in their data structures.
The rule based modeling framework was specifically tailored for modeling
biological systems, and allows the representation of complex molecules as
actors with several internal states and binding sites. Moreover, it is not
necessary to specify all the characteristics of a molecule unless important.
Allowing partial specifications of molecules is a good strategy to hide the
explicit complexity of a model in a concise description. In the framework
of standard Petri nets we encountered the same problem of model explo-
sion. But the high-level formalism of colored Petri nets offers a degree of
programmability for the type of tokens hosted in places and the arc expres-
sions, thus allowing for a compact representation of the refined model. We
proposed two strategies for implementing the refinement: one preserved the
network structure of the initial model and used no guards, while the other
added some additional transitions and used guards (the same could have
been done with using guards only).

Next we focused in [62] on one of the coloring strategies we have explored
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in [72], namely the structure-preserving strategy. We have proved that there
is a bisimulation relation between the refined model and the initial one, by
fully expanding the refined model. This prompted us to investigate what
coloring strategies would be most suited for model refinement while preserv-
ing the network structure. We then proved in [63] that considering complex
species as multisets over a set of atomic species, and refining only atomic
species can easily implement a full structural refinement of a model.

The next step was to include information about the internal structure
of modeled entities in the Petri net framework, and we did this in [58]. Our
proposal is to have compositionality of elements indicated by paths from
atomic places to the places that contain them, via what we call composition
transitions. This is to some extent similar to the idea of the rule based
modeling framework of representing the binding sites and states of molecules.
Further, we also proposed a coloring strategy for the complex places, driven
from the ideas in [63], which makes data refinement straightforward and
automatically reflected in the whole model.

We briefly present next the contribution of each paper included in this
thesis.

1. Diana-Elena Gratie, Bogdan Iancu, and Ion Petre. ODE analysis of
biological systems. In: Marco Bernardo, Erik de Vink, Alessandra Di
Pierro, and Herbert Wiklicky, editors, Formal Methods for Dynamical
Systems, volume 7938 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages
29− 62. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013.

• This is a review paper offering an introduction to modeling with
ODEs and analysis of ODE models.
• We presented the notions of modeling reaction systems and their

translation to a representation as a system of ODEs for some
of the most used kinetics (mass action, Michaelis-Menten, enzy-
matic reactions) from an engineer’s point of view.
• We presented some analysis techniques and exemplified those on

our case study.
• We exemplified the discussed topic on a case study of the heat

shock response.

2. Bogdan Iancu, Diana-Elena Gratie, Sepinoud Azimi, and Ion Petre.
On the implementation of quantitative model refinement. In: Adrian-
Horia Dediu, Carlos Mart́ın-Vide, and Bianca Truthe, editors, Algo-
rithms for Computational Biology, volume 8542 of Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, pages 95− 106. Springer International Publishing,
2014.
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• We compared four modeling frameworks (ODEs, rule based mod-
els, Petri nets, guarded command languages) with respect to their
scalability with regards to model refinements.
• We considered a case study of the eukaryotic heat shock re-

sponse, modeled it in representative softwares for each of the
chosen frameworks, and refined it to include a post-translational
modification of one of the proteins involved in the response.
• We concluded that two of the frameworks, namely rule based

and colored Petri nets, allow for a compact representation of the
refined model, while in the remaining two frameworks the refine-
ment has to be fully specified, with no means of compacting the
representation of the refined model.

3. Diana-Elena Gratie and Ion Petre. Hiding the combinatorial state
space explosion of biomodels through colored Petri nets. Annals of
University of Bucharest, LXI:23− 41. Editura Universităt, ii din Bucu-
res,ti, 2014.

• We presented a Petri net model of the eukaryotic heat shock
response, and a possible refinement of it as a colored Petri net
that preserves the network structure.
• We proved that the initial model and its refinement are equiva-

lent, namely that the refined model is in a bisimulation relation
with the initial model.
• We concluded that colored Petri nets allow for a compact repre-

sentation of the given refinement, thus hiding the model explosion
inherent to refinement.

4. Diana-Elena Gratie and Ion Petre. Full structural model refinement as
type refinement of colored Petri nets. In: Monika Heiner and Annegret
K. Wagler, editors, Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on
Biological Processes and Petri Nets, volume 1373 of Ceur Workshop
Proceedings, page 70− 84. CEUR Workshop Proceedings, 2015.

• We considered the notion of type refinement of colored Petri nets,
namely the modification of color sets (and possibly of arc expres-
sions) in a colored Petri net model.
• We showed that it can be used to automatize generating a full

structural refinement of a model, with a proper choice of initial
color sets.

5. Diana-Elena Gratie and Cristian Gratie. Composition colored Petri
nets for the refinement of reaction-based models. Electronic Notes in
Theoretical Computer Science, in press.
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• We extended Petri nets with a compositional part, both for stan-
dard Petri nets (we call such networks composition Petri nets,
ComP-nets) and colored Petri nets (which are in turn called com-
position colored Petri nets or ComCP-nets). The compositional
part includes information about the internal structure of the ac-
tors represented in the places of the network.
• We gave an algorithm for implementing a model as a composition

(colored) Petri net.
• We proposed a natural coloring of a ComCP-net, and showed how

it can be used to easily provide a full structural refinement of the
model.
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7 | Discussion

We start this chapter with a few punctual extension ideas for the work
presented in this thesis, and continue with a more general overview of the
field and the current challenges of (bio)modeling.

The work included in this thesis focused on our contributions in modeling
strategies for refinement. As discussed in the previous chapters, many mod-
eling frameworks exist that are tailored for biomodeling, and out of these
some are more suitable for refinements than others. The more suitable ones
scale up to some extent by allowing compact representations of systems by
packing information in some internal structures. In the framework of rule
based modeling, this is done via partial descriptions of actors, while in the
framework of colored Petri nets it is done via colors. Our proposal of compo-
sition (colored) Petri nets is meant as a step towards the automatization of
model refinement, while increasing the expressiveness of the network model.
Refinements can be seen as a scaling up of a model, but the limitations of
the Petri net framework are not improved (in terms of simulations and state
space limitations).

A natural continuation of the work presented here is an implementation
of the compositional part as a plugin of existing Petri net software. An
interesting research direction with ComCP-nets is exploring how introducing
guards on the composition transitions can be used to automatically restrict
the guards of active transitions. Namely, how the presence of a non-trivial
guard on a composition transition having p as only post-place can add the
same restrictions on the guards of all pre-transitions of p, thus limiting the
possible transitions.

Another interesting research direction is to address the reverse problem,
namely to group places together in an abstract place when they have similar
connections to transitions, in order to get a coarser model. In a biological
setting this could mean for example grouping several proteins from the same
family in a generic protein fulfilling the same function. This can be useful
when a detailed model is available, but its integration into a larger sys-
tem requires dropping some details in order to ensure communication with
the rest of the system. It would also contribute to the transition between
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different levels of detail of a model.
The field of systems biology faces many challenges ahead, of which the

most pregnant is the scalability problem. As advances in genomics make
it possible to model more and more details of biological systems, scaling
up previous models is not an easy task. Modeling frameworks come with
advantages, but also limitations, and pushing the limits of these constraints
is a demanding process.

Current modeling efforts address the problem of developing whole cell
models, with the current approach being to simulate different processes in
different frameworks, and to integrate them by establishing a communica-
tion protocol between the individual parts of the whole system, see [80, 81].
The reasoning behind the model integration strategy is that different cellu-
lar processes are best described by different representations. Extra difficulty
is added by the fact that different processes may include common compo-
nents on different levels of detail. Thus, the process of integrating models
is not only one of integrating different modeling methods, but also of estab-
lishing communication between different specifications of the same species.
Our formalism ComCP-nets addresses the problem of considering species on
different levels of detail by allowing a specification of the internal structure
of species. Another aspect that would make it a good candidate for mod-
eling to-be-integrated parts of a system is that Petri nets allow stochastic,
continuous and hybrid simulations.

Another topical research modeling effort is the brain project, with in-
ternational large consortia trying to decypher the neurological functioning
mechanisms. Models at different levels of resolution and using different mod-
eling and simulation theories (e.g., quantum physics, Newtonian physics,
Brownian motion) are joined in large-scale models that capture more details
and submodules than the individual parts to analyze emerging system-level
properties. The integration and multi-scale modeling efforts are common
to both the qualitative and the quantitative modeling communities. The
rationale behind integrating models at different resolutions as opposed to
modeling the whole system at the same level of resolution is that for some
subprocesses in the system the drivers are at a very low level and thus need
to be modeled, while for the rest of the system a higher level of resolu-
tion captures the desired behavior. Modeling everything at a very low level
is unfeasible, even with great computational support. With hardware and
complexity limits in sight, model integration is a good solution for systems
modeling.
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ODE Analysis of Biological Systems

Diana-Elena Gratie, Bogdan Iancu, and Ion Petre
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Turku Centre for Computer Science and Åbo Akademi University

Turku, Finland
{dgratie,biancu,ipetre}@abo.fi

Abstract. This chapter aims to introduce some of the basics of modeling with
ODEs in biology. We focus on computational, numerical techniques, rather than
on symbolic ones. We restrict our attention to reaction-based models, where the
biological interactions are mechanistically described in terms of reactions, re-
actants and products. We discuss how to build the ODE model associated to a
reaction-based model; how to fit it to experimental data and estimate the quality
of its fit; how to calculate its steady state(s), mass conservation relations, and its
sensitivity coefficients. We apply some of these techniques to a model for the heat
shock response in eukaryotes.

Keywords: Biomodeling, reaction-based models, ODE-based models, ODE anal-
ysis, parameter estimation, model identifiability, model refinement, heat shock
response.

1 Introduction

Mathematical modeling with ordinary differential equations (ODEs) has a very long
tradition in biology and ecology. Efforts to apply ODEs to understand population dy-
namics started already in the 18th century (see, e.g., Malthus’s growth model [40]) as
an effort to apply the principles of physical sciences to biological sciences as well.
This research area led to major developments both in biology and ecology, as well as
in mathematics. The field has long been called biomathematics, mathematical biology
or theoretical biology and it typically involved researchers from life sciences (biology,
biochemistry and ecology in particular), mathematics and more recently, from computer
science and engineering. It has recently witnessed an explosion of interest in the com-
puter science community due to the fast-paced developments in quantitative laboratory
technologies. The developments on the computational side have also been influential,
allowing for analyzing ever larger models and opening the door to new fields of research
such as computational drug design or personalized medicine.

This chapter is primarily targeting the computer science community. Many computer
scientists working in biomodeling seem to prefer a discrete stochastic approach rather
than one based on ODEs. Such a choice is in some ways natural for computer scientists
as it leads to new types of applications of formalisms that are well-studied in computer
science, such as Petri nets, process algebra, finite automata, etc. On the other hand, such

M. Bernardo et al. (Eds.): SFM 2013, LNCS 7938, pp. 29–62, 2013.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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methods come with their own limitations, especially in terms of numerical simulations
of large models and in parameter estimation. Moreover, ODE-based modeling offers
a huge array of analysis methods, some of which do not have a correspondent on the
discrete side. Our chapter aims to introduce some of the basics of modeling with ODEs
in biology, especially in terms of building such a model, analyzing some of its proper-
ties, and estimating its parameters. We focus on computational, numerical techniques,
rather than on symbolic ones. We restrict our attention to reaction-based models, where
the biological interactions are mechanistically described in terms of reactions, reactants
and products.

The chapter is structured as follows. We discuss in Section 2 the notion of reaction-
based models and introduce briefly the stochastic modeling approach in terms of con-
tinuous time Markov chains. We then discuss in more details the modeling with ODEs
in Section 3. The parameter estimation problem is discussed in Section 4. We then intro-
duce in Section 5 several analysis techniques, including steady state analysis, sensitivity
analysis, and identification of mass conservation relations. As a case-study we discuss
the modeling of the heat shock response in Section 6. We conclude with discussions in
Section 7.

2 Reaction-Based Models

Reaction-based models are formalized as sets of reactions that describe the given sys-
tem in terms of mechanistic interactions between the species of interest. We discuss
separately two types of reactions: reversible and irreversible. In the following we con-
sider a model M consisting of a set of m species Σ = {S1,S2, ...,Sm} and n (reversible
or irreversible) reactions R j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Generalities. If reaction R j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n is irreversible, then it has the following form:

R j : c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm
kj−→ c′

1, jS1 + c′
2, jS2 + . . .+ c′

m, jSm. (1)

On the other hand, if it is reversible, then it is of the following form:

R j : c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm

kj
+

�
k j

−
c′

1, jS1 + c′
2, jS2 + . . .+ c′

m, jSm. (2)

In both cases, k j ≥ 0 (k+
j ,k−

j ≥ 0, resp.) is the kinetic rate constant of the irreversible (re-
versible, resp.) reaction R j and c1, j, . . . ,cm, j ,c′

1, j, . . . ,c
′
m, j ≥ 0 are non-negative integers

that represent the quantitative proportion in which species participate in a reaction. The
stoichiometric coefficient of molecular species Si in reaction R j is ni, j = c′

i, j − ci, j. The
stoichiometric coefficients can be represented in a stoichiometric matrix N = (ni, j)m×n.
The (i, j) entry of the matrix is the stoichiometric coefficient of species Si in reaction
R j. If ni, j > 0 (ni, j < 0, resp.), then we say that Si is produced (consumed, resp.) in
reaction R j.

The reactants (the species indicated on the left-hand side of the reaction) are referred
to as substrates, while the species produced as a result of the reaction being triggered
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(indicated on the right-hand side of the reaction) are called products. A species Si with
ci, j = 0 (c′

i, j = 0, resp.) is usually omitted from the left- (right-, resp.) hand side of
reaction R j.

Note that a reversible reaction can be divided into two different irreversible reactions,
as follows:

R j
(1) : c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm

kj
+

−−→ c′
1, jS1 + c′

2, jS2 + . . .+ c′
m, jSm

R j
(2) : c′

1, jS1 + c′
2, jS2 + . . .+ c′

m, jSm
kj

−
−−→ c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm

The sum ∑m
i=1 ci, j for an irreversible reaction R j is called the molecularity of reaction

R j. We consider here only reactions with molecularity at most two. Reactions with
molecularity three are very rare, due to the high improbability of having three molec-
ular entities simultaneously colliding and forming a correct configuration that leads to
the constitution of a molecular complex; a molecularity greater than three for an ele-
mentary reaction is unattainable, since a number of molecules greater than three cannot
concomitantly collide [49].

Example 1. We consider here the representation of a simple ecological prey-predator
model through coupled chemical reactions: the Lotka-Volterra system, [39, 60]. The
model consists of species Prey and Predator and its reactions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The Lotka-Volterra model [39, 60]

Prey
k1−→ 2 × Prey, growth of prey population

Prey + Predator
k2−→ 2 × Predator, consumption of preys

Predator
k3−→ /0 death of predators

The dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra system is periodical: the population of preys
grows at a rate proportional to the current population, the presence of predators in the
system induces a decrease in the population of preys at a rate proportional to the number
of prey-predator encounters, the population of predators declines at a rate proportional
to the current population of predators. We return to this example in the next section
where we associate to it an ODE-based model. A plot of its numerical simulation is
shown in Figure 1.

Associating a mathematical model. After building a reaction-based model, one then
associates to it a mathematical model to facilitate quantitative analysis and simulation
of the model. There are many approaches available for this, see e.g. [9, 12]. The two
approaches that are most used (either in a direct way, or an indirect way, as the under-
lying semantic of a higher-level model) are the ODE-based approach and the one based
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on continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs). The modeling with CTMCs is described
in more details elsewhere in this book; we only give it here a very brief presentation
so that we can draw some comparison between the two in Section 7. We introduce the
modeling with ODEs in more details in Section 3.

The stochastic approach is typically argued for on the basis of physical difficulties
of ODE-based models with small populations [14,15], or in terms of the network being
too complex to describe in a deterministic way [61]. The stochastic formulation of a
biochemical reaction network assumes homogeneity of substances and thermal equilib-
rium, see [16]. In this case, the model is usually described mathematically as a continu-
ous time Markov chain, see [57]. Each species of the model becomes a time-dependent
discrete stochastic variable indicating the number of individuals in that species, where
time is modeled as a continuous variable. Formally, a stochastic process, {X(t), t ≥
0}, is a continuous-time Markov chain if for all s, t ≥ 0, the following property is
satisfied:

Pr{X(s+ t) = xs+t |X(s) = xs,X(u) = xu,0 ≤ u ≤ s} = Pr{X(s+ t) = xs+t |X(s) = xs}.

Intuitively, we say that the Markov chain is memoryless: its future dynamics depends
only on the current state and not on the past states.

A continuous-time Markov chain is time-homogeneous if the following relation is
satisfied:

Pr{X(s+ t) = j|X(s) = i} = Pr{X(t) = j|X(0) = i}.

We discuss here only time-homogeneous systems.
Given a vector of non-negative integers X = (X1,X2, ...,Xm) and species S1,S2, ...,Sm

the grand probability function of the model, Pr(X, t), is the probability that there are
X1 species S1, X2 species S2, ..., Xm species Sm at time t. We consider all species to
be distributed randomly and homogeneously in the volume V . The central hypothesis
for the stochastic formulation of chemical kinetics is that the probability of a particular
combination of reactants to react according to a given reaction R in the next infinitesi-
mal time interval (t, t + dt) is cRdt, for a certain constant cR, called the stoichiometric
constant of the reaction. The probability of a reaction occurring in the interval (t, t +dt)
is given by the formula NR ·cR ·dt, where by NR we denote the number of combinations
of reactants in the current state. For instance, for reaction R(1) : S1 + S2 −→ S3, we have
NR(1) = X1 ·X2. For reaction R(2) : 2S1 −→ S3, NR(2) = X1 · (X1 − 1)/2.

For an infinitesimally small dt, the probability of the system being in a certain state
at time t +dt may be given by the following two scenarios: the system was in the current
state at time t and no reaction occurred, or the system reached the current state as a result
of a single reaction being triggered (the probability of having had two or more reactions
is negligible). Denote by akdt the probability of a reaction Rk occurring in the interval
(t, t + dt), given the state characterized by X at time t, and by Bkdt the probability that
reaction Rk occurs in the time interval (t, t +dt) resulting in a state characterized by X.
The reasoning above can be formally written as follows:
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Pr(X, t + dt) = Pr(X, t)(1 −
n

∑
k=1

akdt)+
n

∑
k=1

Bkdt, i.e.,

(Pr(X, t + dt)− Pr(X, t))/dt = −
n

∑
k=1

akPr(X, t)+
n

∑
k=1

Bk, and so,

∂Pr(X, t)
∂t

=
n

∑
k=1

(Bk − akPr(X, t)). (3)

Equation (3) is known in the literature as the Chemical Master Equation. A detailed
mathematical analysis of a complex system using the chemical master equation has
been proven to be intractable, see [61]. However, an alternative to the aforementioned
approach is Gillespie’s algorithm, introduced in [14, 15], that generates a random walk
through the state space of the model, avoiding the solving of the master equation.

3 ODE-Based Models

We discuss in this section how to associate an ODE-based model to a reaction model.
In this case, the dynamic behavior of the system is expressed in terms of the time-
dependent evolution of each species’ concentration. The deterministic framework of
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is often chosen as the default mathematical
counterpart of a reaction-based system, sometimes followed-up by other modeling ap-
proaches. The basic quantities describing the ODE model are the concentrations [S1],
[S2], ..., [Sm] of the m species in the model, and the fluxes v1,v2, ...,vn of the n reactions
in the model. The concentration is generally expressed either in terms of particle num-
bers (i.e. the number of molecules of species S, denoted #S, in a solution with volume
V ), or in terms of moles of species S per volume V . The correspondence between the
number of molecules and the number of moles is given by the relation:

#S = [S] ·NA,

where NA ≈ 6.02214179 ·1023particles/mol. The unit of [S] is commonly denoted by M
= mol ·L−1, where L is litre.

Without loss of generality, we will assume that all reactions are reversible and have
the form in (2); an irreversible reaction is then a particular case, where one of the two
kinetic constants is zero.

Each species Si of the reaction model can be modeled as a function [Si] : R+ →
R+ representing the time evolution of its concentration. The dependencies between
the species can then be expressed in terms of a systems of ODEs in the variables [Si]
modeling the change in [Si] as a function of all other variables:

d[Si]/dt =
n

∑
j=1

ni, jv j,
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where v j is the flux of reaction r j and ni, j is the (i, j) stoichiometric coefficient. Here,
we make the assumption that the only factor affecting the concentrations of the species
are the reactions. Considering the vector of all reaction fluxes v = (v1,v2, ...,vn)

T , the
ODE representation of the entire reaction model can be written in a compact way as
follows:

d[S]/dt = Nv, (4)

where [S] = ([S1], [S2], ..., [Sm])T is a vector of the concentrations of all species in the
reaction-based model, see [25].

Example 2. Consider the following reaction model:

2A → B,
A + B�C.

Denote by v1 and v2 the fluxes of the two reactions in the model, respectively. (We
discuss in the next section how the flux of a reaction is defined, depending on the kinetic
law the modeler chooses.) Then the corresponding ODE model is:�

���
d[A]
dt

d[B]
dt

d[C]
dt

�
���=

�
�−2 −1

1 −1
0 1

�
� ·
�

v1

v2

�
.

While the stoichiometries in a reaction-based model are constant, the concentrations
of all species will vary in time as a function of the reaction fluxes, which are in turn
dependent on the kinetics of each reaction and on the concentrations of all reactants.
In the following, we describe in details two of the most common reaction kinetics: the
mass-action principle, and Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

3.1 Law of Mass-Action

The most common biochemical kinetics follow the mass action law. It was introduced
in [20,21], and it states that the flux (also called sometimes rate) of a reaction is propor-
tional to the probability of the reactants colliding. Assuming a well-stirred environment,
the probability of the substrates of a reaction colliding is proportional to their concen-
tration to the power of their molecularity.

Example 3. For a simple reaction of the form

S1 + S2
k+

�
k−

2P,

the reaction flux is
v = v+ − v− = k+[S1][S2]− k−[P]2,

where v+ represents the left-to-right (forward) reaction rate, v− represents the right-to-
left (backward) flux, k+ is the left-to-right kinetic rate constant, and k− represents the
right-to-left kinetic rate constant. For the forward reaction, the molecularity of each of
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the two substrates S1,S2 is 1, and for the backward reaction the molecularity is 2. If
the time is measured in seconds (s), and the concentration in M, then the unit for the
reaction rates is M · s−1. It follows that for monomolecular reactions (e.g. S → /0), the
rate constant has unit s−1, while for bimolecular reactions, the rate constant is measured
in (M ·s)−1.

Considering a general reversible reaction of the form (2), the reaction rate reads

v = v+ − v− = k+
j

m

∏
i=1

[Si]
ci, j − k−

j

m

∏
i=1

[Si]
c′

i, j .

The corresponding system of ODEs, following (4), is

d[Si]

dt
= ni, jv = (c′

i, j − ci, j)

	
k+

j

m

∏
l=1

[Sl ]
cl, j − k−

j

m

∏
l=1

[Sl ]
c′

l, j



,1 ≤ l ≤ m.

For reversible reactions, the ratio of substrate and product at steady state (i.e., when the
forward and backward reaction rates are equal, v+ = v−) is a constant, Keq, called the
equilibrium constant:

Keq =
k+

j

k−
j

=

m
∏
i=1

[Si]
c′

i, j
eq

m
∏
i=1

[Si]
ci, j
eq

,

where [Si]eq represents the equilibrium concentration of species Si.
The time course for a species S is obtained by integrating the corresponding ODE.

For a simple decomposition reaction S
k−→ P1 +P2, the time dynamics is described by the

ODE d[S]/dt = −k[S]. Integrating over the interval [0, t) yields the analytical solution

S∫

S0

d[S]/dt = −
t∫

t=0

kdt ⇒ [S](t) = S0e−kt .

Calculating the analytical solution for more complex models is however rarely possible.

Example 4. For the Lotka-Volterra model introduced in Example 1, the mass-action
reaction fluxes for the three reactions in the system are the following:

v1 = k1[Prey], v2 = k2[Prey][Predator], v3 = k3[Predator].

The system of ODEs describing the dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra model is:

d[Prey]/dt = v1 − v2 = k1[Prey]− k2[Prey][Predator]
d[Predator]/dt = v2 − v3 = k2[Prey][Predator]− k3[Predator].

(5)

The periodic dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra model is depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The periodic time dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra model. The solid line represents the
concentration of Predator, while the dotted line represents that of Prey. As the Prey population
grows, the Predator population also grows; then there are more encounters Predator-Prey that
reduce the Prey population; this reflects on the Predator, as they only multiply as long as they
find food. When the size of Predator drops, the Prey population starts to grow, and the cycle
repeats.

3.2 Kinetics of Enzymatic Reactions

Enzymatic reactions are a special class of biochemical reactions, where an enzyme is
required for a reaction to take place, but the enzyme itself is not consumed during
the reaction. The general form of an enzymatic reaction, as proposed in [7] based on
previous experimental results of [28, 43], is:

S + E
k1
�
k2

S : E
k3→ P + E,

where E is an enzyme, S is the substrate of the reaction, S : E is a substrate-enzyme
complex, and P is the product. This system of reactions represents in fact the reac-
tion S → P, catalyzed by enzyme E . The system can be represented using mass-action
kinetics, considering the following irreversible reactions:

S + E
k1→ S : E, S : E

k2→ S + E, S : E
k3→ P+ E. (6)

The system of ODEs describing the mass-action dynamics of the reaction-based model
(6) is the following:

d[S]

dt
= −k1[S][E]+ k2[S : E]; (7)
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d[E]

dt
= −k1[S][E]+ k2[S : E]+ k3[S : E]; (8)

d[S : E]

dt
= k1[S][E]− k2[S : E]− k3[S : E]; (9)

d[P]

dt
= k3[S : E]. (10)

Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Because the system of ODEs (7) - (10) cannot be solved an-
alytically, simplifying assumptions have been proposed. For example, the kinetic con-
stants k1,k2 could be assumed to be much greater than k3 (k1,k2 	 k3, see [43]), i.e.
[S : E] is negligible compared to [S] and [P], because the substrate-enzyme complex
concentration is very low. This is called the quasi-equilibrium between the free enzyme
E and the compound S : E .

This assumption has been further extended (see [7]) to considering that the sys-
tem will eventually reach a state where the concentration of substrate-enzyme com-
plex remains unchanged (quasi-steady state of S : E); the assumption only holds when
S0 	 E0. In this case we obtain:

d[S : E]/dt = 0, i.e., k1[S][E]− k2[S : E]− k3[S : E] = 0. (11)

Note that the right hand side of (8) is the complement of the right hand side of (9).
Adding them we get that d[E]/dt + d[S : E]/dt = 0. Equivalently,

[E]+ [S : E] = Etot ,or equivalently [E] = Etot − [S : E], (12)

where Etot is constant, standing for the total amount of enzyme in the system, either
free or as part of the substrate-enzyme complex.

Considering the quasi-steady state assumption and (12), equation (11) can be rewrit-
ten as follows:

k1[S]Etot = k1[S][S : E]+ k2[S : E]+ k3[S : E], i.e.,

[S : E] =
k1[S]Etot

k1[S]+ k2 + k3
, i.e.,

[S : E] =
[S]Etot

[S]+ k2+k3
k1

(13)

Introducing (13) into (10) yields the result

d[P]

dt
=

k3[S]Etot

[S]+ k2+k3
k1

. (14)

The Michaelis-Menten equation relates the reaction rate v of synthesizing the product
P to the concentration of the substrate, [S], by the relation:

v =
d[P]

dt
=

Vmax[S]

[S]+ Km
, (15)
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where Vmax represents the maximum rate achieved by the system, for saturated values of
[S]. The Michaelis constant Km is the concentration of substrate for which the reaction
rate is half-maximal. Identifying the parameters of (15) into (14) yields the connec-
tion between the Michaelis-Menten kinetics and the mass-action deduced kinetics of an
enzymatic reaction:

Vmax = k3Etot , Km =
k2 + k3

k1
.

Assuming the quasi-equilibrium, the quantity k3/k1 is negligible, thus Km
∼= k2/k1.

Figure 2 shows the dependency of the reaction rate v with [S]. For more details on
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, we refer the reader to [37].
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Fig. 2. Dependency of the reaction rate v with [S] for Michaelis-Menten kinetics. vmax represents
the maximum velocity, and Km is the concentration of substrate for which the reaction rate is
half-maximal.

Reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Enzyme kinetics can often be reversible, and the
Michaelis-Menten equation can be extended to a reversible reaction of the form

S + E
k1
�
k2

X
k3
�
k4

P+ E, (16)

where S and P are substrates, E is the enzyme, and X represents the intermediary
enzyme-substrate compound. The mass-action irreversible reactions describing this sys-
tem are:
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S + E
k1→ X ;

X
k2→ S + E;

X
k3→ P+ E;

P+ E
k4→ X .

(17)

The system of ODEs describing the dynamics of the reaction-based model (17) is:

d[S]

dt
= −k1[S][E]+ k2[X ]; (18)

d[E]

dt
= −k1[S][E]+ k2[X ]+ k3[X ]− k4[P][E]; (19)

d[X ]

dt
= k1[S][E]− k2[X ]− k3[X ]+ k4[P][E]; (20)

d[P]

dt
= k3[X ]− k4[P][E]. (21)

Following the reasoning for simple Michaelis-Menten equations, adding (19) and (20)
yields

d[E]

dt
+

d[X ]

dt
= 0 ⇒ [E]+ [X ] = Etot .

For the quasi-steady state, d[X ]/dt = 0, i.e., k1[S](Etot − [X ])− [X ](k2+k3)+k4[P](Etot −
[X ]) = 0, which leads to

[X ] =
k1[S]Etot + k4[P]Etot

k1[S]+ k4[P]+ k2 + k3
. (22)

Introducing (22) into equation (21), after a few computations the formula reads

v =
k1k3[S]Etot − k2k4[P]Etot

k1[S]+ k4[P]+ k2 + k3
=

k3Etot
k1[S]

k2+k3
− k2Etot

k4[P]
k2+k3

1 + k1[S]
k2+k3

+ k4[P]
k2+k3

=

Vf w
KmS

[S]− Vbw
KmP

[P]

1 + [S]
KmS

+ [P]
KmP

,

where KmS = (k2 + k3)/k1 and KmP = (k2 + k3)/k4 are the Michaelis-Menten constants
(i.e. for half-maximal forward and backward rate) for the substrate and product, re-
spectively, and Vf w(Vbw) denotes the maximal rate in forward (backward) direction.
An exact solution to this equation can be found in [44]. For details on the reversible
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, we refer the reader to [22].

Other kinetic laws. Mass action and Michaelis-Menten are not the only existing ki-
netics. Some enzymatic reaction can follow Hill kinetics, Goldbeter-Koshland kinetics,
or be subject to inhibition. We only introduce them briefly, discussing the types of
reactions that are typically modeled in this way, and skipping the derivation of their
mathematical formulations.

Goldbeter-Koshland kinetics, introduced in [18], applies to reversible reactions from
substrate to product and back, catalyzed by different enzymes (e.g. phosphorylation and
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Fig. 3. Goldbeter-Koshland kinetics. P is produced from S in presence of enzyme E1 and S is
produced from P in presence of enzyme E2.

dephosphorylation of proteins). The forward and backward reactions have Michaelis-
Menten kinetics. The general form of such reactions is shown in Figure 3.

Hill kinetics, introduced in [29], are suitable for reactions where the enzyme can
bind more molecules from the substrate S. Usually, the binding of the first S molecule
changes the binding rate of the second molecule. The rate can either increase (called
positive cooperativity), or decrease (called negative cooperativity). A general form of
such reactions is the following:

E + S1

k+
1
�
k−

1

ES1;

ES1
k2→ P+ E;

ES1 + S2

k+
3
�
k−

3

ES1S2;

ES1S2
k4→ P + E.

Inhibition in a system with Michaelis-Menten kinetics (see (16)) can occur at different
levels. An inhibitor I can bind to an enzyme in different states of the enzyme. When it
binds (in a reversible reaction) to the free enzyme, the inhibition is called competitive,
as both the substrate and the inhibitor are competing for binding the enzyme. When I
binds reversibly to the enzyme-substrate complex, the reaction is called uncompetitive
inhibition, as the enzyme is already bound to the substrate. When the inhibitor binds
both to the free enzyme and to the enzyme-substrate complex, the inhibition is called
noncompetitive. For a more detailed description of enzyme inhibition reactions, we refer
the reader to [37].

4 Parameter Estimation

We discuss in this section the parameter estimation problem, including aspects of model
identifiability, quantitative measures for model fit quality, model validation, and meth-
ods for model fitting.

4.1 Generalities: Relating the Mathematical Model to the Experimental Data

Relating the mathematical model to the experimental data is an essential step in the
process of model building. This includes the validation of the model in terms of how
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well it can explain existing (quantitative or qualitative) experimental data and how well
its predictions correspond to existing (non-quantitative) knowledge. There are several
ways to approach this problem.

1. The modeler might have no a-priori hypothesis regarding the mathematical form
and is instead strongly guided by data. The focus here is to capture the trend of the
data and to predict the behavior in-between the data points and the emphasis is on
the data. This approach is called interpolation.

2. The modeler has a clear hypothesis regarding the mathematical form she is build-
ing. For example, she might start from a reaction-based model and then associate
to it an ODE-based model with mass-action kinetics as discussed in Section 3. The
focus here is on finding values for all model parameters and the emphasis is on the
model. This approach is called model fitting.

3. The modeler might replace a fitted model with an interpolating curve because of
a need for better mathematical properties in further manipulations/analsysis of the
model. This approach is called sometimes model approximation.

We only focus in this section on aspects related to model fitting. For a basic introduction
to other approaches we refer to [17].

The main focus in model fitting is on the estimation of the unknown kinetic param-
eters of the model so that its predictions are consistent with a given set of data, usually
presented in terms of time series. This step is often followed by a model validation step,
where the model is compared with another set of data, that was not used in the fitting
stage. In both cases, the task can be formulated as a mathematical optimization problem
to minimize a cost function that quantifies the differences between the model predic-
tions and the experimental measurements. The cost function can be seen as a distance
measure between two vectors with non-negative real numbers as entries, one holding
the experimental data, the other the model prediction for the time points where the data
was collected. Some of the most widely used cost measures in this context are based
on the Chebyshev criterion, sums of absolute deviations, and least-squares. We intro-
duce briefly each of them in the following. In all cases, we are given a data set (xi,yi),
1 ≤ i ≤ m and a model y = f (k,x), where f : Rn ×R → R and k ∈ Rn is the vector of
parameters, often with non-negative values.

In the Chebyshev criterion, the goal is to find k ∈ Rn that minimizes max{|yi −
f (k,xi)|,1 ≤ i ≤ m}. In other words, the goal is to minimize the largest absolute devi-
ation of a model value from the corresponding experimental value. The effect is that
more weight is given to the worst outlier.

Another approach is to find k ∈ Rn that minimizes ∑1≤i≤m|yi − f (k,xi)|. In other
words, the goal is to minimize the sum of absolute deviations. The effect is to treat each
data point equally and to average the deviations over all experimental points.

In the third approach we mention here, the goal is to find k ∈ Rn that minimizes
∑1≤i≤m|yi − f (k,xi)|2. This is the most widely used criterion in model fitting because the
resulting optimization problem can be approached using calculus if f is a differentiable
function (such as those obtained through the methods in Section 3).

The problem of estimating the parameters of kinetic models in systems biology is
computationally difficult, see e.g., [4,42,45]. Regardless of which fitting criterion (score
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function) is used, the high number of variables in a typical biomodel makes an exact
solution to the problem unfeasible in practice. There are however many approximation
methods. Some of them are based on local approximation algorithms; they are faster
in practice, but tend to converge to local optima. Others are based on global optimiza-
tion algorithms; they are in general slower, but tend to converge to a global optimum.
The global optimization methods can be based on deterministic searches [19, 33] or on
stochastic ones [2,6]. Even though the deterministic methods guaranty the convergence
to a global optimum, the speed of the convergence is typically a major concern and in
general, these methods cannot ensure the termination of the algorithm within a given
finite time interval [45]. On the other hand, the intrinsic randomness of the stochastic
approaches does not guarantee their convergence to an optimum [45]. However, many
stochastic methods exhibit a good performance in practice – they are often capable of
efficiently identifying a point in the vicinity of global solutions, see [45].

There are many modeling software environments, some commercial, others offer-
ing free access, that are used for model fitting. In most of our projects we chose CO-
PASI [31] as a computational environment for parameter estimation. This software is
a widely used tool in computational systems biology, having a documented good per-
formance, see [4, 42, 45]. It includes a suite of various local and global, deterministic
and stochastic parameter estimation algorithms, such as simulated annealing, genetic
algorithms, evolution strategy using stochastic ranking, and particle swarm.

4.2 Alternative Model Fits and Model Identifiability

The problem of model identifiability adds to the difficulty of model fitting; it has to do
with a model having several (sometimes very) different sets of parameter values, all
yielding good model fits. The problem is that some numerical properties of the model,
such as sensitivity coefficients, might be drastically different in different numerical se-
tups, even if they all fit well the available data. This implies that there exist several mod-
els (or model setups) offering equally good, but different explanations for the available
data. In such a situation, additional data is needed, focusing on the domains where the
candidate models exhibit different behavior.

Even when only one model fit has been achieved, the modeler should evaluate the
uniqueness of the parameter set. One way of doing this is to repeat the parameter esti-
mation procedure, using some other available algorithms but the same data set. Such a
procedure can in principle yield several different results, as demonstrated e.g. in [8,53].

When searching for alternative numerical model fits, one can sample the distribution
of the score functions measuring the distance between the model predictions through a
simultaneous sampling on the range of all parameter values. For each parameter, one
can generate a large sample, e.g. through partitioning its value range into a large number
of equal sized subintervals (say, on the scale of tens of thousands) and randomly select
a value from each of them. For all combinations of values for all parameters, one can
then calculate the score of the model fit and thus sample the distribution of the score
function. However, the direct implementation of this idea is clearly intractable for mod-
els with more than a few parameters due to the combinatorial explosion of the number
of model simulations that need to be run. A fast, practical solution to this problem is the
Latin Hypercube Sampling method (LHS) of [41]. This is a method to generate samples
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which are uniformly distributed over each parameter space, with the number of samples
being independent of the number of parameters, see [26,27,50] for several applications.
Let p be the number of parameters. The first step is to choose the size of the sample, N;
this will also serve as the number of samples for each parameter. The range of each pa-
rameter is then partitioned into N intervals, with the length of each interval proportional
to the probability of the parameter’s value to fall in that interval; in particular, if the pa-
rameter is uniformly distributed in its range, then all subintervals are equal-sized. We
then randomly select a value from each subinterval to generate a sample of N values for
each parameter. The N values for parameter i are then stored on the i-th column of an
N × p matrix. Finally, we randomly shuffle the values on all the columns of the matrix.
The result is read from the matrix row-by-row, giving a sample of N combinations of
parameter values. For a detailed description of this sampling scheme we refer to [41].
We discuss this method in the case of the heat shock response model in Section 6.

4.3 Fit-Preserving Model Refinement

Altering an already-fitted model, for example by adding a new component to it, replac-
ing a module with another one, or adding new variables and reactions to it, will lead
to losing its numerical fit. The problem is especially difficult in cases where the num-
ber of parameters in the new model is much larger than in the starting model. Rather
then attempting to re-estimate all parameters, including those that were already fitted
in the starting model, a computationally more efficient way is to build the larger model
in an iterative way, ensuring in each step that its quantitative model fit is preserved.
This method is called quantitative model refinement and has already been investigated
in several different setups in [3, 34, 46]. We follow here the presentation of [34].

A given reaction-based model can undergo several types of refinement, for instance
depending whether the focus lies on the reactants or reactions of the model. If one’s
focus lies on model’s data, then the model could be refined so as to include more details
regarding a species by having it substituted for several of its subspecies. The main
interest in this type of refinement originates in the analysis of the possible behavioral
intricacies the model refined as such would depict. This type of refinement is called data
refinement and it consists in refining a set of variables so as to include more details about
their internal states, attributes, etc. If the interest lies on the reactions of the model, one
could refine the model by replacing for instance a reaction in the model describing a
certain process by a set of reactions detailing on some intermediate steps of the process.
This type of refinement is called process refinement.

Formal refinement arose from the field of software engineering as a necessity to em-
bed an elementary set of specifications in a system’s final implementation. The problem
of quantitative model refinement has been addressed before in systems biology in partic-
ular related to rule-based modeling, which integrates data refinement through the notion
of agent resolution ( [23]). The focus lies here on rule refinement, a method designed
to refine rules ensuring model fit preservation. Nevertheless, the refinement technique
must preserve the quantitative systemic properties of the model, such as numerical fit
and validation, see [46].

A model M consisting of a set of reactions of the form (1) could be formalized
through a discrete or continuous approach, a deterministic or non-deterministic
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evolution, etc. This discussion focuses on a continuous mass-action formulation. To
each variable Si,1 ≤ i ≤ m we associate a time-dependent function [Si] : R+ → R+,
which denotes the concentration of the species over time. According to the principle of
mass action, see [37], the time evolution of the system may be specified by a system of
ODEs as follows:

d[Si]

dt
= −

n

∑
j=1

	
k jci, j

m

∏
l=1

[Sl ]
cl, j



+

n

∑
j=1

	
k jc

′
i, j

m

∏
l=1

[Sl ]
c′

l, j



, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (23)

Assume now model M is refined discerning among various subspecies of S1. The dis-
tinction among the subspecies of S1 can be made by either different classes of S1 or
several biochemical configurations of S1, as a result of various post-translational modi-
fications such as acetylation, phosphorylation, etc. All subspecies characterized as such
participate in all reactions S1 took part in (in model M), with possible variations in
the kinetics. Replacing species S1 in model M by subspecies V1, . . . ,Vl brings about a
new model MR, whose set of species consists of the new variables {S′

2,S
′
3, ...,S

′
m} ∪

{V1, ...,Vl}, for some l ≥ 2, where variables S′
j, 2 ≤ j ≤ m of MR, match variables S j of

model M and V1, ...,Vl replace species S1 in MR. Moreover, each reaction R j of model
M is substituted for in model MR by a reaction R′

j as follows:

R′
j : (T1, jV1 + ...+ Tl, jVl)+ c2, jS′

2 + ...+ cm, jS′
m

k′
j−→

(T ′
1, jV1 + ...+ T ′

l, jVl)+ c′
2, jS

′
2 + ...+ c′

m, jS
′
m,

where k′
j is the kinetic rate constant, and T1, j, ...,Tl, j ,T ′

1, j, ...,T
′

l, j are nonnegative inte-
gers so that T1, j + ...+ Tl, j = c1, j and T ′

1, j + ...+ T ′
l, j = c′

1, j.
Model MR is a data refinement of model M on variable S1 if and only if the subse-

quent conditions hold, see [34]:

[S j](t) = [S′
j](t), for all 2 ≤ j ≤ m, (24)

[S1](t) = [V1](t)+ . . .+[Vl](t), for all t ≥ 0. (25)

The refined model, MR, involves a number of m + l − 1 species, while model M com-
prises only m species, MR evolving linearly in the size of its data set. The number of
reactions in MR substituting for reaction R j of M is the number of non-negative integer
solutions of the subsequent system of equations:

T1, j + T2, j + ...+ Tl, j = c1, j;

T ′
1, j + T ′

2, j + ...+ T ′
l, j = c′

1, j;

over the independent unknowns Tk, j,T ′
k, j ,1 ≤ k ≤ l. The number of solutions of the first

equation is given by the multinomial coefficient “l multichooses c1, j”, see [13]:		
l

c1, j




=

�
l + c1, j − 1

c1, j

�
=

(l + c1, j − 1)!
c1, j!(l − 1)!

.

Some values for the new kinetic parameters of MR may be attained from the literature
or they can be estimated experimentally. The parameters not attained as such require
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calculation through computational methods so that conditions (24) and (25) are ful-
filled. The reiteration of the parameter estimation process is however computationally
expensive. As an alternative, the method proposed in [34] describes an approach for
setting the values of the unknown parameters in the refined model so that relations (24)
and (25) hold. The approach promotes a choice of parameters symmetrical in V1, ...,Vl .

4.4 Quantitative Measures for the Model Fit Quality

Given parameter estimation may yield several different outputs, depending on the meth-
ods that were used in the fitting, it is important to quantify the goodness of a model
fit. In this way, the results of different parameter estimation rounds can be compared.
Moreover, through a suitable normalization, even the fitting of different models, using
different sets of data, may also be compared. Part of the challenge here is to avoid to dis-
criminate against models deviations that may be large in absolute values, but relatively
small compared to the experimental data.

We discuss here briefly a notion of model fit quality introduced in [38]. Their fit
quality only takes into account one set of experimental data at a time and aims to give
a measure of the average deviation of the model from the data, normalized on the scale
of the numerical values of the model predictions. For a given experimental data set
E = {(xi,yi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and a model M = f (k,x), the quality of M’s fit with respect to
E is denoted as q(M,E) and is defined as follows:

q(M,E) =


∑n

i=1( f (k,xi)− yi)2/n

∑n
i=1 f (k,xi)/n

·100%.

It was argued in [38] that a low (say, lower than 15 − 20%) value of q(M,E) could be
considered as an indicator of a successful fit. We discuss the quality of the best fit for the
heat shock response model in Section 6 and refer to [10] for more details on applying
this measure.

5 Analysis of ODE-Based Models

We discuss in this section several computational analysis techniques for ODE-based
models. We apply some of these techniques in the next section, on the heat shock re-
sponse model.

5.1 Steady State Analysis

Steady states (also called stationary states, fixed points, equilibrium points) have the
property that when taken as initial values for the model, they yield a constant dynamics;
in other words, there is no change in the concentration of any of the species when
starting from steady state values. This is one of the basic concepts in dynamical systems
theory, extensively employed in modeling biological systems. There are several types
of steady states: stable, asymptotically stable, unstable etc.
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Consider a dynamical system dx/dt = f (x(t)), x(0) = x0, where f : Rn → Rn is a
continuous function with equilibrium point xe. The equilibrium is stable if for every
ε > 0 there exists δε such that, if ��x0 − xe�� < δε, then ��x(t)− xe�� < ε,∀t ≥ 0. A steady
state is called asymptotically stable if there exists δ > 0 such that if ��x0 − xe�� < δ, then
limt→∞ ��x(t)− xe�� = 0. A steady state is unstable if the conditions for stability are not
met.

For a reaction-based model, the steady state behavior is characterized by the equation

d[S]

dt
= 0,

or equivalently, considering Equation (4),

Nv = 0. (26)

The rate vector v that satisfies the steady state condition (26) can be obtained by solving
the corresponding system of algebraic equations with the variables [S1], [S2], . . . , [Sm].
The equation has nontrivial solutions (not all variables are zero) only if rank(N) < n,
where n is the number of reactions in the system, i.e. matrix N contains at least one
pair of linearly dependent columns. The dependencies can be expressed by a so-called
kernel matrix K, such that

NK = 0, (27)

where K has c = n−rank(N) columns. The columns ki of matrix K are the vectors that
span the null space (also termed kernel) of N, i.e. the subspace of the reaction rates
space that contains all solutions to Equation (26), see [24]. Consequently, any vector J
of steady-state fluxes can be expressed as a linear combination of K’s columns,

J =
c

∑
i=1

αiki.

The kernel matrix K is not uniquely determined. Another kernel matrix K′ could be
obtained for example by a multiplication K′ = KQ, where Q has dimensions [n −
rank(N)]× [n− rank(N)]. Since K is a solution to Equation (27), so is K′. For details on
how to determine the kernel matrix using Gauss’s algorithm, we refer the reader to [37].

Example 5. Consider the following system of reactions:

2A
k1→ B;

A + B
k+

2
�
k−

2

C.

To compute the steady state, one needs to solve Equation (26), which reads as the fol-
lowing system of algebraic equations:�

�0
0
0

�
�

�������
0

=

�
�−2 −1

1 −1
0 1

�
�

�����������
N

·
�

v1

v2

�
�������

v

.
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Considering mass action kinetics and denoting by [A]0, [B]0, [C]0 the steady-state con-
centrations for the species in the model, the system reads:

−2k1[A]20 − k+
2 [A]0[B]0 + k−

2 [C]0 = 0,

k1[A]20 − k+
2 [A]0[B]0 + k−

2 [C]0 = 0,

k+
2 [A]0[B]0 − k−

2 [C]0 = 0.

Solving the steady-state system of equations gives the solution [A]0 = 0, [B]0 = α, [C]0 =
0, where α > 0 is arbitrary.

Example 6. Let us consider the Lotka-Volterra model expressed in Table 1. The ODEs
characterising the system’s dynamics are expressed in Equation (5). The steady state
analysis leads to the system

k1[Prey]− k2[Prey][Predator] = 0,

k2[Prey][Predator]− k3[Predator] = 0.

Solving this system of two equations gives the steady state points

([Prey]s, [Predator]s) ∈ {(0,0),(k3/k2,k1/k2)}.

To study the behavior of the Lotka-Volterra model around the steady states, one needs
to examine the behavior of the concentrations around each equilibrium point, i.e. their
tendency to increase or decrease. To do that, one studies the sign of the derivatives:

d[Prey]
dt ≥ 0 ⇒ k1 − k2[Predator] ≥ 0 ⇒ [Predator] ≤ k1

k2
;

d[Predator]
dt ≥ 0 ⇒ k2[Prey]− k3 ≥ 0 ⇒ [Prey] ≥ k3

k2
.

(28)

The behavior around the steady states is depicted in Figure 4.

5.2 Mass Conservation Relations

In this section we introduce mass conservation relations and their importance in mod-
eling reaction-based systems. For a more detailed presentation and additional examples
we refer to [24].

Identifying the mass conservation relations in a given model is one of the first an-
alyzes that a modeler typically performs. It gives an insight into the dynamics of the
model, but at the same time it reduces the number of free variables in the model. Math-
ematically, a mass conservation relation is a linear combination of concentrations of
species that is constant in time:

gT S = C, (29)

where g is a vector with some constant entries, S is the species concentrations vector,
and C is some constant. An implication of mass conservation relations is that some of
the stoichiometric matrix rows are linearly dependent, i.e.

gT N = 0T . (30)
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Fig. 4. Steady-state analysis of the Lotka-Volterra system. The blue dots are the two steady states
of the system. The black arrows indicate how the concentration of each species increases or
decreases (as established in (28)). The blue arrows are the combination of Predator and Prey
concentrations tendencies, and they show how the dynamics of the system changes between the
four areas delimited by the dotted lines. The behavior around the (k3/k2,k1/k2) point suggests
periodicity; this is confirmed by Figure 1. Both equilibrium points are unstable, as indicated by
the blue arrows.

Equations (29) and (30) are equivalent. Derivating the former equation and taking into
account Equation (4) yields

(gT S)′ = gT �S = gT Nv = 0.

There may be more linearly independent vectors g that satisfy Equation (30), each de-
noting a different mass conservation relation. The number of mass conservation rela-
tions is given by m− rank(N), where m is the number of species in the system. The full
set of vectors g describing these mass conservation relations form a so-called conser-
vation matrix G , see [24], with the property

GN = 0.

Consequently, GT is a kernel matrix for NT . A conservation matrix G can be determined
using the Gauss algorithm, and it is not unique (any other matrix G′ = PG, where P is
any nonsingular matrix of appropriate dimensions, is a valid conservation matrix).

Example 7. Consider the following system of biochemical reactions:

2A� A2;
A2 + B� A2 : B;
A2 : B → C + A2 : B;
C → /0.
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The species vector, stoichiometric coefficients matrix and the conservation matrix read:

S =

�
�����

A
A2

B
A2 : B

C

�
����� , N =

�
���

−2 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 −1

�
��� , G =

�
1 2 0 2 0
0 0 1 1 0

�
.

The mass conservation relations induced by G are:

[A]+ 2[A2]+ 2[A2 : B] = C1,
[B]+ [A2 : B] = C2,

(31)

for some constants C1,C2.
The mass conservation relations are important for reducing the system of differen-

tial equations �S = Nv that describe the dynamics of the model. Each mass conservation
relation introduces one dependent variable, which can be expressed in terms of the in-
dependent variables, and thus eliminated from the system of ODEs. The two mass con-
servation relations in Equation (31) could be used to express the dependency between
[A], [B] and the rest of the species concentrations:

[A] = C1 − 2[A2]− 2[A2 : B],

[B] = C2 − [A2 : B].

This reduces the initial system of ODEs from 5 to 3 equations.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is a method of estimating the changes that small perturbations in the
parameters of a model induce in the system. With this type of analysis, one can estimate
the robustness of a model against small changes, and also identify ways of inducing a
desired change into the model. There exist many methods for sensitivity analysis, some
suitable for spatially homogeneous constant-parameter reaction-based models, others
suitable for systems with space- and time-dependent parameters, or stochastic models.
For a review of multiple methods, we refer the reader to [59, 62]. One of the questions
often encountered in biochemical systems is what changes should the system undergo
such that the new steady state satisfies certain properties.

There are two types of sensitivity analysis: local sensitivity analysis, and global sen-
sitivity analysis. In the global approach, all parameters are varied at once, and the sen-
sitivity is measured over the entire range of each parameter. In the local analysis, only
one parameter is varied at a time, within a small interval around some nominal value.
Generally, it is assumed that input-output relationships are linear. We only focus here
on local sensitivity analysis.

We consider the system of ODEs describing a system to be expressed as a function
of the concentrations of all species and all the parameter values:

d[Si]

dt
= fi([S1], [S2], ..., [Sm],κ), (32)
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where κ = (k1,k2, ...,kn)
T is the rate constants vector (assuming without loss of gen-

erality that the system comprises n irreversible reactions). Let S(t,κ) = ([S1](t,κ),
[S2](t,κ), ..., [Sm](t,κ))T be the solution of Equation (32) with respect to κ, also called
sensitivity matrix. The elements of the matrix are the partial derivatives ∂[Si]/∂k j, also
called first-order local sensitivity coefficients.

There are many ways of determining the local sensitivity of the concentrations.
The simplest method is the brute force method (also called indirect method, or finite-
difference method), that uses the finite difference approximation. The j-th parameter,
k j, changes with the amount δk j at time point t1, and all other parameters remain un-
changed. One can compute the new matrix [S] using the change between the initial and
the perturbed solution, see Equation (33). The method requires n + 1 runs, one for the
initial values of the parameters and n modifying each of the parameters at a time.

∂[S](t2)
∂k j(t1)

=
[S](t2,k j + δk j)− [S](t2,k j)

δk j
,1 ≤ j ≤ n. (33)

This method is widely used because of its simplicity, but other more efficient meth-
ods exist, e.g. the direct method. This method solves the differential equations for the
sensitivity coefficients ∂[Si]/∂k j, by differentiating Equation (32). This results in the
following set of sensitivity equations:

d
dt

∂[S]

∂k j
= J

∂[S]

δk j
+

∂ f
∂k j

,1 ≤ j ≤ n,

where J is the Jacobian for Equation (32). For a complete mathematical derivation of
this result, see [62].

Perturbations should be small enough to yield small errors in the indirect method,
and large enough to surpass the simulation inaccuracies of ODE solvers, for the direct
method, see [62]. Other methods of computing the sensitivity of a model to parameter
changes exist, e.g. the Green function method, polynomial approximation method, AIM
method, detailed in [54, 59].

Very often, sensitivity analysis is focused on the steady states, when concentrations
are constant. In this case, the sensitivity coefficients are computed as solutions to the
system

d
dt

∂[S]

∂k j
= 0,

and reflect the dependency of the steady state on the parameters. If the steady state is
asymptotically stable, then one can consider the limit limt→∞(∂[S]/∂k j)(t),1 ≤ j ≤ n,
called stationary sensitivity coefficients. The system can be written as

∂[S]

∂k j
= −J Fj,1 ≤ j ≤ n,

where J is the value of the jacobian at steady state, and Fj is the j-th column in the
matrix F = (∂ fr/∂ks)m×n computed at steady state. Sensitivity coefficients can be com-
puted in many software applications, e.g. in COPASI [31].
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6 The Heat Shock Response Model

We consider in this section a larger modeling case-study to which we apply some of the
techniques discussed in the chapter. The eukaryotic heat shock response is an evolu-
tionarily conserved bio-regulatory network, crucial to cell survival. It acts as a defence
mechanism that regulates the cellular response to proteotoxicity induced by diverse
physiological and environmental stressors, such as elevated temperatures. Exposure of
proteins to elevated temperatures causes protein misfolding, which results in the con-
stitution of large aggregates that eventually induce apoptosis (controlled cell death).
Protein homeostasis is promoted by augmenting the level of molecular chaperons.

6.1 The Reaction-Based Model

We consider here the basic molecular model for the heat shock response introduced
in [53]. Elevated temperatures cause protein misfolding and accumulation of misfolded
proteins in large conglomerates that induce cell death. The key role in homeostasis
restoration is played by heat shock proteins (hsp), which chaperone the misfolded pro-
teins, promoting the folding of proteins. The transactivation of hsp-encoding genes reg-
ulates the heat shock response. Heat shock factors (hsf) activate gene transcription. In
the absence of stress, heat shock factors are present in a monomeric conformation and
they are bound to a great extent to heat shock proteins. However, heat stress actuates
the dimerization (hsf2) and consequently trimerization (hsf3) of heat shock factors, a
DNA binding-competent conformation. Due to their high affinity toward the heat shock
element (hse), hsf trimers bind to the heat shock elements, promoting the transcrip-
tion and translation of the gene. Consequently, DNA binding activates hsp synthesis,
see [53, 55].

Once the heat stress is removed, hsp synthesis is turned off as follows: hsp’s seques-
trate free hsf’s (residing in the constitution of hsp:hsf complexes), break hsf2 and hsf3
and induce DNA unbinding, see [53,55]. Subsequently, DNA transcription is turned off
and the formation of new hsf trimers repressed. The heat shock response mechanism
is switched back on when the temperature is again elevated, impelling the proteins in
the cell (prot) to misfold and hsp:hsf complexes to break down. The reactions of the
molecular model in [53] are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in [53]

2hsf � hsf2 hsp+hsf3 → hsp:hsf +2hsf
hsf +hsf2 � hsf3 hsp+hsf3:hse → hsp:hsf +2hsf +hse
hsf3 +hse� hsf3:hse hsp → /0
hsf3:hse → hsf3:hse+hsp prot → mfp
hsp+hsf � hsp:hsf hsp+mfp� hsp:mfp
hsp+hsf2 → hsp:hsf +hsf hsp:mfp → hsp+prot
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This molecular model is clearly on a high level of abstraction, for the sake of easing
its analysis. For example, note that the eukaryotic cell presents various classes of heat
shock proteins, denominated according to their molecular weight, e.g., Hsp60, Hsp70,
Hsp90. However, in this molecular model, they are all referred to as belonging to the
same class, with Hsp70 as common denominator. The same assumptions are made for
hsf and hse. Furthermore, the model considers all proteins uniformly, distinguishing
only between the ones that are correctly folded (prot) and the misfolded ones (mfp).
The model contains also simplified representations of some cellular mechanisms, e.g.,
protein synthesis and degradation, see [53] for more details.

The molecular model in [53] satisfies the following three mass-conservation rela-
tions, for the total amount of hsf, the total amount of proteins (excluding hsp and hsf)
and for the total amount of hse:

– [hsf]+ 2[hsf2]+ 3[hsf3]+ 3[hsf3:hse]+ [hsp:hsf] = C1,
– [prot]+ [mfp]+ [hsp:mfp] = C2,
– [hse]+ [hsf3:hse] = C3,

where C1, C2 and C3 are constants.

6.2 The Mathematical Model

Given the molecular model in Table 2, we consider a mathematical model derived
through the principle of mass action, formulated as a system of ordinary differential
equations ( [37]). The rate coefficient for protein misfolding (prot → mfp) is described
by the following formula:

ϕ(T ) = (1 − 0.4
eT−37 ) ·1.4T−37 ·1.45 ·10−5s−1,

where T is the temperature of the environment, expressed in ◦C, in accordance to [52].
Each species X in the molecular model is associated to a continuous, time-dependent
function [X ](t), expressing the concentration of the respective reactant. The dynamics
of the system is described through the system of differential equations in Table 3.

The initial values of all species and the kinetic rate constants were estimated in [53],
by imposing the following three conditions:

(i) At 37◦C the system is in a steady state, since the model should not reveal any
response in the absence of the heat stress;

(ii) At 42◦C, the numerical predictions for DNA binding ([hsf3:hse](t)) should be in
accordance with the experimental data reported in [36];

(iii) At 42◦C, the numerical prediction of the model for [hsp](t) should confirm the data
obtained in [53] through a de-novo fluorescent reporter-based experiment.

The numerical setup obtained in [53] for the heat shock response model is shown in
Table 4.

The estimation of parameters was based on the experimental data in [36] on DNA
binding in HeLa cells for a temperature of 42◦C. Moreover, the model should also be in
a steady state at 37◦C. Hence, seven more independent algebraic relations on the set of
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Table 3. The system of ODE’s associated with the biochemical model proposed in [53]

d[hsf]/dt = −2k+
1 [hsf]2 + 2k−

1 [hsf2]− k+
2 [hsf][hsf2]+ k−

2 [hsf3]

− k+
5 [hsf][hsp]+ k−

5 [hsp:hsf]+ k6[hsf2][hsp]

+ 2k7[hsf3][hsp]+ 2k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];

d[hsf2]/dt = k+
1 [hsf]2 − k−

1 [hsf2]− k+
2 [hsf][hsf2]+ k−

2 [hsf3]

− k6[hsf2][hsp];

d[hsf3]/dt = k+
2 [hsf][hsf2]− k−

2 [hsf3]− k+
3 [hsf3][hse]+ k−

3 [hsf3:hse]
− k7[hsf3][hsp];

d[hse]/dt = −k+
3 [hsf3][hse]+ k−

3 [hsf3:hse]+ k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];

d[hsf3:hse]/dt = k+
3 [hsf3][hse]− k−

3 [hsf3:hse]− k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];

d[hsp]/dt = k4[hsf3:hse]− k+
5 [hsf][hsp]+ k−

5 [hsp:hsf]− k6[hsf2][hsp]

− k7[hsf3][hsp]− k8[hsf3:hse][hsp]− k+
11[hsp][mfp]

+ (k−
11 + k12)[hsp:mfp]− k9[hsp];

d[hsp:hsf]/dt = k+
5 [hsf][hsp]− k−

5 [hsp:hsf]+ k6[hsf2][hsp]

+ k7[hsf3][hsp]+ k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];

d[mfp]/dt = ϕ(T )[prot]− k+
11[hsp][mfp]+ k−

11[hsp:mfp];

d[hsp:mfp]/dt = k+
11[hsp][mfp]− (k−

11 + k12)[hsp:mfp];

d[prot]/dt = −ϕ(T )[prot]+ k12[hsp:mfp].

parameters and initial values are derived. Therefore, the model comprises 17 indepen-
dent values that require estimation. The above-mentioned conditions are satisfied by the
values in Table 4. These values have been attained by means of parameter estimation
in COPASI [31]. The model is fit with regard to the DNA binding experimental data
in [36]. The model predictions regarding hsf3:hse compared with the experimental data
of [36] are shown in Figure 5.

6.3 Model Validation

The model exhibits a very low rate for protein misfolding for a temperature of 37◦C and
a high rate for protein folding, in compliance with [5] and [35]. The model also predicts
a transient increase in the level of hsf trimers, in accordance with [30]. The model
confirms that dimers are only a transient form between monomers and trimers, and that
the level of dimers is low throughout the simulation, regardless of the temperature.

Another validation test consisted in applying the heat shock response twice subse-
quently. The second heat shock was applied after the heat shock proteins had attained
a maximal level. The model in [53] predicted the response to the second heat shock to be
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Table 4. The numerical values of the parameters (A) and the initial values of the variables (B) of
the heat shock response model proposed in [53]

A B
Param. Value Units Variable Initial conc.

k+
1 3.49 ml

#·s [hsf] 0.67
k−

1 0.19 s−1 [hsf2] 8.7 ·10−4

k+
2 1.07 ml

#·s [hsf3] 1.2 ·10−4

k−
2 10−9 s−1 [hse] 29.73

k+
3 0.17 ml

#·s [hsf3:hse] 2.96
k−

3 1.21 ·10−6 s−1 [hsp] 766.88
k4 8.3 ·10−3 s−1 [hsp:hsf] 1403.13
k+

5 9.74 ml
#·s [mfp] 517.352

k−
5 3.56 s−1 [hsp:mfp] 71.65

k6 2.33 ml
#·s [prot] 1.15 × 108

k7 4.31 ·10−5 ml
#·s

k8 2.73 ·10−7 ml
#·s

k9 3.2 ·10−5 s−1

k+
11 3.32 ·10−3 ml

#·s
k−

11 4.44 s−1

k12 13.94 s−1

greatly diminished in intensity. Indeed, a diminished response for the second heat shock
could be anticipated since the level of heat shock proteins (hsp’s) is already elevated as
a consequence of the first heat shock. A similar result was reported in [52].

Another validation method consisted in simulating the model for a temperature of
43◦C and comparing the results with those of [55]. The model in [53] predicts a pro-
longed transactivation for DNA binding, as opposed to the model in [55], but it is con-
sistent with the experimental data in [1]. An experiment consisting in the removal of
the heat shock at 42◦C at the peak of the response exhibited an accelerated attenuation
phase, complying with the results reported by [55].

An alternative verification scenario focused on the prediction of the evolution of heat
shock proteins (hsp’s) over time. This method required the use of a quantitative reporter
system founded on yellow fluorescent proteins (yfp’s). This method was based on the
assumption that fluorescence intensity is virtually linear reported to the level of yfp’s.
As yfp’s transactivation is regulated by their own heat shock elements, denoted in [53]
by hse′, transcription and degradation kinetics (k4

′ and k9
′ respectively), their evolution

in time may be described by the following differential equation:

d[yfp]/dt = k′
4[hsf3:hse′]− k′

9[yfp], (34)

for some positive constants k′
4,k

′
9 accounting for the kinetic rate constants of yfp syn-

thesis and of yfp degradation. The extended model, including equation (34), takes into
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Fig. 5. The dynamic behavior of hsf3:hse in the best fitted model. The continuous line is the
model prediction and the crossed points indicate the experimental data of [36].

account all numerical values from the basic model, described in Table 2, and the nu-
merical values for the new rate constants k4

′ and k9
′ were estimated so that the fit for

yfp’s complies with the experimental data.

6.4 Model Analysis

Sensitivity analysis. The first analysis approach consisted in estimating the scaled
steady state sensitivity coefficients, see [59], of all variables against reaction rate con-
stants and initial concentrations. Given a variable X and a parameter p, the scaled steady
state sensitivity coefficient of variable X against parameter p is defined by:

lim
t→∞

∂ln(X)

∂ln(p)(t)
.

The coefficients described above represent the relative variance of the steady state when
the model undergoes infinitesimal changes in parameter p. The sensitivity coefficients
of all variables against reaction rate constants k1

−,k2
−,k3

−,k7 proved to be all insignif-
icant, suggesting that the reactions corresponding to those rate constants may not be
crucial to the global behavior of the model. For this aim, the model was altered so as
to exclude the reactions corresponding to the aforementioned kinetic rate constants,
namely the backward reactions for dimerization, trimerization, DNA binding and DNA
unbinding. The new model attained as such satisfies the validation tests described in
Section 6.3. This suggests that hsf dimers and trimers are steady configurations and
that non-hsp-mediated DNA unbinding is negligible. While the breaking of trimers
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(by hsp) does not affect greatly the overall behavior of the model, the reaction describ-
ing the breaking of trimers (by hsp) proved to have a substantial impact on the evolution
of hsp and mfp.

The variation between the steady state levels of hsp and mfp are correlated, see [53],
which is consistent with the biological knowledge that hsp’s have a major role in chap-
eroning mfp’s. Table 5 shows the largest sensitivity coefficients for hsp and mfp. The
coefficients with respect to k5

+ and k5
− are the highest, suggesting that the reaction

describing hsf sequestration (forward)/dissipation of hsp:hsf (hsp+hsf � hsp:hsf) is
the main feedback loop. The forward direction, hsf sequestration, hereafter compels the
ceasing of transcription, inducing an augmentation in the level of mfp and a decrease in
that of hsp. The backward direction (dissipation of hsp:hsf), however, actuates an in-
crease in the level of hsp and hsf and a reduction of mfp. Considering the coefficients in
Table 5 in descending order, the next set of coefficients to discuss consists of k1

+, k2
+

and k4, corresponding to the forward directions of dimer(trimer) formation and DNA
binding respectively, suggesting the augmentation of the transcription level and there-
upon the level of hsp. On the contrary, the reactions describing the breaking of dimers,
hsp degradation and protein misfolding, diminish the transcription level. The reactions
influencing the level of mfp alone are the reactions corresponding to the sequestration
of mfp’s/dissipation of hsp:mfp (see coefficients corresponding to k11

+ and k11
− in

Table 5) and protein refolding (same for k12).
Among the sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp with respect to the initial concen-

trations, the one dependent on the initial level of hsp:hsf (hsp:hsf(0)) was the most
relevant. On the other hand, the sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp with respect to
the level of any of the hsf species (monomers, dimers or trimers) were insignificant.
This is to be expected since initially the majority of hsf’s is sequestrated by hsp’s and
the initial levels of dimers and trimers are reduced, which is consistent with [30]. Con-
sequently, the sensitivity coefficient with respect to hsp:hsf(0) should be conceived as
describing a dependency over the total initial amount of hsf.

The sensitivity coefficients with respect to the initial amount of hse were insignif-
icant, which is justified by the consideration of the sensitivity coefficients around the
steady state. For instance, for a lower initial amount of hse, the response reaches here-
after the same steady state. A higher level of hsf(0) brings no change in the evolution
of the response. The sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp with respect to hsp(0) were
also insignificant.

Model identifiability. Looking into the model identifiability problem, alternative good
numerical fits were searched for, using the same fitting data as in the model fitting pro-
cedure described above. Several were found, but none of them passed the additional
validation tests described in the previous section. Then the Latin Hypercube Sampling
method was applied to sample the distribution of the fitting score function. The first
step was to generate a sample of N = 100000 combinations of parameter values, as
described in Section 4. For each of them, the initial values were chosen so that they
are a steady state of the model at 37◦C. Out of these, the analysis was continued only
for those combinations that were “responsive”, where a model was declared responsive
if hsf3:hse(900) ≥ 20 (note that the experimental data indicated that the peek of the
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Table 5. The largest scaled steady state sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp. The coefficients
are identical for both 37◦C and 42◦C [53]

Parameter description p ∂ln(hsp)
∂ln(p) |t→∞

∂ln(mfp)
∂ln(p) |t→∞

Sequestration of hsf k5
+ −0.50 0.50

Dissipation of hsp:hsf k5
− 0.50 −0.50

Formation of dimers k1
+ 0.17 −0.17

Formation of trimers k2
+ 0.17 −0.17

Transcription, translation k4 0.17 −0.17
Affinity of hsp for hsf2 k6 −0.17 0.17
Affinity of hsp for hsf3:hse k8 −0.17 0.17
Degradation of hsp k9 −0.17 0.17
Affinity of hsp for mfp k11

+ 0.00 −1.00
Dissipation of hsp:mfp k11

− 0.00 0.24
Protein refolding k12 0.00 −0.24
Initial level of hsp:hsf hsp:hsf(0) 0.50 −0.50

response is reached after 900 time units). The result was interesting: there were only
31506 models satisfying the constraint, already suggesting that finding suitable alter-
native model fits is a difficult problem. For each of these models we calculated the fit
quality as discussed in Section 4; the result is plotted in Figure 6, showing clearly our
best fit as an outlier in the fit quality distribution. More details on the identifiability of
the heat shock response model can be found in [53]. This suggests that fitting the sim-
ple heat shock response model in Table 2 to the experimental data in [36] and to the
steady-state condition for the initial values is indeed a difficult numerical problem.

7 Discussion

The focus of our chapter has been on the practical use of modeling with ordinary differ-
ential equations in biology. Our choice of topics to discuss has been driven by targeting
primarily the computer science community and by the space limitations. This chapter
should only be seen as a “teaser” for modeling with ODEs in biology; for a more com-
prehensive reading on this topic, many excellent textbooks exist, such as [11,32,47,48,
56, 58]. We only considered in this chapter reaction-based models and started by dis-
cussing how to associate to them an ODE-based model; we presented briefly several
laws for biochemical kinetics: mass-action, Michaelis-Menten, Goldbeter-Koshland,
Hill, and inhibition. One should note that many other types of models exist, see, e.g., [9].
We then discussed the parameter estimation problem, including model identifiability,
measures for fit quality, and fit-preserving model refinement. We then introduced sev-
eral analysis methods for ODE-based models: steady state analysis, mass conservation,
and sensitivity analysis. In addition to some smaller examples discussed throughout the
chapter, we dedicated a separate section to a larger case-study on the eukaryotic heat
shock response.
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Fig. 6. The distribution of the model fit quality among 31506 model variants obtained through
the Latin hypercube sampling method. Most models exhibit a constant level of hsf3:hse, very
different from the dynamic behavior in Figure 5; these models yield a numerical value for the fit
quality around 30%. The quality of our best fit is around 10−30.

There are many computational benefits that modeling with ODEs brings, including
fast numerical simulations, many methods for parameter estimation, several highly use-
ful static and dynamic analysis techniques, such as mass conservation, steady state anal-
ysis, flux-balance analysis, metabolic control analysis, sensitivity analysis, etc. At the
same time, the ODE-based approach also suffers from several difficulties. The one that
is most discussed is the inability to account for stochastic noise in a system, which might
be problematic especially in cases where there are relatively small species; a detailed
discussion about the physical limitations of the ODE-based approach is in [14, 15].
Another difficulty is in the need for knowing a potentially large number of kinetic pa-
rameters; measuring them experimentally is sometimes impossible, while estimating
them computationally suffers from model identifiability issues. A partial solution here
is the approach based on quantitative model refinement, see [34]. Another partial so-
lution is in terms of static, rather than dynamic analysis, often performed around the
steady states; such an approach is modeling based on flux balance analysis, see [51].

The stochastic approach, either in terms of continuous time Markov chains (CTMC)
and the chemical master equation, or in terms of higher-level formalisms (such as Petri
nets or process algebra) based on a CTMC semantic, is often offered as a solution to the
physical limitations of the ODE-based approach. It is important however to understand
the limitations of both approaches so that we can take advantage of the benefits of
either one, whenever they are applicable. In Table 6 we summarized several aspects
about modeling with ODEs and with CTMCs, and placed them in mirror for an easy
comparison. It is also important to point out that in the case of very large models, both
approaches are insufficient, see Figure 7.
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Table 6. Some of the differences between the deterministic and the stochastic modeling ap-
proaches

Deterministic approach Stochastic approach

Fundamental as-
sumptions

the system is well-stirred and at
thermodynamical equilibrium

the system is well-stirred and at
thermodynamical equilibrium

Modeling goal
it models the average behavior
of the system

it models individual runs of the
system

Concept
based on the concept of
diffusion-like reactions

based on the concept of reactive
molecular collisions

Type of model
the time evolution of the model
is a continuous process

the time evolution of the model
is a random-walk process
through the possible states

Math model governed by a set of ODEs
governed by a single ODE: the
chemical master equation

Analytic solution
the system of ODEs is often
impossible to solve analytically

the chemical master equation is
often impossible to solve

Small popula-
tions

conceptual difficulties when
small populations are involved

no difficulties with small popu-
lations

Numerical simu-
lations

fast
Gillespies algorithm is slow;
many runs are needed

ODE-based 
models 

Non-mechanistic 
models 

Chemical 
master 

equation 
Rule-based models 

Event wall 

Combinatorial 
wall 

Number of 
molecular 

species 

Number of  
molecules 
per species 

500 106 

100 

106 

Fig. 7. Modeling limitations depending on the size of the model. Adapted from Walter
Fontana http://fontana.med.harvard.edu/
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The ODE-based approach to computational modeling is (still) arguably the standard
choice for biomodelers, especially on the biological side of the community. There are
many advantages that it brings, as there are clear limitations. Even in cases where an-
other modeling approach is taken, the corresponding ODE-based model is often also
built to serve as comparison to related (ODE-based) models and to make available
tools such as parameter estimation or steady state analysis. Moreover, on top of the
ODE-based semantic there are many other discrete techniques that can be added to give
further insight into the model: Petri net tools, control analysis, network motif identifi-
cation, etc. In the continuing debate of ‘discrete vs. continuous biomodeling’ we argue
that it is good to retain the advantages of both worlds and use them to their full potential
whenever applicable.
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Abstract. The iterative process of adding details to a model while preserving its
numerical behavior is called quantitative model refinement, and it has been previ-
ously discussed for ODE-based models and for kappa-based models. In this paper,
we investigate and compare this approach in three different modeling frameworks:
rule-based modeling, Petri nets and guarded command languages. As case study
we use a model for the eukaryotic heat shock response that we refine to include
the acetylation of the heat shock factor. We discuss how to perform the refinement
in each of these frameworks in order to avoid the combinatorial state explosion of
the refined model. We conclude that Bionetgen (and rule-based modeling in gen-
eral) is well-suited for a compact representation of the refined model, Petri nets
offer a good solution through the use of colors, while the PRISM refined model
may be much larger than the basic model.

Keywords: Quantitative model refinement, heat shock response, acetylation, rule-
based modeling, Petri nets, model checking.

1 Introduction

Systems biology aims to holistically characterize highly complex biological systems. A
hierarchical system-level representation is very adequate in this context. Formal frame-
works turn out to be fundamental in the effort of understanding the behavior of such
complex systems, see [21,12]. The abstractions that lie at the core of these formalisms
need to be refined to incorporate more details.

We focus in this paper on the implementation of model refinement. Within the model
development process, we examine data refinement through three different frameworks
– rule-based modeling, Petri nets and guarded command languages – and discuss their
capabilities for the efficient construction of a refined model. For rule-based modeling
we used the Bionetgen framework and RuleBender, for Petri nets we chose Snoopy and
Charlie as modeling tools, while for modeling with guarded command languages we
used PRISM. Data refinement, as described in [3] and [10], assumes the replacement of
one species in the model with several of its variants, called subspecies. This type of re-
finement is adequate for representing post-translational modifications of proteins, e.g.,
acetylation, phosphorylation, etc. Given a protein P, one can indicate its state regarding
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post-translational modifications by replacing it with its variants. This substitution also
implies a refinement of all complexes involving protein P and of all reactions involv-
ing either P or any such complex, see [10]. This might induce a combinatorial state
explosion of the refined model, as in the case of ODE-based models, see [10]. The
main question we are answering is whether one can avoid this problem in the other
three frameworks we investigate in this paper and build a compact representation of the
refined model.

We consider as a case study for our analysis the heat shock response mechanism, as
described in [20] and [10]. Throughout the paper, the model in [20] will be referred to
as the basic heat shock response model, while the model in [10] will be referred to as
the refined model.

All models developed in this paper are available for download at [11]. Due to space
restrictions, some of the details of this work were omitted. For full details, we refer the
reader to [6].

2 The Heat Shock Response (HSR)

The eukaryotic heat shock response is a highly conserved bio-regulatory network that
controls cellular function impairment produced by protein misfolding as a result of high
temperatures. Elevated temperatures have proteotoxic effects on proteins, inducing pro-
tein misfolding and leading to the formation of large aggregates that thereafter trigger
apoptosis (controlled cell death). Cell survival is promoted by a defense mechanism,
which consists in restoring protein homeostasis by augmenting the level of molecular
chaperones, see [22].

We consider the basic molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response pro-
posed in [20]. Heat shock proteins (hsp’s) play a key role in the heat shock response
mechanism by chaperoning the misfolded proteins (mfp’s). Due to their affinity to mfp’s,
hsp’s form hsp:mfp complexes and help the misfolded proteins refold. The heat shock
response is regulated by the transactivation of the hsp-encoding genes. In eukaryotes,
some specific proteins, called heat shock factors (hsf’s), promote gene transcription. In
the absence of environmental stressors, heat shock factors are predominantly found in
a monomeric state, extensively bound to heat shock proteins. Raising the temperature
causes the correctly folded proteins (prot) to misfold and hsp:hsf complexes to break
down. This switches on the heat shock response by releasing hsf’s, which quickly reach
a DNA binding competent state, see [20,23].

Heat stress induces dimerization (hsf2) and, subsequently, trimerization (hsf3) of
hsf’s, enabling the binding of the hsf trimers to the promoter site of the hsp-encoding
gene, called heat shock element (hse). Subsequently, DNA binding triggers the tran-
scription and translation of the hsp-encoding gene, inducing hsp synthesis, see [20,22].
Once the level of heat shock proteins is sufficiently elevated for the cell to withstand
thermal stress, hsp synthesis is turned off. Heat shock proteins sequestrate heat shock
factors and break hsf dimers and trimers, constituting hsp:hsf complexes. The explicit
molecular reactions constituting the model can be found in [20].

The numerical setup of the basic model (in terms of initial concentrations and kinetic
constants) can be found in [20]. Acetylation has been shown to have an extensive influ-
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ence in regulating the heat shock response, we refer the reader to [24]. To this end, we
consider the acetylation of heat shock factors implemented through data refinement.

3 Quantitative Model Refinement

Quantitative model refinement was investigated in [19,4] regarding rule based modeling
and applied to two ampler ODE-based models in [18,10].

3.1 Quantitative Model Refinement

A reaction-based model can be refined to incorporate more information regarding its
reactants and/or reactions. There are two types of refinement, either of the data (data
refinement) or of the reactions (process refinement). In this study, we focus on the first
refinement type. Considering that one’s interest lies especially on data, a species in a
model could be refined by replacing it with several of its subspecies, a routine called
data refinement. When the interest is focused on reactions, the model can be refined by
replacing a collective reaction, accounting for a specific process, by a set of reactions
depicting the transitional steps of the process. The last type of refinement is called
process refinement, see [10].

The notion of quantitative model refinement has been previously addressed in sys-
tems biology in the context of rule based modelling, see [19,4,7,5]. The rule based mod-
elling framework embodies the concept of data refinement, as previously introduced,
implementing agent resolution as a fundamental constituent, [7]. The key refinement
method in this context is rule refinement, an approach that requires the refinement of the
set of rules ensuring the preservation of the dynamic behavior of the system, see [19].

We present here the quantitative model refinement of reaction models following
the discussion in [10]. Consider a model M, comprising a number m of species Σ =
{A1,A2, . . . ,Am} and n of reactions ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as follows:

ri : Si,1A1 + Si,2A2 + . . .+ Si,mAm
ki−→ S′

i,1A1 + S′
i,2A2 + . . .+ S′

i,mAm,

where Si,1, . . . ,Si,m,S′
i,1, . . . ,S

′
i,m ≥ 0 are the stoichiometric coefficients of ri and ki ≥ 0

is the kinetic rate constant of ri. We discuss here a continuous, mass-action formulation
of the model based on ODEs. For some details on this approach we refer to [14].

Model M can be refined to distinguish between various subspecies of any species in
the model, for example, A1. The distinction between the subspecies is very often drawn
by post-translational modifications such as acetylation, phosphorylation, sumoylation,
etc. All previously mentioned subspecies of A1 take part in all reactions A1 engaged
in, conceivably obeying a different kinetic setup. Given model M and species A1, sub-
stituting subspecies B1, . . . ,Bl for species A1 in M leads to attaining a new model MR,
comprising species {A′

2,A
′
3, . . . ,A

′
m}∪{B1, . . . ,Bl}, for some l ≥ 2, where variables A′

i,
2 ≤ i ≤ m from MR, coincide with Ai from model M and B1, . . . ,Bl substitute for species
A1 in MR. Furthermore, each reaction ri of M is replaced in the new model MR by all
possible reactions ri, j of the following form:
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ri, j : (T j
i,1B1 + . . .+ T j

i,lBl)+ Si,2A′
2 + . . .+ Si,mA′

m
ki, j−→

(T ′ j
i,1B1 + . . .+ T ′ j

i,lBl)+ S′
i,2A′

2 + . . .+ S′
i,mA′

m,

where ki, j is the kinetic rate constant of ri, j and (T j
i,1, . . . ,T

j
i,l ,T

′ j
i,1, . . . ,T

′ j
i,l) are all possi-

ble nonnegative integers so that T j
i,1 + . . .+T j

i,l = Si,1 and T ′ j
i,1 + . . .+T ′ j

i,l = S′
i,1. Model

MR is said to be a data refinement of model M on variable A1 if and only if the following
conditions are fulfilled:

[Ai](t) = [A′
i](t), (1)

[A1](t) = [B1](t)+ . . .+[Bl](t), (2)

for all 2 ≤ i ≤ m, t ≥ 0. Fulfilling these conditions depends on the numerical setup of
model MR, i.e., on the kinetic constants of its reactions (both those adopted from the
basic model, as well as those newly introduced in the construction) and on the initial
concentrations of its species.

3.2 Adding the Acetylation Details to the HSR Model through Data Refinement

We start from the basic model of the heat shock response, introduced in [20], where no
post-translational modification of hsf is taken into account, and we refine all species and
complexes that involve hsf taking into consideration one acetylation site for every hsf
molecule. We follow here the discussion in [10]. The aim is to refine the basic model and
preserve its numerical properties. For hsf2, hsf3, hsf3:hse and hsp:hsf, the refinement
is performed conforming to the number of hsf constituents respectively. This leads to
the following data refinements: hsf → {rhsf, rhsf(1)}; hsf2 → {rhsf2, rhsf2

(1), rhsf2
(2)};

hsp:hsf → {rhsp: rhsf, rhsp: rhsf(1)}; hsf3 → {rhsf3, rhsf3
(1), rhsf3

(2), rhsf3
(3)}; hsf3 :

hse → {rhsf3: rhse, rhsf3
(1): rhse, rhsf3

(2): rhse, rhsf3
(3): rhse}. The refinement based on

the above data refinements involves substantial changes in the list of reactions. For ex-
ample, the reversible reaction of dimerization 2hsf� hsf2 in the basic model is replaced
by three reactions as follows: 2 rhsf � rhsf2; rhsf + rhsf(1)

� rhsf2
(1); 2rhsf(1)

�

rhsf2
(2).

The refined model of [10] consists of 20 species and 55 irreversible reactions, com-
pared to 10 species and 17 irreversible reactions in the basic model of [20].

4 Quantitative Refinement in Rule-Based Models

4.1 A RuleBender Implementation of the Basic HSR Model

This section focuses on the RuleBender implementation of the basic heat shock re-
sponse model, as introduced in Section 2. We model all reactions to follow the principle
of mass action. Conforming to the implementation presented here, Bionetgen source
code comprises a set of twelve rules, which generate a total number of seventeen irre-
versible reactions. Due to the symmetry that some of the species exhibit, the collision
frequency (e.g. in our case dimerization, trimerization, etc) and the existence of multi-
ple paths from substrates to products in some reactions (e.g. for the heat shock response
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model, the unbinding of trimers), kinetic rate constants for those specific reactions are
multiplied in Bionetgen by diverse symmetry and/or statistical factors, see [2]. For ex-
ample, the collision frequency of two different types of reactants A and B, A + B, is
twice that of identical types of reactants A + A. Another example concerns the multi-
ple reaction paths from reactants to products, which may generate statistical factors.
Preserving the fit of the heat shock response model attained in [20] required a multipli-
cation of some rate constants by the inverse of the aforementioned factors respectively.

RuleBender generates during the process of model development a contact map which
depicts the connectivity between the molecules. The contact map for the basic model of
the heat shock response is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The RuleBender generated contact map for the basic model of the heat shock response. It
depicts the possible interconnections among the model’s species.

One can notice in Figure 1 that hsf’s have been represented as having 4 sites (s, s,
u, v). The two s sites are involved in the generation of dimers and trimers. The other
two sites, u and v, are used to illustrate the process of DNA binding/unbinding and hsf
sequestratation/dimer (trimer) dissipation. Trimers are considered to be circular struc-
tures, each of the ‘s’ site of one hsf being bound to the ‘s’ sites of the consequent hsf’s,
no two hsf’s having both sites ‘s’ bound to the same partner. The promoter, hse, has
been represented as having three identical sites (a, a, a), so as to be connected to the
trimer in such a way that the symmetry is not affected. Heat shock proteins are modeled
to have two sites ‘p’ and ‘q’, used for the modelling of unbinding of dimers and trimers
and for the sequestration of misfolded proteins. The model takes into account a species
called Prot, which has a site with two possible states, one of which accounts for mis-
folded proteins ‘m’ and another one ‘f’, that accounts for folded proteins. A “dummy”
component, called Trash, has been introduced to help encode the degradation of heat
shock proteins.

The contact map in Figure 1 illustrates the connectivity between the species in the
model. The link between the ‘s’ sites of the hsf molecule denotes the formation of
dimers and trimers through the agency of these sites. Once trimers are formed, they
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can bind to the heat shock element (hse), the connection being illustrated by three links
connecting hsf trimers to the heat shock element (one can notice three ‘a’ sites the heat
shock element component exhibits). The middle connector encodes for a number of re-
actions, such as: DNA unbinding, HSP synthesis and breaking of dimers and trimers.
The link between the site ‘v’ of the hsf component and the site ‘p’ of the hsp com-
ponent illustrates hsf sequestration. The link between the hsp component and the prot
component encodes the following reactions: protein misfolding, protein refolding and
mfp sequestration. By linking the component Trash to the hsp component, we encoded
for the degradation of hsp’s.

We chose a deterministic simulation for the basic model. The simulation results for
DNA binding for a temperature of 42◦C showed that RuleBender prediction are in ac-
cordance with the results reported in [20].

4.2 A RuleBender Implementation of the Acetylation-Refined HSR Model

We focus in this section on the acetylation-refinement of the heat shock response, as
described in [10]. There are several changes to do in Rulebender to refine the basic
model so as to include the acetylation of hsf’s. The syntax of the rules remains, in
this case, unchanged, since all reactions, in this model, take place regardless of the
acetylation status of the molecules. We brought changes in the definition of hsf’s, by
introducing one acetylation site, ‘w’, which can be either acetylated or not, and in the
initial concentrations of the molecules. The initial concentrations were set conforming
to [10].

As expected from the refinement conditions, the simulation of the refined model for
a temperature of 42◦C showed that the Rulebender prediction for the refined model and
the one for the basic model are the same.

5 Quantitative Refinement in Petri Net Models

5.1 A Petri Net for the Basic HSR Model

A standard Petri net model for the heat shock response was previously reported in [1].
We focus here on a Snoopy continuous Petri net implementation of the basic heat shock
response model, shown in Figure 2. The network has 10 places and 17 transitions, en-
coding the 10 species and 17 irreversible reactions in the basic model definition of [20].
Verifying the model required the analysis of several properties. For instance, the model
is covered by T-invariants; also, the P-invariants reported by Charlie encode all mass
conservation relations reported in the ODE-based model of [20]. Moreover, all places
except HSP are covered by P-invariants, which means that they are bounded. The three
mass conservation relations yield three constants (accounting for the total amount of
HSF, HSE and protein molecules in the system, respectively), that have been used in
the PRISM implementation of the model.

5.2 Petri Nets for the Acetylation-Refined HSR Model

For the refined heat shock response that includes two types of hsf’s (acetylated and non-
acetylated [10]), we chose an implementation based on colored continuous Petri nets.
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Fig. 2. Snoopy implementation of the basic heat shock response model. The text next to a place
(transition) denotes the identifier of that particular place (transition). Arc multiplicities greater
than 1 are included in the picture. The dashed gray circles are logical places (they may appear
several times, but they represent the same species).

There are several ways of reasoning about refined species within this framework. For
example, the dimer of a protein with a site that can be acetylated (1) or non-acetylated
(0) can be either seen as an entity with 0, 1, or 2 acetylated sites, or as a compound where
the order of the acetylated sites counts (i.e. (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)). Depending on the
approach one takes, the colored representation will have different color sets, different
number of transitions and different kinetic constants.

We modeled the refined heat shock response using two approaches: one focused on
keeping the structure of the basic model intact, with the same transitions and kinetic
constants (we call this model transition-focused). This is the most compact representa-
tion. The other approach aimed to minimize the number of colors used in the model (we
call this model color-focused). This approach uses as few colors as possible, at the cost
of a complicated representation, with many conditions in a transition, and also introduc-
ing new transitions in the colored representation. Due to space limitations, we present
here only the color-focused model. A more detailed description of both approaches can
be found in [6].
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Several choices had to be made during the modeling process. We detail the modeling
options for the dimerization and trimerization of acetylated and non-acetylated hsf’s.
There are three types of dimers that can be formed: non-acetylated (hsf2

(0)), single-
acetylated (hsf2

(1)) and double-acetylated dimer (hsf2
(2)). One way of modeling the

dimers is using a color set with three colors of type int (0, 1, and 2 denoting the number
of acetylated sites). Another approach is using a cartesian product {0,1}×{0,1}. When
modeling hsf trimers, one could consider, for example, one of the following three color
sets: a color set Tri = {0,1,2,3}, a compound color set Compound = {0,1} ×{0,1,2},
or a compound set Trimer = {0,1}×{0,1}×{0,1}. For the color-focused refinement,
we chose the simple integer color sets.

All reactions involving the decomposition of complexes containing hsf’s required
additional transitions. For example, the trimer dissipation reaction hsf3 +hsp → hsp :
hsf +2hsf is split into three transitions. One covers the case when all hsf’s in the trimer
have the same acetylation value (i.e. hsf3 has color 0 or 3). In this case, there is no
distinction between which hsf binds to hsp and which two hsf’s become unbound, and
the kinetic constant for this transition is the same as the corresponding one in the basic
model. When hsf3 has color 1 or 2, there are two binding possibilities: hsp binds to
either a non-acetylated hsf, or to an acetylated hsf. For the two transitions representing
these possibilities, the kinetic constant is half of the corresponding one in the basic
model (following the reasoning explained in [10]).

When simulating a colored Petri net, Snoopy first unfolds it, in other words it creates
an equivalent Petri net. Each place instance (each color) will correspond to a place in the
unfolded net, and each transition instance (each binding) will correspond to a transition
in the unfolded net; for details on colored Petri nets unfolding, see [17]. The color-
focused refined model has 10 places and 25 transitions, and its corresponding flattened
Petri net has 20 places and 56 transitions. This representation, although more complex
than the transition-focused one, encodes a smaller flattened network. Both the transition-
and color-based refinements have been compared with the basic model predictions, and
they are all equivalent (data not shown).

6 Quantitative Refinement in PRISM Models

6.1 A PRISM Implementation of the Basic HSR Model

We implemented the basic heat shock response as a CTMC model that defines all pos-
sible guards (in this case reactions) within a single module. The PRISM model con-
sists of 10 variables, each of them corresponding to one of the reactants in the model,
and 17 guards representing the 17 irreversible reactions of the system. The values for
upper bounds of the variables are taken from our Petri net model’s P-invariants and
mass-conservation relations. Upper bounds are used both for allocating memory and
in the guarded commands. For example the guard corresponding to dna binding is
expressed as follows: hsf3 >= 1 ∧ hse >= 1 ∧ hsf3:hse <= N − 1 → hsf3 ∗hse∗k5 :
(hsf3

′ = hsf3 −1) ∧ (hse′ = hse−1) ∧ (hsf3:hse′ = hsf3:hse+1), where N represents
the upper bound for hse in the system.

It is noteworthy to mention that the PRISM model could be obtained from the Petri
net model via some format manipulations in Snoopy. However, we decided to write the
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model from the very beginning in order to be able to compare the modeling effort in
each chosen framework.

6.2 A PRISM Implementation of the Acetylation-Refined HSR Model

The approach we took in Sections 4 and 5 to implement the acetylation-refined heat
shock response model was through a compact representation of the acetylated species.
Whereas colors of the places and arc expressions were employed to represent the refine-
ment in the Petri net model, in modeling with RuleBender the solution was to introduce
a new acetylation site for every hsf molecule. Both methods used structured data types
for the species, thus concealing the complexity of the model in a compact representation.
In PRISM this requires a method to represent the acetylation details in the definition of
hsf, i.e. a composite data type. Since PRISM currently supports only simple data type
(e.g. integer, boolean) variables in the model, such a definition is not possible. Alterna-
tively, we implemented the acetylation-refined model through introducing new variables
describing all possible acetylation configurations of hsf and hsf complexes. This was
similar to the ODE-based approach to quantitative model refinement discussed in [10].

The refined heat shock response model is built based on the refinements given in
Section 3.2 by refining all reactants and complexes involving hsf. In this approach, the
strategy is to replace each guard involving any refined reactant by the guards consider-
ing all possible refined reactions.

One could also use parallel modules to implement the refinement but this approach
would not help reducing the complexity of the model.

The complete PRISM implementation of the refinement is not listed here due to
space limitations. The numerical setup of this model is based on [10].

6.3 Model Checking of the HSR Models

According to [15], the maximum number of states that PRISM can handle for CTMCs
is 1010. In both our models (basic and refined version of the heat shock response), the
number of all possible states in the system exceeds this limit. This is a known problem
for biological systems in PRISM, see [8]. Several studies have addressed this issue, see
e.g., [9,16,8]. One of the investigated approaches is approximate verification of proba-
bilistic systems, where a Monte-Carlo algorithm is used to approximate the probability
of a temporal formula to be true, see [9]. We used this method to verify the desired prop-
erties of the heat shock response model. In this approach a large number of stochastic
paths is sampled for the model and based on the defined properties, the result for each
run is obtained. The information produced in this way gives an approximate result for
the probability that the desired property holds for the model.

We are interested in verifying two properties discussed in [20]. The properties are:
(i) the validity of three mass-conservation relations and (ii) the level of DNA binding
eventually returns to the basal values, both at 37◦C and at 42◦C.

In order to check the mass conservation properties, we used the G operator which
checks if the property remains true at all states along the path. The three properties we
were interested in are listed as follows:
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– p =? [G hsf +2hsf2 +3hsf3 +3hsf3:hse+hsp:hsf = hsfconst ],
– p =? [G hse+hsf3:hse = hseconst ],
– p =? [G prot+mfp+hsp:mfp = protconst ],

where hsfconst ,hseconst and protconst represent the total amounts of hsf,hse and prot
respectively. These properties check if the mass-conservation relations, corresponding
to the level of hsf,hse and prot, are valid in all the states. In each case, the value of p
was confirmed to be one, which was to be expected, with confidence level 95%, i.e. the
mass conservation laws are respected in the model.

For the second property, we verified in PRISM that for time points larger than 14400,
the value of hsf3:hse reactants returns to their initial value. We formulated the following
property: p =? [F >= 14400 hsf3:hse = 3]. The probability value calculated by
PRISM was one for this property as well, with confidence level 95%.

We also checked if the model confirms the experimental data of [13] on DNA binding.
One approach could be to run the simulation for many times and plot the average run.
Due to the memory issues of the PRISM, we were not able to follow this approach.
Since we are using a stochastic model, our second approach was to check the probability
of having a data point within the interval [0.9 ·d,1.1 ·d] in the time period [0.9 · t,1.1 · t],
where d is the experimental data point at time t. The confidence interval for all the
properties and the number of simulations were 95% and 150 respectively. We interpret
the high values we obtained as a result as a confirmation that the two PRISM models
are in accordance with the experimental data of [13].

7 Discussion

We focused in this paper on analyzing the capability of three different frameworks to
implement the concept of quantitative model refinement: rule based modelling (with
Bionetgen), Petri nets (with Snoopy) and guarded command languages (with PRISM).
Handling the combinatorial explosion due to accounting for a post-translational modifi-
cation throughout our refinement proved to be fundamentally different in the approaches
we considered. These modeling methods are not restricted to the analysis of our case
study solely, but their applicability extends to other reaction-based models. Rule-based
modelling tackles the complexity of refinement through a compact model representa-
tion based on a partial presentation of the details of the model species, leading to more
effective model construction and analysis techniques. Colored Petri nets integrate pro-
grammability by including data types (color sets) as an intrinsic property of places. The
color set assignation reflects on the structure of the network, affecting the dimensions
of the corresponding flattened network. PRISM model checker promotes a low level
implementation of data structures and it does not allow the modeler to introduce more
complex data structures.

Our study shows that some modeling frameworks are more suitable for model refine-
ment than others, with respect to the compactness of the representation of the refined
model. A key ingredient for this is the spectrum of internal data structures supported
by the modeling framework. Data structures may encapsulate a large amount of infor-
mation, and their effective manipulation can substantially reduce the complexity of a
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model’s representation. RuleBender provides data structures suitable for modeling bio-
logical systems: species, sites, links, partial description of species, rendering a straight-
forward refinement procedure with a very compact representation. In contrast, Petri
nets are not primarily a biology-focused framework. Colored Petri nets introduce pro-
grammability in this modeling formalism, incorporating data types into the places of
the network. New data types can be implemented based on primitive built-in types and
composition rules. In refining a Petri net model, one has to define the appropriate data
structures, and associate a biological meaning to each of them. The modeling choices
affect both the compactness of the representation and the complexity of the correspond-
ing flattened Petri net model. PRISM on the other hand only supports primitive data
types. This translates into an explicit detailing of all elements of the refined model.

Our study shows that quantitative model refinement is a potentially viable approach
to building a large biomodel. The approach can be used together with a multitude of
modeling paradigms, allowing the modeler to increase the level of details of the model,
while preserving its numerical behavior. Moreover, on any level of detail one can switch
from a modeling paradigm to another, taking full advantage of the various analysis
tools made possible in different model formulations, in terms of fast simulations, model
checking or compact model representation. While our case-study shows the potential of
the quantitative model refinement approach to model building, its scalability remains to
be tested on a larger case study.
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Abstract

Model refinement is an important step in the model implementation cycle that deals with
adding details to an existing model. Several ways of implementing model refinement have
been discussed in the literature, for rule-based models and for ODE models. We focus here
on implementing model refinement in the framework of Petri nets, using the programming
capabilities of colored Petri nets. We exemplify our strategy on a reaction-based model of
the eukaryotic heat shock response. We conclude with an analysis of the initial and refined
models, a proof that the two colored Petri net models we have built are bisimilar, and a
discussion on how modeling biological systems with colored Petri nets scales with further
expansions of the model.

1 Introduction

One of the steps often required in modeling is model refinement, i.e. increasing
the level of detail of a model to include more information. This process can
be implemented either starting a new model from scratch, and doing all the
model fitting steps, or start from an existing fitted model to which details are
added in such a way that the model fit is preserved. The latter method is called
data refinement and has been introduced in [3,14] for rule-based models, and
discussed in [6,4] in the context of ODE models.

Throughout this paper we consider reaction-based models consisting of a
list of reactions of the type c1A1 + c2A2 + ... + cnAn → c′1B1 + c′2B2 + ... +
c′mBm, with m,n ≥ 0, where Ai, Bj are molecular species representing the
reactants (substrate) and products of the reaction, respectively, and ci, c

′
j are

the stoichiometric coefficients (multiplicities), with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
The mathematical semantic for such a model can be defined both in terms of
continuous mathematics or in terms of discrete mathematics.
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A reaction-based model can be refined to incorporate more information
regarding its reactants, a process called data refinement. In this paper we con-
sider the implementation of data refinement as presented in [5]. The species of
a model are considered to be either atomic or complex, where a complex species
contains in its structure at least two (possibly identical) atomic species. Refine-
ment can be done on atomic species only, and it implies replacing the species
with several of its variants. The change propagates throughout the model to all
complex species that contain the atomic species being refined. Depending on
the composition of complex species, one small refinement of an atomic species
can induce an explosion in the number of species in the refined model, and con-
sequently in the number of reactions. For details on the size of this explosion,
see [5].

We focus in this paper on a Petri net approach of refinement, with the
goal of obtaining a compact representation of the refinement of a model. To
this end, we use colored Petri nets, a variant of high-level Petri nets that are
“programmable” by means of data types (color sets), variables and functions.

As proof of concept, we implement the refinement of a model of the eukary-
otic heat shock response. We construct a Petri net model that we subsequently
refine to include more biological details. The refinement of the model is com-
pact; the structure of the Petri net (in terms of places, transitions and arcs
connecting them) remains the same. All details that are added to the network
are encoded by means of colors. Our focus is on the ability of the [colored]
Petri net framework to scale up with model refinements.

The paper is organized as follows: we start with a short overview of the
Petri net formalism and its use in modeling biological systems, in Section 2. We
continue with the biological semantics of the eukaryotic heat shock response,
our case study, in Section 3. We also present here the molecular model for
the heat shock response mechanism proposed in [15], and its refinement that
accounts for the acetylation of one of the species, as introduced in [6]. In
Section 4 we present our Petri net model for the heat shock response, and
in Section 5 our modeling of its refinement as a colored Petri net. We prove
that the two networks are bisimilar in Section 6, and draw some conclusions
in Section 7.
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2 Preliminaries on Modeling with Petri Nets

2.1 The Petri Net Formalism

Petri nets are a sound formalism for representing systems with concurrency
and resource sharing. They can also be viewed as a simple, graphical modeling
language represented as bipartite graphs. The language was defined by Carl
Adam Petri with the purpose of describing chemical processes in [16]. Many
extensions of Petri nets have been developed, with colored Petri nets being of
particular interest for this paper. We consider the reader is familiar with the
concepts of Petri nets and colored Petri nets; for details, we refer to [18,19,8].

Petri nets are represented as directed bipartite graphs, with four main
components: places, transitions, arcs and tokens. Places are represented as
circles, and they stand for the ”states” of the system. Transitions are depicted
as rectangles, and they stand for the transition of the system from one state
to another. A transition has several pre-places and several post-places that
are connected to it by arcs. Arcs represent the connection between places and
transitions, and have an associated multiplicity, denoting how many elements
of the preceding (following) place are consumed (produced). Tokens represent
the quantities of species denoted by places (be it the number of particles or
the concentration of a species).

Definition 1. [13] A Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T, F, f,M0) where P is the
finite set of places, T is the finite set of transitions, F ⊆ P × T ∪ T × P is the
set of arcs, f : F → N is the arc function assigning multiplicities to each arc,
and M0 : P → N is the function assigning an initial marking of the network.

Labeled Petri nets are Petri nets with a labeling of their transitions: N =
(P, T, F, f, L) where L : T → A assigns labels from the set A to each transition
in T .

The colored counterpart of Petri nets has additional elements. Color sets
are associated to places, and they represent data types by means of colors.
Variables can be used to form complex arc expressions (the counterpart of
simple arc multiplicities), functions, and guards (conditions associated to tran-
sitions, that restrict the fireability of transitions to particular subsets of the
colored tokens flowing from pre-places to transitions). Each place p contains a
multiset of colored tokens with colors from the color set of p.
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We use the following notations from [9,12]: SMS denotes the set of all
multisets over a set S; EXPRS denotes the set of expressions over a set of typed
variables S; the type of the values obtained when evaluating an expression
e ∈ EXPRS is the type of the expression; b is a binding that maps each
variable onto a value b(v) which is of the same type as the variable; t(b) is a
transition instance with transition t ∈ T and binding b; p(c) is a place instance
with p ∈ P and c ∈ C; IP (p) (IT (t), resp.) denotes the place (transition, resp.)
instances of a place p ∈ P (transition t ∈ T , resp.); IP (IT , resp.) denotes the
set of all instances of all places p ∈ P (transitions t ∈ T , resp.); f(x, y)〈b〉)〈c〉
denotes the number of tokens with color c that are present when evaluating
arc expression f(x, y) in binding b and M(p)〈c〉 denotes the number of tokens
with color c that are present in place p in marking M .

Definition 2. [10] A colored Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T, F,Σ, V,C,G, f,M0)
where P is the finite set of places, T is the finite set of transitions, F ⊆
P × T ∪ T × P is the set of arcs, Σ is the set of color sets, V is the set of
typed variables with types from Σ, C : P → Σ is the color function assigning
a color set to each place, G is the guard function, f : F → EXPRV is the
arc function assigning expressions over V to each arc such that the type of the
arc expression is C(p)MS where p ∈ P is the place connected to the arc, and
M0 : P → EXPR∅ is the function assigning an initialization expression with
type C(p)MS to each place p ∈ P .

Each colored Petri net can be unfolded to a behaviorally equivalent standard
Petri net representation ([9,12]). We denote by N∗ = (P ∗, T ∗, F ∗, f∗,M∗0 ) the
Petri net obtained by unfolding a colored Petri net N = (P, T, F,Σ, V,C,G, f,
M0).

Definition 3. [12] Given a colored Petri net N = (P, T, F,Σ, V,C,G, f,M0),
its unfolded Petri net is denoted by N∗ = (P ∗, T ∗, F ∗, f∗,M∗0 ), where: P ∗ = IP ;
T ∗ = IT ; F ∗ = {(p(c), t(b)) ∈ P ∗ × T ∗ | (f(p, t)〈b〉)〈c〉 > 0} ∪ {(t(b), p(c)) ∈
T ∗ × P ∗ | (f(t, p)〈b〉)〈c〉 > 0}; f∗(p(c), t(b)) = (f(p, t)〈b〉)〈c〉,∀(p(c), t(b)) ∈ F ∗
and f∗(t(b), p(c)) = f(t, p)〈b〉)〈c〉, ∀(t(b), p(c) ∈ F ∗; M∗0 (p(c)) = M0(p)〈c〉.

2.2 Petri Nets in Biomodeling
One of the many applications of Petri nets is modeling biological systems.
Such systems are bipartite, i.e. they consist of species and the interactions be-
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tween them. Some of the interactions are independent, and could fire in parallel,
thus biological systems exhibit concurrent behavior. These characteristics make
them suitable for modeling within the Petri nets formalism, as first proposed
in [17]. Extensions of Petri nets allow modeling and simulation of both stochas-
tic and continuous systems, integrating quantitative and qualitative analysis
techniques, see [2].

The species in a biological reaction-based model can be represented as
places in the Petri nets framework, and each reaction can be represented as
a transition that has all substrates as pre-places, and all products as post-
places, with the arc multiplicities given by the corresponding stoichiometric
coefficients. For more details about modeling biological systems in the Petri
net framework see [11].

The software we used to model our case study within the colored Petri nets
framework is Snoopy [20]. We used the related tool Charlie to validate our
implementations against some basic properties of the models.

3 Case Study: the Heat Shock Response

In this section, we briefly describe the regulatory mechanism of heat shock
response and present a biochemical reactions model of this process, as proposed
in [15]. We discuss the behavior of the system and the role of acetylation of
one of the main actors driving the response.

3.1 A Molecular Model for the Heat Shock Response

The heat shock response (HSR) is a highly conserved regulatory mechanism
among eukaryotes, crucial for the survival of cells under stress conditions. At
high temperatures proteins misfold and tend to form large aggregates, with de-
structive effects on the cell, leading to apoptosis. To counter this, cells produce
heat shock proteins (hsp’s), whose role is to assist misfolded proteins in their
correct refolding.

During the response, heat shock factor (hsf) monomers in inactive state are
transported to the nucleus of the cell, where they form trimers, hsf3, and bind
onto the promoter of the DNA heat shock genes (hse), expressing heat shock
proteins (hsp). When the number of hsp’s is sufficient, they will negatively
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regulate the reaction, binding to hsf active trimers and causing them to detach
from DNA and dissociate into inactive monomers.

We consider the molecular model of the HSR proposed in [15]. The atomic
species considered in the system are hsf, hse, hsp, prot, and mfp. The complex
species and their composition are: hsf2 = {hsf, hsf}, hsf3 = {hsf, hsf, hsf},
hsf3: hse = {hsf, hsf, hsf, hse}, hsp: hsf = {hsf, hsp}, hsp: mfp = {hsp, mfp}.

The molecular model describing the heat shock response consists of 17 irre-
versible reactions, listed in Table 1. They cover the trimerization of heat shock
factors in two steps, hsf3 binding to heat shock elements, transcription of DNA
and translation of hereby synthesized RNA into heat shock proteins. The neg-
ative regulation of the response is modeled with reactions 5-8, and degradation
of hsp’s is modeled with reaction 9. Protein misfolding and chaperon activity
of hsp’s are modeled through reactions 10-12.

3.2 A Refinement of the HSR Model

Acetylation of hsf’s has a great influence on the heat shock response. A re-
finement of the model in [15] that considers hsf molecules as either acetylated
or non-acetylated has been proposed in [6]. We consider the same refinement
of the hsf molecules, but implement it differently, as we take into account the
order of molecules in a compound.

More specifically, the atomic species hsf is replaced in the refined model
with two of its variants: hsf(0), a non-acetylated hsf molecule, and hsf(1), an
acetylated hsf molecule. The implicit assumption in [15] is that the order of the
molecules in a compound does not matter, what matters is only the number of
acetylated sites. We make instead the assumption that the order of molecules
matters, a valid assumption since proteins have multiple binding sites and this
could introduce ordering. Thus a dimer hsf(0) : hsf(1) is different from hsf(1) :
hsf(0), although both dimers have one acetylated site. This small refinement
induces an explosion of the model. Our refined model is fully listed in Table 2.

As opposed to the approach in [4], we consider that the number of acety-
lated sites is conserved by the reactions. For example, a reaction hsf(0) + hsf(0) �
hsf(1):hsf(1) will not appear in our refined model sincs it violates the conserva-
tion of acetylated sites constraint. One could think of this as a particular case
of [4] where the reactions not present in the model have kinetic constant 0.
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4 A Petri Net Model for the Basic HSR Model

We modeled the heat shock response model presented in [15] as a Petri net,
following the standard methodology for modeling metabolic systems as Petri
nets see [17]. The resulting network can be seen in Figure 2, and its Snoopy im-
plementation is available at [1]. Throughout the paper we denote this network
by Hbas = (P, T, F, f1,M0,1) for some initial marking M0,1.

In order to validate our model, we simulated it with the numerical setup
of [15] and checked that the continuous evolution of species concentrations is
identical with the one reported in [15], data omitted here due to lack of space.
We also checked that the P-invariants of Hbas correctly encode the three mass
conservation relations of the HSR model, see [15].

5 Colored Petri Nets Hide the Combinatorial State Space
Explosion for the Refined HSR Model

In this section we present our colored Petri net model of the refinement of the
HSR model, and our modeling choices. One option of modeling the refinement
of the HSR model in Table 2 is to use a standard Petri net. But this network
will have a transition for each reaction, thus 77 transtions and 29 places, an
explosion we avoid through the use of colors.

There are multiple ways of choosing color sets in a colored Petri net model
of a biological system. Depending on the choice, additional transitions, guards
or complicated functions may have to be introduced in the network, see [5].
For example, hsf dimers could be modeled as a place with an int color set
with values {0,1,2} denoting the number of acetylated sites. They could also
be modeled with an int color set with values {0,1,2,3} to account for the order
of the acetylated sites. The same could be done with a compound color set
{0, 1} × {0, 1}.

We chose to model the hsf molecules as a place with a color set Monomer
with values {0,1} denoting whether the molecule is acetylated (1) or not (0).
hsf dimers are modeled as a Cartesian product of two hsf’s, and hsf trimers
are modeled as a Cartesian product of three hsf’s. All complex species subject
to refinement are modeled as Cartesian products of their atomic components.
The atomic and complex species that are not refined have the default color
set offered by Snoopy, Dot with a single color dot. This representation is very
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compact, and leaves the structure of the network unchanged when going from
a standard Petri net representation to a colored Petri net representation.

Our colored Petri net representation of the refined model is presented in
Figure 3, and its Snoopy implementation is available at [1]. The structure of
the network (places, transitions and the arcs connecting them) is the same as
the one in the basic model. For this reason we will use the same sets of places,
transitions and arcs in the definition of the refined network. The context will
make it clear whether we are talking about the basic network or the refined one.
We denote by Href = (P, T, F,Σ, V,C,G, f2,M0,2) our colored Petri net for the
refined HSR model. The initial marking M0,2 is defined so that Equation (1)
holds for all p ∈ P .

∑

c∈C(p)
M0,2(p)〈c〉 = M0,1(p) . (1)

The entire complexity is encapsulated in the color sets of the places and
the arc expressions. To explain the choice of arc expressions, we first give the
example of three reactions, and then give a general rule. We consider reac-
tions hsp + hsf → hsp: hsf and 2 hsf � hsf2. Their representation as a colored
Petri net is shown in Figure 1. Places p, q, r, s denote hsf, hsp, hsf2 and hsp: hsf,
respectively.

Reaction hsp + hsf → hsp: hsf is refined into two reactions, see Table 2. The
arc expression of arc (q, t′) is dot, meaning a token with color dot is consumed
by reaction t′. Arc (p, t′) has arc expression v1, a variable of type Monomer.
The variable can be bound to either value 0 or value 1. In the transition in-
stance where v1 = 0, the product of transition t′ is (dot, 0); thus this transition
instance models the reaction hsp + hsf(0) → hsp: hsf(0). Similarly, the transition
instance where v1 is bound to value 1 models reaction hsp + hsf(1) → hsp: hsf(1).

Reaction 2 hsf � hsf2 is refined into four reversible reactions, accounting for
all possible combinations of acetylated and non-acetylated hsf’s, see Table 2.
The forward direction of the reaction is modeled by transition t f, and the
reverse direction is modeled by transition t b in Figure 1. Variables v1, v2 can
be bound independently to values 0 or 1. The expression v1 + +v2 denotes a
multiset with variables v1 and v2. The arc expression (v1, v2) denotes a tuple
of type Dimer, with the particular values of its components given by the values
of variables v1 and v2. It is crucial for the components of a compound type
to be explicitly referred in arc expressions, in order to satisfy the conservation
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p

Monomer

q

Dot

r

Dimer

s

HSPHSF

t f

t’

v1

v1++v2 (v1,v2)

t b

(v1,v2)v1++v2

dot (dot,v1)

colorset Monomer = int with 0-1;
colorset Dot = dot;
colorset Dimer = product with Monomer, Monomer;
colorset HSPHSF = product with Dot, Monomer;
variable v1:Monomer;
variable v2:Monomer;

Fig. 1. Example of a colored Petri net. The italic text on top of places represents the color
set. The text below places and transitions represents their name, and the text on top of an
arc is the arc expression.

of acetylated sites constraint and the ordering of molecules. Another crucial
aspect to this end is that the arc expressions of arcs connecting a transition
with its post-places use the variables of the arc expressions connecting the pre-
places with the transition. Thus, the transition instance of t f with v1 = 0 and
v2 = 1 uniquely represents reaction hsf(0) + hsf(1) → hsf(0) : hsf(1) because the
compound it produces, (v1, v2), is bound to (0, 1). Similarly, the instance of
t b where v1, v2 are bound to 1 and 0 respectively uniquely represents reaction
hsf(1) : hsf(0) → hsf(1) + hsf(0) because it produces one v1 and one v2. The
bindings of the variables v1, v2 to values {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} give all the
variants that reaction 2 hsf � hsf2 is refined to.

As a general rule, the arc expression of an arc a ∈ F connected to a place
p that represents a species that is subject to refinement (hsf or a complex
species containing hsf) uses variables. If p represents hsf, then the arc expression
uses as many variables with type C(p) as the multiplicity of arc a in Hbas:
f2(a) = v1 + + . . . + +vn, where vi ∈ V with type(vi) = C(p) and n = f1(a).
If p denotes a complex species S, then the arc expression uses f1(a) ordered
tuples of variables of types C(q), where q is the place denoting hsf and values
for places denoting atomic species that are contained in complex species S, e.g.
(dot, v1) for hsp: hsf or (v1, v2, v3, dot) for hsf3: hse. With this construction of
Href as a refinement of Hbas, the arc expressions obey the rule | f2(a) |= f1(a)
for all arcs a ∈ F , where | f2(a) | denotes the cardinality of arc expression
f2(a).

We denote byHunf = (P ∗, T ∗, F ∗, f∗2 ,M∗0,2) the standard Petri net obtained
by unfolding Href . Hunf contains 29 places and 77 transitions (one for each
reaction in Table 2), as opposed to 10 places and 17 transitions for the colored
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model. By definition of f∗2 as the equivalent of f2 in the unfolded network, we
have that ∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

f∗2 (q, t∗) =| f2(p, t) |, ∀t ∈ T, ∀p ∈ •t, ∀t∗ ∈ IT (t), thus

∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

f∗2 (q, t∗) = f1(p, t), ∀t ∈ T, ∀p ∈ •t, ∀t∗ ∈ IT (t) . (2)

6 Bisimilarity of the two Petri Net Models

Several equivalence criteria have been proposed for Petri nets, e.g. bisimilarity,
language (trace) equivalence, and reachability set equality. In our case we cannot
consider reachability set equality, since Hunf has a different number of places
than Hbas. Instead, we will prove that the two are bisimilar. First, we recall
the concept of bisimilarity in the context of standard labeled Petri nets, and
then we extend the definition to bisimilarity between a labeled standard Petri
net and a labeled colored Petri net. Finally, we prove the bisimilarity between
our two Petri net models.

Definition 4. [7] Given two labeled Petri nets N1 = (P1, T1, F1, f1,M0,1, L1)
and N2 = (P2, T2, F2, f2,M0,2, L2) with L1 : T1 → A and L2 : T2 → A, a binary
relation R ⊆ NP1 × NP2 is a bisimulation if for all tuples (M1,M2) ∈ R and
for each label a ∈ A:
1. if M1

a−→N1 M
′
1 for some M ′1, then there is some M ′2 such that M2

a−→N2 M
′
2

and (M ′1,M ′2) ∈ R;
2. if M2

a−→N2 M
′
2 for some M ′2, then there is some M ′1 such that M1

a−→N1 M
′
1

and (M ′1,M ′2) ∈ R.
Two labeled Petri nets N1, N2 are bisimilar if there is a bisimulation relation
R such that (M0,1,M0,2) ∈ R.

We now introduce a labeling of the unfolded equivalent of a colored Petri
net based on its original labeling.
Definition 5. Consider a colored Petri net N = (P, T, F,Σ,C,G, f,M0) and
its equivalent unfolded standard Petri net N∗ = (P ∗, T ∗, F ∗,M∗0 ). For any
labeling L : T → A of N we define the equivalent labeling of N∗ as the labeling
L∗ : T ∗ → A such that for all transitions t ∈ T if L(t) = a, then all transitions
t′ ∈ T ∗ such that t′ ∈ IT (t) have the same label, L∗(t′) = a.
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We next introduce a definition of bisimilarity between a standard and a
colored Petri net.
Definition 6. Given a labeled Petri net N1 = (P1, T1, F1, f1,M0,1, L1) and a
labeled colored Petri net N2 = (P2, T2, F2, Σ,C,G, f,M0,2, L2) with its corre-
sponding unfolded Petri net with equivalent labelling, N∗2 = (P ∗2 , T ∗2 , F ∗2 , f∗2 ,M∗0,2,
L∗2) we say that N1 and N2 are bisimilar if there is a bisimulation relation
R ⊆ NP1 × NP ∗2 such that (M0,1,M∗0,2) ∈ R.

We next prove that Hbas and Href are bisimilar. To this end, we label the
two networks. Each transition in Figures 2 and 3 has a name written next to it,
and moreover the transitions modeling the same reaction have the same name
in the two models. We consider as labeling function of the two networks the
function L that assigns to each transition its name as a label.

Theorem 1. The Petri net Hbas developed for the basic HSR model with label-
ing L and the colored Petri net Href modeling the refined HSR with the same
labeling L are bisimilar.

Proof. The proof will use Hunf , the unfolded equivalent network of Href .
We define relation R ⊆ NP × NP ∗ such that:

(M1,M2) ∈ R iff M1(p) =
∑

q∈IP (p)
M2(q), ∀p ∈ P , (3)

where M1 is a marking of Hbas and M2 is a marking of Hunf .
We prove now that the first condition for R being a bisimulation relation

holds: for every (M1,M2) ∈ R if M1
a−→Hbas

M ′1 for some M ′1, then there exists
some M ′2 such that M2

a−→Hunf
M ′2 and (M ′1,M ′2) ∈ R;

Let ta denote the transition with label a in Hbas (by our labeling L, there is
only one such transition). The pre-places p ∈ •ta of transition ta in Href have∑

q∈IP (p)M2(q) elements, or by Equation (3) exactly M1(p) colored tokens.
Since ta is enabled by M1 in Hbas, it is also enabled in Href because its pre-
places are sufficiently marked and the color of tokens is not important (as
we consider all possible combinations of choosing colored tokens to enable a
transition in Href , see Section 5). Let t∗a ∈ It(ta) denote a transition that is
enabled in Hunf by marking M2.

M ′1 and M ′2 are computed as the standard update of a marking after firing
a transition, as detailed in Equations (4), (5).
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M ′
1(p) =





M1(p)− f1(p, ta) + f1(ta, p) if p ∈ •ta ∩ t•a
M1(p)− f1(p, ta) if p ∈ •ta \ t•a
M1(p) + f1(ta, p) if p ∈ t•a \ •ta

M1(p) otherwise

(4)

M ′
2(q) =





M2(q)− f∗2 (q, t∗a) + f∗2 (t∗a, q) if q ∈ •t∗a ∩ t∗•a
M2(q)− f∗2 (q, t∗a) if q ∈ •t∗a \ t∗•a
M2(q) + f∗2 (t∗a, q) if q ∈ t∗•a \ •t∗a
M2(q) otherwise

(5)

Whenever a place p ∈ P is a pre-(post-)place of ta, some of its place instances
are pre-(post-)places of the transition instance t∗a. We sum over all place in-
stances corresponding to places in P :

∑

q∈IP (p)

M ′
2(q) =





∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q)−
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

a

f∗2 (q, t∗a) +
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈t∗•

a

f∗2 (t∗a, q) if p ∈ •ta ∩ t•a

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q)−
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

a

f∗2 (q, t∗a) if p ∈ •ta \ t•a

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q) +
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈t∗•

a

f∗2 (t∗a, q) if p ∈ t•a \ •ta

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q) otherwise

(6)

We next replace the partial sums in Equation (6) with their counterparts in
Equations (2) and (3):

∑

q∈IP (p)

M ′
2(q) =





M1(p)− f1(p, ta) + f1(ta, p) if p ∈ •ta ∩ t•a
M1(p)− f1(p, ta) if p ∈ •ta \ t•a
M1(p) + f1(ta, p) if p ∈ t•a \ •ta

M1(p) otherwise

(7)

The right hand side of Equations (4) and (7) is identical, so by definition of
relation R (Equation (3)) we conclude (M ′1,M ′2) ∈ R.

We prove now that the second condition for R being a bisimulation relation
holds: for every (M1,M1) ∈ R, if M2

a−→Hunf
M ′2 for some M ′2, then there exists

some M ′1 such that M1
a−→Hbas

M ′1 and (M ′1,M ′2) ∈ R.
By definition of R, (M1,M2) ∈ R implies that whenever a transition t∗a

with label a is enabled by marking M2 in Hunf , the transition ta with the same
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label a in Hbas is enabled, as its pre-places are sufficiently marked according
to Equation (2). This is shown in (8).

M1(p) =
∑

q∈IP (p)

M2(q),∀p ∈ P ⇒M1(p) ≥
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

a

M2(q),∀p ∈ •ta . (8)

Equations (5) and (4) show how the markings of places change in the two
networks when firing transitions t∗a and ta, respectively:

We substitute M1 for its representation in relation to M2, as given by
Equation (3), in Equation (4):

M ′
1(p) =





∑
q∈IP (p) M2(q)− f1(p, ta) + f1(ta, p) if p ∈ •ta ∩ t•a∑
q∈IP (p) M2(q)− f1(p, ta) if p ∈ •ta \ t•a∑
q∈IP (p) M2(q) + f1(ta, p) if p ∈ t•a \ •ta∑
q∈IP (p) M2(q) otherwise

(9)

We next substitute Equation (2), where we consider t∗a as the transition in-
stance for the summation, in Equation (9):

M ′
1(p) =





∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q)−
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

a

f∗2 (q, t∗a) +
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈t∗•

a

f∗2 (t∗a, q) if p ∈ •ta ∩ t•a

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q)−
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

a

f∗2 (q, t∗a) if p ∈ •ta \ t•a

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q) +
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈t∗•

a

f∗2 (t∗a, q) if p ∈ t•a \ •ta

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q) otherwise

(10)

A place p is connected to ta iff at least one of its instances is connected to t∗a.
We sum the markings M ′1 in Equation (5) over all instances of places p ∈ P :
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∑

q∈IP (p)

M ′
2(q) =





∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q)−
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

a

f∗2 (q, t∗a) +
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈t∗•

a

f∗2 (t∗a, q) if p ∈ •ta ∩ t•a

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q)−
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈ •t∗

a

f∗2 (q, t∗a) if p ∈ •ta \ t•a

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q) +
∑

q∈IP (p)
q∈t∗•

a

f∗2 (t∗a, q) if p ∈ t•a \ •ta

∑
q∈IP (p)

M2(q) otherwise

(11)

The right hand side of equations (10) and (11) is identical, so we can con-
clude that (M ′1,M ′2) ∈ R.

Relation R satisfies both conditions for being a bisimulation relation. By
Equation (1) we have that (M0,1,M0,2) ∈ R. In conclusion, Hbas and Href are
bisimilar.

7 Conclusions

We have developed two models for the heat shock response, using Petri nets
and their colored extension as modeling frameworks. The first model contains
10 places and 17 transitions, corresponding to 10 species and 17 reactions, as
in [15]. The second model contains the same number of places and transitions,
but these stand for 29 species and 77 reactions modeling the refinement of the
heat shock response that accounts for the acetylation of one of the main actors
of the response. The complexity is hidden in the colors that each token in a
place may have, but the representation is very compact (an important aspect
when modeling large systems).

We introduced a notion of bisimilarity between a standard and a colored
Petri net, and we proved that the two networks we have built are bisimilar.
The construction of Href was done in a systematic way that makes it possible
to generalize the method, and this is in the scope of a future paper.
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A The Basic HSR Molecular Model

Table 1. The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in [15].

1. 2 hsf � hsf2 7. hsp + hsf3 → hsp: hsf +2 hsf
2. hsf + hsf2 � hsf3 8. hsp + hsf3: hse→ hsp: hsf +2 hsf + hse
3. hsf3 + hse� hsf3: hse 9. hsp→ ∅
4. hsf3: hse→ hsf3: hse + hsp 10. prot→ mfp
5. hsp + hsf � hsp: hsf 11. hsp + mfp� hsp: mfp
6. hsp + hsf2 → hsp: hsf + hsf 12. hsp: mfp→ hsp + prot

B The Refined HSR Molecular Model

Table 2: The refinement of the molecular model proposed in [15]

Reaction in the
basic model Reactions in the refined model

2 hsf � hsf2

hsf(0) + hsf(0) � hsf(0):hsf(0)

hsf(0) + hsf(1) � hsf(0):hsf(1)

hsf(1) + hsf(0) � hsf(1):hsf(0)

hsf(1) + hsf(1) � hsf(1):hsf(1)

hsf + hsf2 � hsf3

hsf(0) + hsf(0):hsf(0) � hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(0)

hsf(0) + hsf(0):hsf(1) � hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(1)

hsf(0) + hsf(1):hsf(0) � hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(0)

hsf(0) + hsf(1):hsf(1) � hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(1)

hsf(1) + hsf(0):hsf(0) � hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(0)

hsf(1) + hsf(0):hsf(1) � hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(1)

hsf(1) + hsf(1):hsf(0) � hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(0)

hsf(1) + hsf(1):hsf(1) � hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(1)

hsf3 + hse� hsf3: hse

hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(0) + hse� hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse
hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(1) + hse� hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse
hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(0) + hse� hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse
hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(1) + hse� hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse
hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(0) + hse� hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse
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Table 2: The refinement of the model proposed in [15] - Continued

hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(1) + hse� hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse
hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(0) + hse� hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse
hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(1) + hse� hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse

hsf3: hse→
hsf3: hse + hsp

hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse→ hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse + hsp
hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse→ hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse + hsp
hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse→ hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse + hsp
hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse→ hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse + hsp
hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse→ hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse + hsp
hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse→ hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse + hsp
hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse→ hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse + hsp
hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse→ hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse + hsp

hsp + hsf � hsp: hsf hsp + hsf(0) � hsp: hsf(0)

hsp + hsf(1) � hsp: hsf(1)

hsp + hsf2 →
hsp: hsf + hsf

hsp + hsf(0):hsf(0) → hsp: hsf(0) + hsf(0)

hsp + hsf(0):hsf(1) → hsp: hsf(0) + hsf(1)

hsp + hsf(1):hsf(0) → hsp: hsf(1) + hsf(0)

hsp + hsf(1):hsf(1) → hsp: hsf(1) + hsf(1)

hsp + hsf3 →
hsp: hsf +2 hsf

hsp + hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(0) → hsp: hsf(0) +2 hsf(0)

hsp + hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(1) → hsp: hsf(0) + hsf(0) + hsf(1)

hsp + hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(0) → hsp: hsf(0) + hsf(1) + hsf(0)

hsp + hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(1) → hsp: hsf(0) +2 hsf(1)

hsp + hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(0) → hsp: hsf(1) +2 hsf(0)

hsp + hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(1) → hsp: hsf(1) + hsf(0) + hsf(1)

hsp + hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(0) → hsp: hsf(1) + hsf(1) + hsf(0)

hsp + hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(1) → hsp: hsf(1) +2 hsf(1)

hsp + hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse→ hsp: hsf(0) +2 hsf(0) + hse
hsp + hsf(0):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse→ hsp: hsf(0) + hsf(0) + hsf(1) + hse
hsp + hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse→ hsp: hsf(0) + hsf(1) + hsf(0) + hse

hsp + hsf3: hse→ hsp + hsf(0):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse→ hsp: hsf(0) +2 hsf(1) + hse
hsp: hsf +2 hsf + hse hsp + hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(0):hse→ hsp: hsf(1) +2 hsf(0) + hse

hsp + hsf(1):hsf(0):hsf(1):hse→ hsp: hsf(1) + hsf(0) + hsf(1) + hse
hsp + hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(0):hse→ hsp: hsf(1) + hsf(1) + hsf(0) + hse
hsp + hsf(1):hsf(1):hsf(1):hse→ hsp: hsf(1) +2 hsf(1) + hse

hsp→ ∅ hsp→ ∅
prot→ mfp prot→ mfp
hsp + mfp� hsp: mfp hsp + mfp� hsp: mfp
hsp: mfp→ hsp + prot hsp: mfp→ hsp + prot
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C Petri Net for the Basic HSR Model

HSF

HSF

HSF2 HSF3
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HSF3:HSE

HSP

HSP
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MFP HSP:MFP

PROT

dimeriz fw

trimeriz fw

DNAbinding bw

HSFseq bw

dimer dissipation

trimer dissipation

DNAunbind

degradation

MFPseq fw

PROT refold

MFPseq bw

HSFseq fw

DNAbinding fwHSPformation

dimeriz bw

trimeriz bw

PROT misfold

Fig. 2. Snoopy representation of the basic heat shock response model
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D Colored Petri Net for the Refined HSR Model

HSF
Mono

HSF
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HSF2
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TrimDot
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Fig. 3. Snoopy representation of the refined heat shock response model. The network is
similar to the basic model network. We include here the information about each place’s
color set (brown text next to each place, above the name of the place), and we omit all arc
expressions, for readability reasons.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a method for implementing a full
structural model refinement of a (biological) model represented as a (col-
ored) Petri net. We build on the full structural data refinement definition
of C. Gratie and Petre, and the type refinement of colored Petri nets in-
troduced by Charles Lakos. Given a (biological) reaction-based model
and a desired full structural refinement of it, we propose a general color-
ing scheme for a colored Petri net implementation of the model and give
an algorithm for adding the refinement details in the Petri net model.
We then prove that the construction is a type refinement, and that by
our choice of color sets the resulting refined colored Petri net implements
the full structural refinement of the given model.

Keywords: Colored Petri nets, type refinement, reaction network, struc-
tural model refinement.

1 Introduction

Model refinement, the process of adding more details to an existing model, is
an important step in the model building cycle. Many refinement methods have
been proposed for different modeling frameworks and formalisms, e.g., action
systems [1], Petri nets [17, 11], kappa [4], biochemical reaction networs [7], π-
calculus [16], etc. We bridge here two modelling frameworks and their respective
ways of implementing refinement, namely reaction network models with struc-
tural refinement and colored Petri nets with type refinement.

Type refinement of colored Petri nets has been introduced in [11], and consists
of refining the color sets of places such that the new color sets are polymorphic
with the initial color sets. The authors see this as adding some supplementary
data to a given data type represented as a color set, e.g. include in the entry of
a book in a library not only its title and authors, but also the maximum number
of days it can be borrowed.

The concept of (full) structural refinement of a reaction network (bio-)model
has been introduced in [7] (where it was called data refinement), with a focus on

M Heiner, AK Wagler (Eds.): BioPPN 2015, a satellite event of PETRI NETS 2015, 
CEUR Workshop Proceedings Vol. 1373, 2015.
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an ODE-based representation of a model and its refinement. A sufficient condi-
tion for the refined model to preserve the fit of the original one was discussed
in [6] for mass-action models. We follow in this paper the terminology of [6]. We
use the main concepts of species refinement and (full) structural refinement for
models represented as (colored) Petri nets, and give a methodology for imple-
menting full structural refinements as type refinements of colored Petri nets. An
approach to implementing model refinement in the colored Petri net framework
has been exemplified for a model of the eukaryotic heat shock response mech-
anism in [8]. The authors present there two coloring schemes that can be used
for the particular refinement they were implementing. We derive here a general
coloring scheme for model refinement that can be used when implementing a full
structural data refinement of a model.

We assume the reader is familiar with (colored) Petri nets, but we recall some
of the basic definitions so that the paper is self-contained.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we present reaction network
(also called reaction-based) models and the notions of species refinement and
(full) structural refinement of such models, with a discussion on the explosion of
the model induced by a refinement, in terms of number of species and reactions
that the initial model refines to. In Section 3 we recall some notions and notations
for Petri nets and their colored version, give a coloring scheme and discuss how
a reaction network model can be implemented as a (colored) Petri net. We
continue in Section 4 with proposing a type refinement based on a refinement
relation ρ and prove that the chosen type refinement results in a colored Petri
net that is the implementation of the full structural ρ−refinement of the initial
model. We draw our conclusions and discuss about the model size and successive
refinements in Section 5.

2 Model Refinement

In systems biology, model refinement comprises two aspects: the structural side
and the quantitative side. The structural side handles the newly introduced
species and presents a methodology for computing the new set of reactions,
while the quantitative side deals with changes in the kinetic constants of the
model and ways of setting the new parameters in such a way that previous data
is used. Quantitative model refinement was introduced in [15, 4] for rule-based
models, and for reaction-based models in [13, 7]. We recall here the structural
refinement of reaction network models, as presented in [7] and based on the
terminology of [6]. We are only interested in the structural refinement, so we
will not focus on any quantitative details.

A reaction-based model M consists of a finite set of species S = {A1, . . .,Am}
and a finite set of reactions R = {r1, . . . , rn} using only species in S . A reaction
rj ∈ R can be formulated as a rewriting rule of the form:

rj : c1,jA1 + . . .+ cm,jAm
krj−−→ c′1,jA1 + . . .+ c′m,jAm, (1)

Proc. BioPPN 2015, a satellite event of PETRI NETS 2015
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with the meaning that ci,j copies of species Ai are consumed by the reaction and
c′i,j copies of species Ai are produced, i = 1..m. Constants c1,j , . . . , cm,j , c

′
1,j , . . . ,

c′m,j ∈ N are the stoichiometric coefficients of rj and krj ≥ 0 is the kinetic rate
constant of reaction rj . We denote by r−j = (c1,j , . . . , cm,j) the vector of stoi-
chiometric coefficients on the left hand side of the reaction, for the species being
consumed in reaction rj , and by r+

j = (c′1,j , . . . , c′m,j) the vector of stoichiometric
coefficients on its right hand side, those of species being produced. Without a
risk of ambiguity, reaction rj can then be written as r−j

krj−−→ r+
j .

Example 1. A biological system with two irreversible reactions that encode the
dimerization of a molecule P can be represented as a reaction-based model M =
(S ,R) where S = {P, P2} and R = {2P → P2, P2 → 2P}. P represents the
monomeric molecule and P2 is the dimer that is formed from two P monomers.

Data refinement is the type of refinement of a model that consists in adding
details related to the species of the model, i.e., it replaces a species with several of
its subspecies. The subspecies may account for post-translational modifications
of macromolecules, or distinguish between possible variants of some trait.

All species are considered to be refined at once, thus each species in an initial
model is replaced by a non-empty set of refined species to yield a refined model,
as dictated by a species refinement relation ρ. This is formalized in Definition 1.

Definition 1 ([6]). Given two sets of species S and S ′, and a relation ρ ⊆
S ×S ′, we say that ρ is a species refinement relation iff it satisfies the following
conditions:

1. for each A ∈ S there exists A′ ∈ S ′ such that (A,A′) ∈ ρ;
2. for each A′ ∈ S ′ there exists exactly one A ∈ S such that (A,A′) ∈ ρ.

We denote ρ(A) = {A′ ∈ S ′ | (A,A′) ∈ ρ}. We say that all species A′ ∈ ρ(A)
are siblings.

Intuitively, each species A ∈ S is replaced in the refined model with the set
of species ρ(A). For the case where ρ(A) is a singleton set, one may consider
that species A does not change, even if its refined counterpart is denoted by a
different name in S ′; such a refinement of a species is called trivial.

Next we recall the definitions of refinement of a vector (of stoichiometric
coefficients), of a reaction, and of a reaction-based model.

Definition 2 ([6]). Let S = {A1, . . . , Am} and S ′ = {A′1, . . . , A′p} be two sets
of species, and ρ ⊆ S ×S ′ a species refinement relation.

1. Let α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ NS and α′ = (α′1, . . . , α′p) ∈ NS ′ . We say that α′ is
a ρ-refinement of α if

∑

1≤j≤p
A′j∈ρ(Ai)

α′j = αi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m .

We denote by ρ(α) the set of all ρ−refinements of α.
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2. Let r : r− → r+ and r′ : r′− → r′+ be two reactions over S and S ′, resp.
We say that r′ is a ρ-refinement of r if

r′− ∈ ρ(r−) and r′+ ∈ ρ(r+) .
We denote by ρ(r) the set of all ρ−refinements of r. Note that ρ(r) = ρ(r−)×
ρ(r+).

3. Let M = (S ,R) and M ′ = (S ′,R′) be two reaction-based models, and
ρ ⊆ S ×S ′ a species refinement relation. We say that M ′ is a ρ-structural
refinement of M if

R′ ⊆
⋃

r∈R

ρ(r) and ρ(r) ∩R′ 6= ∅ ∀r ∈ R .

In case R′ =
⋃
r∈R ρ(r), we say M ′ is the full structural ρ-refinement of M ,

denoted M ′ = Mρ.

Model explosion. Note that a vector of coefficients α′ ∈ NS that respects the
sum condition

∑
1≤j≤p
A′j∈ρ(Ai)

α′j = αi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m can be seen as a way of

choosing αi elements from a bag containing elements of |ρ(Ai)| types, where the
selection may contain several elements of the same type. The total number of
different ways in which one may choose k elements from a bag with elements of
n types (assuming enough copies of each type are available) is

((
n
k

))
=
(
n+k−1

k

)
,

the so-called multiset coefficient, n multichoose k.
A reaction rj of the form (1) can refine to

∏
1≤i≤m

((|ρ(Ai)|
ci,j

))
·
((|ρ(Ai)|

c′
i,j

))
different

reactions. The number stems from the number of possible ways of choosing ci,j
(c′i,j , resp.) copies from the possible refinements of a species Ai ∈ S . The number
of reactions in a full structural ρ−refinement of a model with n reactions is thus:

∑

1≤j≤n

∏

1≤i≤m

((|ρ(Ai)|
ci,j

))
·
((|ρ(Ai)|

c′i,j

))
.

Example 2. Consider the reaction-based model M = (S ,R) from Example 1.
One possible refinement for this model is to consider that molecule P can be in
two states: acetylated (P (1)) and non-acetylated(P (0)). Then the dimer P2 could
have none (P (0)

2 ), one (P (1)
2 ) or both (P (2)

2 ) of its composing monomers acety-
lated. Consider a set of species S ′ = {P (0), P (1), P

(0)
2 , P

(1)
2 , P

(2)
2 }. A relation

ρ ⊆ S ×S ′ that would capture such a refinement is ρ = {(P, P (0)), (P, P (1)),
(P2, P

(0)
2 ), (P2, P

(1)
2 ), (P2, P

(2)
2 )}. One can easily see that ρ is a refinement rela-

tion, based on Definition 1.
A full structural ρ-refinement of M is the model M ′ = (S ′,R′), where R′ =
{2P (0) → P

(0)
2 , 2P (0) → P

(1)
2 , 2P (0) → P

(2)
2 ,

2P (1) → P
(0)
2 , 2P (1) → P

(1)
2 , 2P (1) → P

(2)
2 ,

P (0) + P (1) → P
(0)
2 , P (0) + P (1) → P

(1)
2 , P (0) + P (1) → P

(2)
2 ,

P
(0)
2 → 2P (0), P

(0)
2 → 2P (1), P

(0)
2 → P (0) + P (1),

P
(1)
2 → 2P (0), P

(1)
2 → 2P (1), P

(1)
2 → P (0) + P (1),

P
(2)
2 → 2P (0), P

(2)
2 → 2P (1), P

(2)
2 → P (0) + P (1)}.
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3 Modeling Biological Systems as (Colored) Petri Nets

Many biological models are implemented as Petri nets due to the graphical,
intuitive formalism, and the many simulation strategies they offer. We start our
discussion over refinement and implementations of models as Petri nets from the
standard version of Petri nets. We then continue with colored Petri nets.

3.1 Preliminaries

We assume the reader is familiar with the basic notions and notations related
to Petri nets and we refer to [5], [14] for details. We also assume that the reader
is familiar with constructing a standard Petri net associated to a reaction-based
model; we refer to [2] for details.

In order to implement a reaction-based model as a Petri net, one represents
each species via a place, and each reaction via a transition having as pre-places
the places representing the reactants of the reaction, and as post-places the
places representing the products of the reaction, with each arc expression being
the stoichiometry of the represented species in that reaction, see [2].

Definition 3 (Implementation of a reaction network model as a Petri
net). Given a reaction-based model M = (S ,R), and a Petri net N = (P, T,A,
f,M0) with |S | = |P | and |R| = |T |, we say that the Petri net N structurally
implements model M if there exists a bijection δ : S ∪ R → P ∪ T mapping
species of M into places of N and reactions of M into transitions of N (δ(x) ∈ P ,
for all x ∈ S and δ(x) ∈ T for all x ∈ R) such that for every reaction rj ∈ R
and its corresponding transition t = δ(rj) and for every species Si ∈ S the
following conditions hold:

1. if ci,j > 0 then (δ(Si), t) ∈ A and f(δ(Si), t) = ci,j, otherwise (δ(Si), t) 6∈ A;
2. if c′i,j > 0 then (t, δ(Si)) ∈ A and f(t, δ(Si)) = c′i,j, otherwise (t, δ(Si)) 6∈ A.

Example 3. An example of a Petri net structural implementation of the model
described in Example 1 is given in Figure 1. The bijection δ is defined such that
δ(P ) = P , δ(P2) = P 2, δ(2P → P2) = T fw, δ(P2 → 2P ) = T bw. One can
easily see that the arc multiplicities respect the two conditions in Definition 3.

P P 2

T fw

T bw

2

2

Fig. 1. Standard Petri net structural implementation of a dimerization model (only
multiplicities greater than 1 are displayed)
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There exist two ways of defining colored Petri nets, one proposed by Kurt
Jensen in [9], and an equivalent one adapted from the first definition, by Charles
Lakos in [11]. In this paper we consider the definition of colored Petri nets
proposed by Lakos because it does not explicitly include transition guards (that
we are not using in our construction) and because of the definition of type
refinement of colored Petri nets proposed in [11]. We use the following less well
known notations:Σ denotes a universe of non-empty color sets with an associated
partial order <:⊆ Σ × Σ indicating that values from one color set X with
X <: Y can be used in contexts expecting values of Y . ΠY is a projection
function mapping values of X into values of Y . ΦΣ = {X → Y | X,Y ∈ Σ}
denotes the functions over Σ, and µX = {X → N} denotes the multisets over
X. E−, E+ : Y → M represent the incremental negative and positive, resp.
changes of the occurrence of a step Y , and are given by the linear extension of:
E−((t, c)) =

∑
p∈P {p} × E((p, t))(c) and E+((t, c)) =

∑
p∈P {p} × E((t, p))(c),

∀t ∈ T, ∀c ∈ C(t).

Definition 4 ([11]). A colored Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T,A,C,E, Σ, M,
Y, M0) where:
– P is the finite set of places;
– T is the finite set of transitions, such that P ∩ T = ∅;
– A ⊆ P × T ∪ T × P is the finite set of arcs;
– Σ is a universe of non-empty color sets with an associated partial order;
– C : P ∪ T → Σ is the color set function, assigning color sets to places and

(modes) of transitions;
– E : A → ΦΣ is the arc expression function, where E(p, t), E(t, p) : C(t) →
µC(p);

– M = µ{(p, c) | p ∈ P, c ∈ C(p)} is the set of markings;
– Y = µ{(t, c) | t ∈ T, c ∈ C(t)} is the set of steps;
– M0 the initial marking, with M0 ∈M.

Arc expressions may contain variables, which are seen as symbols whose value
is determined by the color (mode) of the transition the arc is connected with.

For any colored Petri net with finite color sets there exists a standard Petri
net that is behaviorally equivalent, see [10]. The process of transforming a colored
Petri net into its standard Petri net equivalent is called unfolding. We give in
the following the definition of the unfolding of a colored Petri net as adapted
from [10] to the notations we use.

Definition 5 ([10]). Given a colored Petri net N = (P, T,A,Σ,C,E,M,Y,
M0), its unfolded Petri net is denoted by N∗ = (P ∗, T ∗, A∗, f∗,M∗0 ), where:
– P ∗ is the set of place instances, pairs (p, c) with p ∈ P and c ∈ C(p);
– T ∗ is the set of transition instances, pairs (t, c) with t ∈ T and c ∈ C(t);
– A∗ = {((p, c), (t, c′)) ∈ P ∗ × T ∗ | E((p, t))(c′)(c) > 0} ∪{((t, c′), (p, c)) ∈
T ∗ × P ∗ | E((t, p))(c′)(c) > 0};

– f∗((p, c), (t, c′)) = E((p, t))(c′)(c), ∀((p, c), (t, c′)) ∈ A∗ and
f∗((t, c′), (p, c)) = E((t, p))(c′)(c), ∀((t, c′), (p, c)) ∈ A∗;

– M∗0 ((p, c)) = M0(p, c).
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3.2 Coloring a Standard Petri Net

A colored Petri net representation of a model can be obtained from a standard
Petri net implementation of the model by assigning to each place a color set with
just one element. We propose here a general coloring scheme that uses record
color sets (i.e. a data structure containing a finite collection of fields, each with
a name and an associated data type) and can easily be extended to incorporate
refinement details by adding new fields. Each place is assigned its own record
color set with one field that has exactly one value. Each transition is assigned
a color set that is a multiset of color sets of its pre- and post-places, where the
multiplicity of each color set is given by the multiplicity of the arc connecting
the place and the transition. It is basically a multiset with elements of different
types. For example, the color set CS T fw in Figure 2 is a collection of two
elements of type CS P and one element of type CS P2. Note that this is not the
only possible coloring scheme and moreover it may not be optimal (in terms of
number of variables and data structures used), but it is general. One may use
integers, records, sets, Cartesian products, or whatever coloring scheme better
suits the system being modeled.

A further change that is required when turning a standard Petri net into a
colored one is assigning to each arc a with arc function f(a) = k where k ∈ N
the expression E(a) = v1 + + . . .++vk where ++ denotes multiset addition and
vi :C(p) are typed variables with i = 1..k, and p is the place of arc a. Intuitively,
we use a different variable for each token that may traverse an arc. The total
number of variables needed in a model is thus

∑
a∈A f(a). A further change is in

the initial marking, where each place p is assigned the same number of tokens as
in the standard network, and all tokens have as color the one color in p’s color
set. We call such a colored Petri net the trivial coloring of the initial network.

We denote by C(x) the one color in the color set of a place/transtition x. In
order to identify precisely the variables used in the expression of an arc (x, y) ∈ A
we denote the variables by vx,y,i, where i = 1..f((x, y)). We also use the shorthand
notation va,i to denote the i-th variable on arc a ∈ A.

Definition 6 (Trivial coloring of a Petri net). Given a standard Petri net
N = (P, T,A, f,M0), we call a trivial coloring of N a colored Petri net T (N) =
(P, T,A,Σ,C,E,M,Y,M ′0) such that:

– Σ =
⋃
p∈P Cp ∪

⋃
t∈T Ct where Ct : {Cp | p ∈ P} → N is a multiset such

that:

Ct(Cp) =





0 (p, t) 6∈ A and (t, p) 6∈ A
f((p, t)) (p, t) ∈ A and (t, p) 6∈ A
f((t, p)) (p, t) 6∈ A and (t, p) ∈ A
f((p, t)) + f((t, p)) otherwise

;

– C : P ∪T → Σ, such that C(x) is a record color set defined as above if x ∈ P
and a multiset defined as above if x ∈ T ;
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– E(a) = ++∑
1≤i≤f(a) va,i = va,1 + + · · ·+ +va,f(a), for all a ∈ A, where va,i :

C(p) with p being the place of arc a;
– M is the set of markings;
– Y is the set of steps;
– M ′0(p) = M0(p)`C(p), for all p ∈ P .

Example 4. An example of a trivial coloring of the Petri net described in Exam-
ple 3 is given in Figure 2.

P
CS P

P 2
CS P2

T fw
CS T fw

T bw
CS T bw

v11++v12 v21

v21v11++
v12

colset CS P = record id:int with 0..0;
colset CS P2 = record id:int with 0..0;
colset CS T fw = multiset with CS P, CS P, CS P2 ;
colset CS T bw = multiset with CS P, CS P, CS P2 ;

Fig. 2. Trivial coloring of a Petri net structural implementation of a dimerization model

Definition 7 (Implementation of a reaction-based model as a colored
Petri net). We say that a colored Petri net N structurally implements a given
reaction-based model M iff N∗, the unfolding of N , structurally implements
model M in the sense of Definition 3.

Proposition 1. The unfolding T (N)∗ of a trivial coloring T (N) of a standard
Petri net N is equivalent to the initial net N (as every color set has exactly one
color).

Proposition 2. If a standard Petri net N structurally implements a reaction-
based model M , then its trivial coloring T (N) structurally implements the same
model M .

Proof. By Proposition 1, N and T (N)∗ are equivalent, thus the unfolding of
T (N) structurally implements model M and, by Definition 7, T (N) structurally
implements M .

3.3 Type Refinement of Colored Petri Nets

Refinements of Petri nets have been a subject of interest for many years. In par-
ticular, we are concerned here with the work of Charles Lakos, who has identified
and formalized three types of refinements: type refinement, subnet refinement and
node refinement, see [11] for details. The concepts of type and node refinement
have been further extended by Choppy et. al., see [3]. We prove in this paper that
a full structural refinement of a model can be implemented via a type refinement
of the colored Petri net representing the model.
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We recall now the definition of type refinement of a colored Petri net as it
was proposed in [11].

Definition 8 ([11]). Let N and N ′ be two colored Petri nets. A morphism
Φ : N → N ′ captures a type refinement of a colored Petri net if:

1. Φ is the identity function on P, T,A;
2. C(x) <: Φ(C)(x), for all x ∈ P ∪ T ;
3. Φ(1 `(x, c)) = 1`(x,ΠΦ(C)(x)(c)) for all x ∈ P ∪ T and for all c ∈ C(x);
4. Φ(E−(1`(t,m)))(p) = ΠΦ(C)(p)(E(p, t)(m)) = Φ(E)(p, t)(ΠΦ(C)(t)(m)), for

all (p, t) ∈ A and for all (t,m) ∈ Y;
5. Φ(E+(1`(t,m)))(p) = ΠΦ(C)(p)(E(t, p)(m)) = Φ(E)(t, p)(ΠΦ(C)(t)(m)), for

all (t, p) ∈ A and for all (t,m) ∈ Y.

A morphism that captures a type refinement is a system morphism, see [11],
which means that it is a behavior-respecting mapping of two colored Petri nets.
Expressing structural refinement as a type morphism will thus guarantee that
the behavior of the initial network is preserved in the refined network. Moreover,
as discussed in [12], type refinement ensures bisimilarity between the initial and
the refined network.

Note that for every refined state or action there exists a corresponding ab-
stract state or action, resp. via the projection from subtype to supertype. Also
note that in Definition 8, N denotes the refined network.

4 Full Structural Refinement as Type Refinement of
Colored Petri Nets

In this section we prove that the full structural refinement of a reaction-based
model implemented as a Petri net can be implemented as a type refinement of
the trivial coloring of the Petri net. We give a coloring strategy (type refinement)
for implementing a full structural data refinement of a model represented as a
Petri net, and conclude by proving that our construction indeed implements the
required full structural data refinement.

4.1 Implementing a Full Structural Model Refinement via a Type
Refinement in a Colored Petri Net Model

Intuitively, species refinement implies replacing each species with a non-empty
set of species. This can be done in a colored Petri net by replacing for each place
representing a species its default color set by a new record or enumeration color
set having as many elements as the set of species that its corresponding species
refines to. Or, assuming color sets defined as records, by replacing a single value
field with a new field with as many possible values as the cardinality of the
refined subspecies set. Formally, we need to define a morphism from the refined
colored Petri net to the initial colored Petri net that respects all the properties
of a type refinement, as described in [11] and presented in Section 3.3.
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Definition 9 (Colored Petri net implementation of a structural refine-
ment of a reaction network model). We say that a colored Petri net N
structurally implements the full structural refinement of a model M as described
by a refinement relation ρ iff the unfolding of N , N∗, structurally implements
the full structural refinement of M , ρ(M) in the sense of Definition 3.

We describe next a type refinement of a given trivial coloring of a Petri net
implementation of a reaction-based model M that captures the full structural
data refinement of M as described by a given refinement relation ρ.

Algorithm 1 TypeRef
function TypeRef(N, ρ)

Σ′ ← ∅;
. create the new color sets based on the old ones;

for all p ∈ P do
cs← C(p);
define a new color set cs′ that extends cs with a new field with ρ(δ−1(p))

values;
Σ′ ← Σ′ ∪ {cs′};
C′(p)← cs′;

end for
for all t ∈ T do

define cs as a multiset cs : {C′(p) | p ∈ P} → N such that cs(C′(p)) =
C(t)(C(p)), ∀p ∈ P ;

Σ′ ← Σ′ ∪ {cs};
C′(t)← cs;

end for
. re-type the arc expressions: for each variable in an arc expression, create one

having as type the new color set of the place that the arc is connected to; the new
arc expression is a multiset sum of these variables;

E′ ← ∅;
for all e ∈ E do

p← the place connected to e;
V ← set of variables appearing in e;
V ′ ← ∅;
for all vi ∈ V do

define v′i : C′(p);
V ′ ← V ′ ∪ {v′i}

end for
e′ ← ++∑

v∈V ′ v; .
++∑ denotes multiset addition;

E′ ← E′ ∪ {e′};
end for
M′ ← µ{(p, c) | p ∈ P, c ∈ C′(p)};
Y′ ← µ{(t, c) | t ∈ T, c ∈ C′(t)};
M′0 is designed such that

∑
c∈C′(p) | M

′
0(p, c) |=| M0(p, C(p)) |, ∀p ∈ P ;

N ′ ← (P, T,A,Σ′, C′, E′,M′,Y′,M ′0);
return N ′;
end function
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Let N = (P , T,A,Σ,C, E,M,Y, M0) be a trivially colored Petri net that
implements a reaction-based model M = (S ,R) with correspondence function
δ. Let ρ ⊆ S × S ′ be a full structural refinement relation that refines model
M to model M ′ = (S ′,R′). We build a colored Petri net N ′ = (P , T,A,Σ′, C ′,
E′,M′,Y′, M ′0) and then show that the construction is a type refinement. More-
over, we show that the resulting network implements the full structural refine-
ment ρ(M). The procedure takes as input a trivially colored Petri net that
implements M , and the refinement function ρ. It then updates the color sets of
the network such that the color set of each place is extended with a new field
that will account for the new subtypes of the species that the place stands for.
Each transition gets as color set a multiset of the color sets of its pre- and post-
places, with multiplicities dictated by the cardinality of each arc expression, just
like in the trivial coloring. Note that this means that the refined transition color
sets are subtypes of the initial transition color sets, as multisets of subtypes of
a color set that is a multiset of supertypes, with identical multiplicities.

Using a distinct variable for each token on every arc is important because
it allows for exact identification of each token. One can thus encode all pos-
sible combinations of in- and out- tokens for a transition t, i.e. the full set of
refinements of the reaction encoded by transition t.
Proposition 3. Given a trivially colored Petri net N that is an implementation
of a reaction-based model M , and a full structural refinement relation ρ of M ,
the colored Petri net N ′ = TypeRef(N, ρ) is a type refinement of the initial
network.
Proof. Based on the construction described in Algorithm 1, we detail here the
type refinement morphism between the two networks.

Note that N is trivially colored, so all color sets have exactly one color. The
projection from any color in a color set of Σ′ onto its corresponding supertype
color set is the one color in the supertype color set: ΠC(x)(c) = C(x), for any
x ∈ P ∪ T , and any color c ∈ C ′(x).

We now describe a morphism Φρ : N ′ → N between the two networks, that
is a type morphism.
1. Φρ(x) = x for all x ∈ P ∪ T ∪A.
2. Φρ(C ′)(x) = C(x). By definition of the color sets in N ′, the color set of

each place and of each transition in N ′ is a subtype of the color set of the
same place/transition in N , i.e. C ′(x) <: Φρ(C ′)(x). Moreover, for any color
c ∈ C ′(x) : ΠΦρ(C′)(x)(c) = ΠC(x)(c) = C(x).

3. ∀x ∈ P ∪T : ∀c ∈ C ′(x) : Φρ(1 `(x, c)) = 1 `(x,ΠC(x)(c)) = 1 `(x, C(x)): for
every colored place/transition in N ′ with color c, the morphism Φρ returns
the same place/transition (because Φρ is the identity on P ∪ T ), having as
color the projection of c on the color set of x as given by the morphism Φρ,
namely C(x).

4. ∀(p, t) ∈ A : ∀(t,m) ∈ Y′ : Φρ(E′(p, t)) = E(p, t) and the multiset of col-
ored tokens consumed from place p at the firing of transition t in mode
m is E′(p, t)(m). By construction of E′, the number of consumed tokens is
E(p, t)(C(t)). The projection of every color in C ′(p) is C(p), thus we get:
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Φρ(E−(1`(t,m))(p)) = ΠΦρ(C′)(p)(E′(p, t)(m)) = E(p, t)(C(t)) =
= E(p, t)(ΠC(t)(m)) = Φρ(E′)(p, t)(ΠΦρ(C′)(t)(m)).

5. Similarly, ∀(t, p) ∈ A : ∀(t,m) ∈ Y′ : Φρ(E′(t, p)) = E(t, p) and the multiset
of colored tokens added to place p at the firing of transition t in mode
m is E′(t, p)(m). By construction of E′, the number of produced tokens is
E(t, p)(C(t)). The projection of every color in C ′(p) is C(p), thus we get:

Φρ(E+(1`(t,m))(p)) = ΠΦρ(C′)(p)(E′(t, p)(m)) = E(t, p)(C(t)) =
= E(t, p)(ΠC(t)(m)) = Φρ(E′)(t, p)(ΠΦρ(C′)(t)(m)).

Because the morphism Φρ respects all conditions for being a type refinement
of a Petri net it follows that Algorithm 1 computes a type refinement of its input
Petri net.

Theorem 1. Given a reaction-based model M = (S ,R), a structural refine-
ment relation ρ ⊆ S ×S ′, and a colored Petri net N = (P, T,A,Σ,C,E,M,Y,
M0) that is trivially colored and implements model M with function δ : S ∪R →
P ∪ T , the colored Petri net TypeRef(N, ρ) implements the full structural ρ-
refinement of model M .

Proof. Let N ′ denote the refined colored Petri net TypeRef(N, ρ), and let M ′ =
(S ′,R′) denote the full structural ρ-refinement Mρ. By construction of the
refined colored Petri net N ′ there exists a type morphism between N ′ and N ,
as detailed in the proof of Proposition 3.

First, note that N is trivially colored and thus the network is equivalent to
its unfolding (see Proposition 1). With a slight abuse of notation, we will use x
to denote the unfolded equivalent of a place/transition x ∈ P ∪ T , (x, C(x)).

We show now that the unfolding of N ′ implements the full structural refine-
ment of M . Let N∗ = {P ∗, T ∗, A∗, f∗,M∗0 } be the unfolding of N ′. The color
set of a place p ∈ P ′ has | ρ(δ−1(p)) | elements, where each color represents
one refined species S′ ∈ S ′, (δ−1(p), S′) ∈ ρ. The places of N∗ represent pairs
(p, c) such that p ∈ P and c ∈ C ′(p). Given that every place p has a symbolic
correspondence with one species S = δ−1(p) in S , and the colors of places in
N ′ can be thought of as the refinements of S, there exists a one-to-one corre-
spondence between places in P ∗ and species in S ′. Let δρ : S ′ → P ∗, with
δρ(S′) = (δ(S), c) ∈ P ∗ where (S, S′) ∈ ρ and no two siblings are mapped to the
same value.

δρ can be extended to map also reactions in R′ to (t,m) pairs. The color
m of a transition t uniquely identifies its pre- and post-places in the unfolded
network, and the arc inscriptions. By definition of the color sets of transitions
as multisets over the color sets of neighbouring places, it follows that every
possible combination of colored tokens flowing through a transition is captured
by a transition color. This means that a transition t in N ′ encodes all possible
refinements ρ(r) of the reaction r = δ−1(t) that transition t stands for in N .

A transition (t,m) ∈ T ∗ encodes the reaction
∑

(p,c)∈•(t,m)

f∗((p, c), (t,m))δ−1
ρ ((p, c))→

∑

(p,c)∈(t,m)•
f∗((t,m), (p, c))δ−1

ρ ((p, c)).
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The reaction r′ = δ−1
ρ (t,m) that a transition (t,m) ∈ T ∗ implements in N ′∗

is a ρ-refinement of the reaction r = δ−1(t) that transition t implements in N .
This comes from the type refinement conditions 4 and 5 (see Definition 8). The
incremental effects of executing a step (t,m) in the refined network equal the
incremental effects of executing the step (t,ΠC(t)(m)) in the initial network. The
negative incremental effect E− encodes the left hand side of a reaction, and the
positive incremental effect E+ encodes the right hand side.

We detail here the negative incremental effect of a step, and relate it to
its meaning in the model M ′. E−(1`(t,m)) =

∑
(p,t)∈A p × E((p, t))(m). In

the unfolded network N∗ a transition (t,m) is connected to places via edges
((p, c), (t,m)) ∈ A∗ where f∗((p, c), (t,m)) = E((p, t))(m)(c). Summing over all
unfolded instances of a place in N∗ yields

∑

c∈C′(p)

f∗((p, c), (t,m)) =
∑

c∈C′(p)

E((p, t))(m)(c) =| E((p, t))(m) | .

Note that the arc expressions in N and N ′ are the same, which means that
their cardinality is also the same. N implements model M , thus |E((p, t))| = ci,j
and |E((t, p))| = c′i,j where ci,j is the stoichiometric coefficient of species Si =
δ−1(p) on the left hand side of reaction rj = δ−1(t) and c′i,j is the soichiometric
coefficient of Si on the right hand side of rj . Arc multiplicities in N∗ represent
stoichiometries, and for any place p of N ′ its unfolded places {(p, c) | c ∈ C ′(p)}
represent the sibling species in ρ(δ−1(p)).

A similar argument can be made for the right hand side of a reaction, starting
from the positive incremental effect of a step. With both the left and the right
hand side of a reaction represented by (t,m) being a ρ-refinement of the left
or right, respectively hand side of the reaction δ−1(t), it follows that (t,m)
implements a ρ-refinement of the reaction implemented by t.

5 Discussion
In this paper we have made a connection between the notions of type refinement
of a colored Petri net proposed in [11] and that of full structural refinement of
reaction network models proposed in [6]. The connection is based on modeling a
reaction network system as a Petri net and using a coloring scheme that allows
for easy type refinement. Starting from a Petri net implementation of a reaction-
based model, we proposed a general coloring scheme that uses record color sets
and further detailed the construction and how the color sets can be refined. We
proved that the colored Petri net obtained by coloring the initial Petri net with
our coloring strategy is also an implementation of the model implemented by the
initial net. We further proved that our strategy is in fact using a type refinement
that implements a full structural refinement of a model.

The size of the refined colored Petri net model We discuss here about the size
of the colored Petri net model obtained by refining a given model, in terms of
number of places and transitions.
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A type refinement of a colored Petri net preserves the structure of the network
unchanged, i.e. the number of places and transitions does not change. But the
semantics of each place and transition is different, and we will therefore consider
the unfolding of the colored Petri net.

Given N = (P , T,A,Σ,C,E,M,Y, M0) a trivial colored Petri net implemen-
tation of a reaction-based model M = S ,R, a refinement relation ρ ⊆ S ×S ′

and a colored Petri net N ′ = (P , T,A,Σ′, C ′, E,M′,Y′, M ′0) which is the imple-
mentation of the full structural ρ−refinement of M by Algorithm 1 with function
δ : S ∪R → P ∪ T , we discuss the size of the unfolding of N ′, denoted byN∗.

N has by construction |S | places and |R| transitions. In N ′ by construction
each place representing a species S ∈ S has ρ(S) colors, and will therefore unfold
to ρ(S) places. The total number of unfolded places is

∑
S∈S |ρ(S)| = |S ′|. The

total number of possible colors of a transition depends on the number of colors in
the color set of the pre- and post-places of the transition, and on the cardinality
of the arc expressions of arcs connected on either end with the transition. A
transition t ∈ T will thus unfold to

∏

p∈•t

((|ρ(δ−1(p))|
E((p, t))

))
·
∏

p∈t•

((|ρ(δ−1(p))|
E, ((t, p))

))

transitions in N∗, which yields a total number of transitions in N∗ equal to

∑

t∈T

( ∏

p∈•t

((|ρ(δ−1(p))|
E((p, t))

))
·
∏

p∈t•

((|ρ(δ−1(p))|
E, ((t, p))

)))
.

Depending on the refinement function ρ, this number can be much larger than
the number of transitions in the colored network N ′, which successfully avoids
this explosion in number of places and transitions of the network.

Consecutive full structural refinements Very often models go through several
steps of refinement, as new information about the modeled system is available,
and a more detailed representation is needed. We discuss in this paragraph how
subsequent full structural refinements of a model can be implemented using
our approach. The problem can be formulated as follows. Given a reaction-
based model M = (S ,R) and two refinement relations ρ ⊆ S ×S ′ and
ρ′ ⊆ S ′ ×S ′′, obtain the full structural ρ′−refinement of the full structural
ρ−refinement of M . In our construction, we start from a trivial coloring of a
Petri net implementation of a model. This is however not a limitation of the
approach, since subsequent refinements can be implemented as one single refine-
ment that is the composition of the two (or more) successive refinements to be
implemented.

We conclude that colored Petri nets can be used to implement full structural
refinements of reaction-based models. The major advantage of using the colored
Petri nets formalism lies in their ability to represent the fully structurally refined
system in a compact way, using the same network structure and adding all
refinement details in the colors of places and transitions.
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Abstract

Model refinement is an important step in the model building process. For reaction-based models, data
refinement consists in replacing one species with several of its variants in the refined model. We discuss
in this paper the implementation of data refinement with Petri nets such that the size of the model (in
terms of number of places and transitions) does not increase. We capture the compositional structure of
species by introducing a new class of Petri nets, composition Petri nets (ComP-nets), and their colored
counterpart, colored composition Petri nets (ComCP-nets). Given a reaction-based model with known
compositional structure, represented as a ComP-net, we propose an algorithm for building a ComCP-net
which implements the data refinement of the model and has the same network structure as the initial
ComP-net.

Keywords: Composition Petri nets, composition colored Petri nets, compositional structure,
reaction-based model, data refinement.

1 Introduction

Models represent abstractions of real systems, that capture some of the most im-

portant behavioral properties of the system. A biological system can be abstracted

to a set of biochemical reactions, based on a system-level understanding of the in-

teractions among species. The dynamics is captured in the kinetic rate constants

of the reactions. One of the heaviest computational activities for dynamical models

is parameter estimation. Usually in the model building process one starts with an

abstraction of the system, which is subsequently refined in a stepwise manner so

as to include more details. This refinement can be done in a quantitatively correct

way, ensuring that at each step the model fit is preserved. Several approaches have

been discussed in the literature for reusing previously computed parameters, in or-

der to obtain a more detailed model while avoiding (at least initially) the parameter

1 Email: dgratie@abo.fi
2 Email: cgratie@abo.fi
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estimation step for all newly introduced parameters, see [9,2,7,17]. We will consider

throughout this paper the concept of data refinement as defined in [5].

Colored Petri nets have been introduced as a programmable high-level class of

Petri nets that combines the modeling capabilities of Petri nets with the capabilities

of a programming language. They allow the use of data types and parametrization,

via the use of color sets (data types) and variables, see [11]. Colors can be used

to describe a system in a more compact form, e.g. by representing two identical

subsystems with different actors as a single subsystem, where each element has been

assigned a color set with two colors (one color for each subsystem). They can also

be used to implement refinements of systems via altering the color sets, a process

called type refinement, see [15]. A method for implementing structural refinements

of models using type refinements of colored Petri nets has been proposed in [6]. We

use the framework of Petri nets for representing models, and we extend it with a

passive part to encode the composition of elements acting in the modeled system.

We implement structural refinements of models in our extended framework via

type refinements. Our approach to refinement is thus different from the transition

refinement discussed in [21] or the transition/place stepwise refinement discussed in

[20].

In this paper we focus on qualitative Petri nets, as the goal is to introduce a

new class of Petri nets suitable for automatable structural refinement of models.

Particularities regarding the continuous and stochastic approaches are beyond the

scope of this paper. We consider as a starting point the standard Petri nets, and

not colored Petri nets (although a recent book on Petri nets, [18], defines markings

as multisets of several types of tokens – a definition similar to that of colored Petri

nets) because any colored Petri net can be unfolded to a corresponding equivalent

standard Petri net.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we detail the concept of structural

model refinement, as discussed in [4,5]. In Section 3 we introduce the concept of

Petri nets with a compositional part, which can capture not only the functioning

of a model, but also the compositional relationships between its elements. We first

introduce composition Petri nets (ComP-nets), and then give a method of coloring

a given ComP-net into a colored composition Petri net (ComCP-net). We discuss

next in Section 4 how to implement reaction-based models as Com(C)P-nets. We

detail the implementation of model refinement using ComCP-nets in Section 5, and

we draw some conclusions in Section 6.

2 Model refinement

We give in this section a formal definition of reaction-based models with known

composition of their species. We then introduce the data refinement of such models,

in the spirit of [4], but with an explicit distinction between atomic and refined

species, as first presented in [5].

Intuitively, a reaction-based model consists of a set of reactions, usually rep-

resented as rewriting rules over a given set of species. For example, consider the

2
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following chemical reaction:

2H2 +O2 → 2H2O . (1)

We distinguish in this paper between atomic species, which – as far as the con-

sidered model is concerned – cannot be divided into constituent parts, and complex

species, which consist of several atomic species. We rely on multisets for encoding

the linear combinations of species on either side of a reaction, as well as for denot-

ing the composition of complex species. We denote multiset addition by ++, and

repetitive multiset addition by ++∑.

Definition 2.1 [1] Let S = {s1, s2, . . .} be a set of elements. A multiset over S is

a function σ : S → N, which maps each element s of S into a non-negative integer

σ(s) called the multiplicity (or number of instances) of s in σ. The multiset σ can

also be written as:

σ =
++∑

s∈S
σ(s) 8s = σ(s1) 8s1 ++ σ(s2) 8s2 ++ . . . ,

where the zero coefficient terms can be omitted on the right hand side.

Whenever σ(s) > 0 we say that σ contains s and we write this as s ∈ σ.

Furthermore, for any two multisets σ, τ over S, we define their sum as the multiset

σ ++ τ : S → N satisfying (σ ++ τ)(s) = σ(s) + τ(s), for any s ∈ S. The set of all

multisets over S will be denoted by SMS .

We now go back to our example reaction (1) and formalize it as a reaction-

based model with known composition of its species. We consider that the atomic

species are the hydrogen and oxygen atoms and write this as Γ = {H,O}. The

complex species are the hydrogen, oxygen and water molecules and are encoded as

multisets over Γ to yield the set of complex species ∆ = {2 8H, 2 8O, 2 8H ++ 1 8O}.
The given reaction then becomes a pair of multisets corresponding to the respective

stoichiometric coefficients:

2 8(2 8H) ++ 1 8(2 8O)→ 2 8(2 8H ++ 1 8O) . (2)

Note that atomicity is relative to the considered model, more precisely it depends

on the chosen level of detail. For example, in a larger model where the focus is on

macromolecules rather than atoms, the complex species from the previous reaction

might be considered to be atomic.

We formalize in the following definition the intuition presented above for reaction-

based models.

Definition 2.2 A reaction-based model with known composition of its species is a

tuple M = (Γ,∆, R), where:

• Γ is a set of atomic species.

• ∆ ⊆ ΓMS is a set of complex species, defined as multisets over the set of atomic

species Γ, where the intuition is that any complex species σ ∈ ∆ contains at least

two instances of atomic species, i.e.
∑

A∈Γ σ(A) ≥ 2.

3
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• R ⊆ (Γ ∪∆)MS × (Γ ∪∆)MS is a set of reactions written as α → β or, alterna-

tively, (α, β), where α, β ∈ (Γ ∪∆)MS are multisets encoding the stoichiometric

coefficients corresponding to the left- and right-hand sides of the reaction, respec-

tively.

The goal of refinement is to introduce details into the model, in the form of

distinguishing several subspecies or variants of a given species. The distinction

between the subspecies is very often drawn by post-translational modifications such

as acetylation, phosphorylation, etc., by cell differentiation, but it could also account

for different possible types of a particular trait (e.g. fur color of animals in a breeding

experiment). This type of refinement is called data refinement, because it focuses

on refining the species (data) of the model.

Definition 2.3 Let Γ and Γ′ be two sets of atomic species. A function ρ : Γ→ 2Γ′

is called an atomic refinement function if the following conditions hold:

(a) ρ(A) 6= ∅, for all A ∈ Γ;

(b) ρ(A1) ∩ ρ(A2) = ∅, for all A1, A2 ∈ Γ with A1 6= A2;

(c)
⋃
A∈Γ ρ(A) = Γ′.

A species A′ is called an atomic ρ-refinement of species A if A′ ∈ ρ(A).

Note that the definition of atomic refinement is equivalent to the definition given

in [4] for the species refinement relation, with the distinction that ρ is a function

rather than a relation. Moreover, in this paper we also consider the composition

of species and, in this context, the atomic refinement will propagate throughout

the model and induce the refinement of all complex species and, subsequently, the

refinement of reactions, following a similar intuition to that presented in [4]. Note

that in this paper we prefer a formulation based on multisets rather than vectors,

since the former are more common in the literature of Petri nets.

Definition 2.4 Let Γ and Γ′ be two sets of atomic species and ρ : Γ → 2Γ′ an

atomic refinement function.

(i) A complex species σ′ ∈ Γ′MS is a ρ-refinement of a complex species σ ∈ ΓMS ,

written as σ′ ∈ ρ(σ), if the multiplicity of any species A ∈ Γ in σ equals the

sum of the multiplicities of all its ρ-refinements A′ ∈ ρ(A) in σ′, i.e.

ρ(σ) =

{
σ′ ∈ Γ′MS |

∑

A′∈ρ(A)

σ′(A′) = σ(A), for all A ∈ Γ

}
.

Given a set of complex species ∆ ⊆ ΓMS , we will use ρ(∆) to refer to the set

of all ρ-refinements of complex species from ∆, i.e. ρ(∆) =
⋃
σ∈∆ ρ(σ).

(ii) Let ∆ ⊆ ΓMS be a set of complex species. A multiset of species α′ ∈ (Γ′ ∪
ρ(∆))MS is a ρ-refinement of a multiset α ∈ (Γ ∪∆)MS , written as α′ ∈ ρ(α),

if the multiplicity of any species S ∈ Γ ∪ ∆ in α is equal to the sum of the

multiplicities of all its ρ-refinements S′ ∈ ρ(S) in α′, i.e.

ρ(α) =

{
α′ ∈ (Γ′ ∪ ρ(∆))MS |

∑

S′∈ρ(S)

α′(S′) = α(S), for all S ∈ Γ ∪∆

}
.
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(iii) A reaction α′ → β′ is a ρ-refinement of a reaction α → β if α′ ∈ ρ(α) and

β′ ∈ ρ(β), i.e.

ρ((α, β)) = ρ(α)× ρ(β) .

(iv) Let M = (Γ,∆, R) and M ′ = (Γ′,∆′, R′) be two reaction-based models with

known composition of their species and ρ : Γ → 2Γ′ an atomic refinement

function. We say that M ′ is a structural ρ-refinement of M if ∆′ = ρ(∆) and

R′ ⊆ ⋃r∈R ρ(r). If we have equality in the latter relation, we say that M ′ is

the full structural ρ-refinement of M .

While the definition of atomic refinement seems to imply that all atomic species

are to be refined, the refinement of an atomic species A is nontrivial only as long

as |ρ(A)| ≥ 2, i.e. A has at least two distinct variants in the refined model. In

this context, whenever |ρ(A)| = 1 we will say that A undergoes a trivial atomic

refinement (which translates to a renaming of A in the refined model).

3 Petri Nets with a Compositional Part

In this section we introduce a new class of Petri nets, composition Petri nets. Such

nets have two parts: an active part, that behaves as a standard Petri net, and a

passive part, with transitions whose role is to describe how places in the network

relate to one another, i.e. how elements in some places are composed of elements

in other places.

We assume the reader is familiar with the concept of Petri nets, but we recall

some of the definitions and notations to make the paper self-contained. For an

introduction, we refer to [19]; for more recent definitions, concepts, extensions and

applications to biology we refer to [18,3,13,14].

Definition 3.1 [11] A Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T,A,E, I) where P and T are

disjoint sets of places and transitions, respectively; A ⊆ P × T ∪ T ×P is the set of

arcs; E : A → N+ is an arc expression function (also called weight function); and

I : P → N is an initialization function, assigning to each place a nonegative integer

that represents the number of tokens in that place.

For a transition t, the set of its pre-places (places p such that there exists an

arc from p to t) is denoted by •t; the set of its post-places (places p such that there

exists an arc from t to p) is denoted by t•. An arc from a place p to a transition t is

denoted by a pair (p, t) ∈ A, and an arc from a transition t to a place p is denoted

by the pair (t, p) ∈ A.

3.1 Composition Petri nets (ComP-nets)

In this subsection we extend the definition of standard Petri nets with a composi-

tional part. We do this by adding a set of non-fireable composition transitions and

arcs connecting them with the places of the network. Their combined semantics

represents the structural composition of the elements represented as places. Thus,

a Petri net model describing the dynamics of a system can also include as a subnet-

work the composition of the systems’ entities (species). This is introduced formally

in the following definition.
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Definition 3.2 A composition Petri net (ComP-net) is a tuple N = (P, Tc, T,

Ac, A,E, I) with the following components:

(i) P, T,A, I represent the set of places, set of transitions, set of arcs and the

initialization function of places, respectively, as for standard Petri nets.

(ii) Tc is a finite set of composition transitions such that P∩Tc = ∅ and T∩Tc = ∅.

These transitions are used for depicting the compositional structure of places

with respect to other places. Composition transitions never fire, irrespective of

the marking of the network, and are also called passive (non-active) transitions.

The regular transitions are, in contrast, called active.

(iii) Ac ⊆ P × Tc ∪ Tc × P is a set of composition arcs such that:
• for any place p ∈ P , there is at most one incoming composition arc; if there is

no composition arc pointing to a place, then that place is considered atomic;
• for every composition transition tc ∈ Tc there is at least one incoming com-

position arc connecting a place to it, and exactly one outgoing composition

arc connecting tc to a place;
• the graph induced by the composition arcs and the places and transitions

they connect is acyclic.

(iv) E : A ∪Ac → N+ is an arc expression function, such that:
• the arc expression of a composition arc (tc, p) (where tc ∈ Tc and p ∈ P ) is

always 1;
• the arc expression of a composition arc from a place p ∈ •tc to a composition

transition tc has the meaning that the post-place of tc contains E((p, tc))

copies of p;
• the arc expression of regular arcs has the usual meaning.

We say that (P, Tc, Ac, E|Ac)) is the compositional part of the network, and (P, T,A,

E|A, I) is the active part of the network. Here, for a given set S, E|S denotes the

restriction of the arc expression function E to arcs in S.

For a ComP-net, the properties of standard Petri nets (e.g. boundedness, live-

ness, deadlock, conflict, invariants, reachability graph) can be generalized, and they

will refer only to the active part of the network.

The advantage of ComP-nets is that they can explicitly represent both the dy-

namics of a system and the composition relationships between its elements (places).

Note that there may exist pairs of transitions (tc, t) where tc ∈ Tc and t ∈ T such

that •tc = •t and t•c = t•, i.e. t and tc have the same pre-places and the same post-

places. This can happen because the semantics of such transitions are different.

Note also that a ComP-net may contain places that do not take part in any active

transition, but which are still compositionally important, and thus must appear in

the place set for the compositional structure. Moreover, the fact that a place can

have at most one incoming composition arc means that its compositional structure

(if any) is unique.

Example 3.3 Consider a model M consisting of atomic species Γ = {A,B, C,D},
complex species ∆ = {P,Q,R, S}, and a single reversible reaction P +Q� R+ S.

6
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Assume that the composition of the complex species is given by:

P = 1 8A++ 1 8B ,

Q = 1 8C ++ 1 8D ,

R = 1 8A++ 1 8D ,

S = 1 8B ++ 1 8C .

This model can be represented as a Petri net as shown in Figure 1a, where

the atomic species are isolated places. The same model can be represented as a

ComP-net, as shown in Figure 1b. From the figure it becomes clear what is the

composition of species P,Q,R, S, namely that they are complexes A:B,C:D,A:D,

and B:C, respectively. Moreover, from the network structure the reader can get

an intuition on how atomic species are interchanged between complex species via

active transitions (e.g. one molecule of A from P and one molecule of D from Q

bind to form one R).

P’

Q’

R’

S’

A’ B’ C’ D’

(a)

A′

B′

C′

D′

P′

R′

S′

Q′

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5 t6

(b)

Fig. 1. The representation of a reversible reaction P + Q � R + S as: a) a standard Petri net; b) a
ComP-net. Circles represent places; solid squares represent active transitions; dashed squares represent
passive transitions; solid arrows represent arcs; dashed arrows are arcs connected at one end to a passive
transition. Figure generated using Snoopy [8].

3.2 Composition Colored Petri nets (ComCP-nets)

Sometimes, due to the complexity of a network, it becomes unfeasible or very dif-

ficult to read the corresponding Petri net. In such cases, an extension of standard

Petri nets, colored Petri nets, might help reduce the size of the model. A complete

description of colored Petri nets, their properties and applications can be found in

[11,12,13]. Here, we consider the definitions in [13]. We extend colored Petri nets

to include a compositional part, in a similar manner as we extended standard Petri

nets in the previous subsection.

Notations. We use |S| to denote the cardinality of a set or multiset S. For

an arc expression, |E(a)| denotes the cardinality of the expression. i 8S where i is

a nonnegative integer denotes i copies of S, where S can be a species, a color or a

color set. If S is a color set, then i 8S is the set of all possible ways of choosing i (not

7
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necessarily distinct) colors from the color set S, see Table 1 for an example. In the

definition of colored Petri nets, the following standard notations are used: EXPRV
denotes the set of valid (under the used inscription language) expressions using

variables from the typed variable set V ; Type[e] denotes the type of an expression

e ∈ EXPR, or that of a variable e. We recall further some notions and notations

we will use in this paper. The variables of a transition t are the set of free variables

that appear in t’s guard and in the arc expressions of arcs connected to t. This set

is denoted by V ar(t) ⊆ V [13]. A binding of a transition t is a function b mapping

each variable v ∈ V ar(t) into a value b(v) ∈ Type[v]. B(t) denotes the set of all

bindings for transition t [13]. A pair (t, b) with t ∈ T and b ∈ B(t) is called a binding

element in [13], and a transition instance in [16]. We use here the terminology from

[16]: t(b) denotes the instance of transition t with binding b; IT (t) denotes the

set of all transition instances of transition t, and IT =
⋃
t∈T
IT (t) denotes the set

of all transition instances for all transitions in T . A place instance is a pair (p, c)

with p ∈ P and c ∈ C(p); IP (p) denotes the set of all place instances of p, and

IP =
⋃
p∈P
IP (p) denotes all place instances of all places in P [16].

Definition 3.4 [13] A colored Petri Net (CP-net) is a tuple N = (P, T,A,Σ, V, C,

G, E, I) satisfying the requirements below:

(i) P is a finite set of places.

(ii) T is a finite set of transitions such that P ∩ T = ∅.

(iii) A ⊆ P × T ∪ T × P is a finite set of arcs.

(iv) Σ is a finite set of non-empty types, called color sets.

(v) V is a finite set of typed variables, where Type[v] ∈ Σ, for all v in V .

(vi) C : P → Σ is a color set function. It assigns a color set to each place.

(vii) G is a guard function that defines conditions for transitions. It is defined

from T into expressions over the variables set V , i.e. EXPRV , such that

Type[G(t)] = Bool, for all transitions t in T .

(viii) E : A → EXPRV is an arc expression function such that Type[E(a)] =

C(p(a))MS , for all arcs a ∈ A, where p(a) is the place corresponding to arc a,

and C(p(a))MS is a multiset of elements with color set C(p(a)).

(ix) I is an initialization function that assigns to each place p an initialization

expression such that Type[I(p)] = C(p)MS .

We want to use ComCP-nets as a means to easily model and implement the

structural refinement of a system, as described in Section 2. For this, the key

ingredient is the choice of color sets, especially for the complex places. The color sets

should reflect the composition of places and, moreover, do it in such a way that the

process of assigning color sets to complex places can be done automatically. Thus,

for atomic places we propose the use of simple color sets, e.g. int or Enumeration.

For complex places, the corresponding color set contains all possible multisets over

the color sets of its constituent atomic places, with multiplicities dictated by the

actual composition of the place. We provide in what follows a coloring example

using this strategy.

8
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Example 3.5 Let P be a molecule with two possible states, and let P2 and P3

denote its dimer and trimer, respectively. We will use P , P2 and P3 to denote both

the actual molecules and the places representing them in a Petri net. We list in

Table 1 a possible definition of color sets for the three entities.

Species Color set Colors

P CS P = enum with a, b {a, b}
P2 CS P2 = bag 2 8CS P {2 8a, 1 8a++ 1 8b, 2 8b}
P3 CS P2 = bag 3 8CS P {3 8a, 2 8a++ 1 8b, 1 8a++ 2 8b, 3 8b}

Table 1
Coloring strategy for the dimer and trimer of a molecule

Definition 3.6 A composition colored Petri net (ComCP-net) is a tuple N =

(P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ, V, C,G,E, I) that satisfies the following requirements:

(i) P , Tc, T , Ac, A satisfy the constraints of Definition 3.2.

(ii) Σ, V , I have the usual meaning, namely the set of color sets, the set of variables,

and the initialization function, respectively.

(iii) C : P → Σ is the color function assigning color sets to places such that:
• all atomic places have disjoint color sets, and
• for all complex places p ∈ P , C(p) = ++∑

p′∈•tc |E(p′, tc)| 8C(p′), where tc
stands for the composition transition encoding the composition of p, i.e.

t•c = {p}, ;

(iv) G : Tc ∪ T → EXPRV is the guard function, such that for each composition

transition tc ∈ Tc with t•c = {p} there exists exactly one binding for which the

guard is true for each color in C(p).

(v) E : A∪Ac → EXPRV is the arc expression function, defined such that for every

composition transition tc ∈ Tc with t•c = {p}: E(tc, p) = ++∑
p′∈•tc E(p′, tc).

We say that (P, Tc, Ac,Σ, V, C,G|Tc , E|Ac)) is the compositional part of the network,

and (P, T,A,Σ, V, C,G|T , E|A, I) is the active part of the network.

For a ComCP-net, the properties of colored Petri nets (e.g. boundedness, live-

ness, deadlock, conflict, invariants, reachability graph) can be generalized, and they

will refer only to the active part of the network. We extend the notion of transition

instance (binding element) to cover the composition and the active transitions of

a ComCP-net respectively. We denote by IT the set of active transition instances,

i.e. pairs (active transition, binding of variables): IT = {(t, b) | t ∈ T, b ∈ B(t)}
where B(t) is the set of all possible bindings for a transition t. We use IT 〈true〉
to denote the set of active transition instances whose guard evaluates to true:

IT 〈true〉 = {(t, b) ∈ IT ′ | G(t)〈b〉 = true}. Similarly, we use ITc and ITc〈true〉
for the composition transition counterparts of these sets.

Example 3.7 Let us consider the example net in Figure 2a. This is not a ComCP-

net because of several violations of the ComCP-net definition. The network suggests

that E,S,P are atomic places, and ES is a complex place. But the atomic places E

9
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Dot
E

Dot
S

Compound
ES Dot

P

t2

t1

t3tc

dot

dot

c

c

dot

dot

c dot

dot

dot

dot

c

colorset Dot = enum with dot;

colorset Compound = enum with c;

(a) Example net that is not a ComCP-net.

Enzyme
E

Dot
S

Compound
ES Prot

P

t2

t1

t3tc

v2

v1

v3

v4

v6

v5

v7 v9

v8

u2

u1

{u1, u2}

colorset Dot = enum with dot;

colorset Enzyme = enum with e;

colorset Prot = enum with prot;

colorset Compound = bag with 1 8Enzyme, 1 8Dot;

(b) Example ComCP-net.

Fig. 2. Example of (a) an ill-defined and (b) a properly defined ComCP-net. Circles represent places; solid
squares represent active transitions; dashed squares represent passive transitions; solid arrows represent arcs;
dashed arrows are composition arcs. The text on top of arcs is the arc expression. Places are labeled with
a name and their corresponding color set, and the color set definition is given in the inset. Arc expressions
in (a) are values, and in (b) are typed variables with the type given by the color set of the place connected
to the arc. Figure generated using Snoopy [8].

and S have the same color set, while the definition requires that atomic places are

assigned disjoint color sets (to allow for the identification of colors that come from

different places in the color of a complex place). Moreover, the color set of ES is

independent of the color sets of E and S, which compose it, and the arc expressions

of the composition arcs do not capture any kind of composition.

4 Implementing models as composition (colored) Petri
nets

In this section we introduce a way of modeling with composition (colored) Petri nets.

We consider as input models of the form M = (Γ,∆, R) as discussed in Section 2.

Every species in M is represented by a place, and each reaction is represented by

a transition. The compositional structure of each complex species is represented as

the compositional part of the composition Petri net model. We give examples for

both ComP-nets and ComCP-nets.

4.1 Implementing models as ComP-nets

Definition 4.1 Let M = (Γ,∆, R) be a reaction-based model with known compo-

sition of its species. We say that a ComP-net N = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,E, I) structurally

implements the reaction-based model M if there are a bijection fP : P → Γ ∪ ∆

between places in P and species in Γ ∪∆, a bijection fT : T → R between transi-

tions in T and reactions in R, and a bijection between composition transitions and

complex species fc : Tc → ∆ such that:

10
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(i) for every place p ∈ P and every composition transition t ∈ Tc the following

conditions regarding the composition transitions hold:
• (p, t) ∈ Ac ⇔ fc(t)(fP (p)) ≥ 1 and, moreover, E(p, t) = fc(t)(fP (p)) ,
• (t, p) ∈ Ac ⇔ fc(t) = fP (p) and, moreover, E(t, p) = 1 ;

(ii) for every place p ∈ P and every transition t ∈ T with fT (t) = α → β the

following conditions hold:
• (p, t) ∈ A⇔ α(fP (p)) ≥ 1 and, moreover, E(p, t) = α(fP (p)) ,
• (t, p) ∈ A⇔ β(fP (p)) ≥ 1 and, moreover, E(t, p) = β(fP (p)) .

We call the ComP-net N the (fP , fT , fc)-implementation of model M .

Example 4.2 The ComP-net N represented in Figure 1b is an implementation

of the model M = {{A,B,C,D}, {P,Q,R, S}, {P + Q � R + S}} presented in

Example 3.3. There exist bijections fP , fT and fc that satisfy the conditions in

Definition 4.1. We provide the definitions of these functions in what follows. The

place to species function fP is defined as fP (X′) = X, where X′ is a place of N

and X is the species with the same name that it represents, i.e. place A′ represents

species A of model M and so on. The composition transition to complex species

function is defined as fc(t1) = P , fc(t2) = R, fc(t3) = S, fc(t4) = Q. It is easy to

notice that the requirements for fc are fulfilled. The transition to reaction function

is defined as fT (t5) = P + Q → R + S, fT (t6) = R + S → P + Q. Again, the

conditions on existence of arcs and their expressions are fulfilled.

4.2 Implementing models as ComCP-nets

In the colored setting, there are several aspects that one has to be very careful about.

For example, consider a reaction that uses multiple instances of some species, e.g.

2A + B → C. If the color set of the place representing A contains more than one

color, then the arc expression of the arc connecting the place that denotes A with the

transition that encodes the mentioned reaction should contain variables. Moreover,

the transition should have a guard so that it would not allow for two bindings

that evaluate to the same multiset of colors. This can easily be implemented by

considering an ordering of the elements of each color set, and a guard that tests

that the values that the variables on adjacent arcs evaluate to are ordered, with a

non-strict ordering. So the guards should be of the form [!(vi < vj)], ∀i > j, or

equivalently (vi ≥ vj), for all i, j such that i > j.

Definition 4.3 Let M = (Γ,∆, R) be a reaction-based model with known com-

position of its species. We say that a ComCP-net N = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A, Σ, V, C,

G,E, I) structurally implements the reaction-based model M if there are a bijection

fP : IP → Γ∪∆ mapping place instances (p, c) ∈ IP to species in Γ∪∆, a bijection

fT : IT 〈true〉 → R mapping active transition instances to reactions in R, and a

bijection fc : ITc〈true〉 → ∆ mapping composition transition instances to complex

species such that:

(i) for every composition transition instance (tc, b) ∈ ITc〈true〉 and every place

instance (p, c) ∈ IP such that c appears in the binding b the following conditions

hold:

11
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• (p, tc) ∈ Ac ⇔ fc(tc, b)(fP (p, c)) ≥ 1 and, moreover, the corresponding arc

expression satisfies E(p, tc)〈b〉(c) = fc(tc, b)(fP (p, c));
• (tc, p) ∈ Ac ⇔ fc(tc, b) = fP (p, c) and, moreover, E(tc, p)〈b〉 = 1 8c ;

(ii) for every active transition instance (t, b) ∈ IT 〈true〉 with fT (t, b) = α → β

and every place instance (p, c) ∈ IP such that c appears in the binding b the

following conditions hold:
• (p, t) ∈ A⇔ α(fP (p, c)) ≥ 1 and, moreover, E(p, t)〈b〉(c) = α(fP (p, c));
• (t, p) ∈ A⇔ β(fP (p, c)) ≥ 1 and, moreover, E(t, p)〈b〉(c) = α(fP (p, c)).

We call the ComCP-net N the (fP , fT , fc)-implementation of model M .

Note that there are multiple ways of representing a model M as a ComCP-net,

depending on the color sets one chooses, and on the bijections fP , fT and fc. Note

also that, because of the bijectivity of the functions characterizing the model imple-

mentation, for every active transition it holds that each of its instances with true

guards stands for a reaction in the model; moreover, a place can encode more than

one species if and only if all species that it encodes take part in similar reactions, in

all possible combinations. One could also formulate the previous definition to say

that a ComCP-net implements a model if its unfolding implements that model.

Example 4.4 Consider a model M = (Γ,∆, R) with Γ = {E,S, P}, ∆ = {ES}
such that ES = 1 8E ++ 1 8S, and R containing the reactions:

r1 : E + S → ES;

r2 : ES → E + S;

r3 : ES → E + P.

M is a model for an enzymatic reaction, and we show next that the ComCP-net N

represented in Figure 2b implements it. The place instances of N are

IP = {(E, e), (S, dot), (P, prot), (ES, 1 8e ++ 1 8dot)}.

The possible active transition instances are:

IT ={(t1, 〈v1 = dot, v2 = e, v3 = 1 8e ++ 1 8dot〉),
(t2, 〈v4 = 1 8e ++ 1 8dot, v5 = dot, v6 = e〉),
(t3, 〈v7 = 1 8e ++ 1 8dot, v8 = e, v9 = prot〉)}.

The only passive transition instance is ITc = {(tc, 〈u1 = dot, u2 = e〉)}.
There exist bijections fP , fT and fc that satisfy the conditions in Definition 4.3.

We detail here the definition of these functions.

The place to species function fP is defined as fP (X, col(X)) = X, where X is a

place of N , col(X) is its color (note that every color set has only one color), and X

is the species with the same name that it represents.

The composition transition to complex species function is defined as

fc(tc, 〈u1 = dot, u2 = e〉) = ES.

It is easy to notice that the requirements for fc are fulfilled.

12
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The transition to reaction function is defined as:

fT (t1, 〈v1 = dot, v2 = e, v3 = 1 8e ++ 1 8dot〉) = r1;

fT (t2, 〈v4 = 1 8dot ++ 1 8e, v5 = dot, v6 = e〉) = r2;

fT (t3, 〈v7 = 1 8dot ++ 1 8e, v8 = e, v9 = prot〉) = r3.

Again, the conditions on existence of arcs and their expressions are fulfilled.

Example 4.5 Consider a model M consisting of atomic species Γ = {A,B}, com-

plex species ∆ = {C,D,E}, with

C = 2 8A;

D = 1 8A++ 1 8B;

E = 2 8B.

and the set of reactions R = {2A→ C,A+ B → D, 2B → E,C + E → 2D}. This

model can be implemented with the ComCP-net from Figure 3.

A
CS A

B
CS B

C
CS C

D
CS D

E
CS E

2`a
{a,a}

1`a

1`b

{a,b}

2`b {b,b}

1`a

1`b

{a,b}

2`b {b,b}

2`a {a,a}

{b,b}

{a,a}

2`{a,b}

Fig. 3. The representation of an example model as a ComCP-net. The model consists of reactions
{2A → C,A + B → D, 2B → E,C + E → 2D}. Circles represent places; solid squares represent ac-
tive transitions; dashed squares represent passive transitions; solid arrows represent arcs; dashed arrows are
arcs connected at one end to a passive transition. The name of the color set of a place is the italic text next
to a place. The text on top of arcs is the arc expression. All color sets have only one color, which appears
on the arc expressions. Figure generated using Snoopy [8].

4.3 From ComP-nets to ComCP-nets

In the following we give an algorithm for coloring a ComP-net to get a corresponding

ComCP-net, Algorithm 1. We call the resulting ComCP-net the natural coloring

of the given ComP-net. The ComCP-net in Figure 2b is an example of a natu-

ral coloring. Every place corresponding to an atomic species gets as color set an

enumeration color set with only one element, and every place corresponding to a

complex species gets as color set the set of possible multiset of all its compositional

constituents’ colors, each as many times as dictated by compositional arcs. The

arc expressions in the built ComCP-net use a variable for each token traversing the

arc, so that we don’t restrict the natural coloring. All guards are set to true, as all

color sets have exactly one color and thus there cannot exist several bindings that

evaluate to the same multiset of colored tokens.
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Algorithm 1 ComP to ComCP

Input: a ComP-net N = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,E, I);

Output: a ComCP-net N ′ = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ, V, C,G,E
′, I ′);

1: procedure Assign CS(p) . assign the color set of place p

2: Tp ← •p ∩ Tc;
3: if Tp = ∅ then . p is an atomic place

4: C(p)← new distinct color set with one element;

5: return

6: end if

7: tc ←the one value in Tp;

8: for all q ∈ •tc do

9: if C(q) =NIL then Assign CS(q);

10: end if

11: end for

12: CSp ← ++ ∑
q∈•tc

E(q, tc)`C(q);

13: Σ← Σ ∪ CSp;
14: C(p)← CSp;

15: end procedure

16:

17: Σ← ∅;

18: V ← ∅;

19:

20: for all p ∈ P do

21: C(p)←NIL;

22: end for

23: for all p ∈ P do . assign color sets

24: Assign CS(p);

25: end for

26:

27: for all a ∈ A ∪Ac do . assign arc expressions

28: p← the place connected with arc a;

29: V ′ ← ∅ . V ′ stores the variables used in the arc expression of a

30: for all i← 1 to E(a) do

31: create a variable va,i : C(p);

32: V ′ ← V ′ ∪ {va,i};
33: end for

34: E′(a)← ++∑
v∈V ′ v;

35: V ← V ∪ V ′;
36: end for
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Algorithm 1 (continued) ComP to ComCP

37: for all t ∈ Tc ∪ T do . transition guards are all set to true

38: G(t)← true;

39: end for

40:

41: for all p ∈ P do . assign initial markings

42: I ′(p)← I(p)`C(p)[0]; . the one color in the color set C(p)

43: end for

44:

45: N ′ = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ, V, C,G,E
′, I ′);

return N ′;

There are of course multiple ways of coloring the given network N . We chose

here different color sets for each atomic element, so that each such element can

be identified by its color set. Furthermore, we chose a representation of complex

elements based on multisets, as this allows for the implementation of the refinement

of a network without changing the structure of the network’s implementation.

In the algorithm we assume that the network is well-defined and composition

places are post-places of exactly one composition transition. The sets of places,

composition transitions, transitions, composition arcs and arcs are the same in the

initial and final networks.

The set of color sets contains, for places with no incoming composition arc, a

color set with one color, and for places p with an incoming composition arc (tc, p), a

color set that is the set of all multisets of colors from the color sets of the pre-places

of tc, as many times as the value of the arc expression of the arc from the pre-place

to tc.

Arc expressions use a distinct variable for each colored token. We do this in

order to not restrict the natural coloring, and allow for further extensions of it.

Transition guards are all set to true; no ordering is needed because each color

set has only one element.

It is not difficult to see that, if the input of the algorithm is a ComP-net that is

a (fP , fT , fc)-implementation of a reaction network M = (Γ,∆, R), then the output

is a ComCP-net that structurally implements M .

5 Implementing Data Refinement with ComCP-nets

Colored Petri nets can be used to implement refinements of a model in a compact

way, as discussed in [15,5,6]. We present here an algorithmic method for imple-

menting the structural refinement of a model using its ComCP-net representation.

Our approach differs from that of [6] via the automatic propagation of refinement

from one atomic place to all places connected to it by compositional transitions.

We consider the type refinement of colored Petri nets, namely a refinement of the

color sets of some of the places in the network, see [15]. A morphism between two

colored Petri nets captures a type refinement if it induces no change in the structure

of the network, and the colors in the resulting network are consistently subtyped.

Namely, the refinement adds details to the color sets, such that the resulting color
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sets can be projected onto the initial color sets.

Definition 5.1 We say that a ComCP-net CP ′ is a type refinement of a ComCP-

net CP if the compositional parts of the two networks are isomorphic and there

exists a type refinement morphism between their active parts.

For a given model M = (Γ,∆, R) represented as a ComCP-net N = (P, Tc, T ,

Ac, A,Σ, V, C,G,E, I) using the natural coloring, assume that one of the atomic

species, S ∈ Γ, is to be refined (i.e. replaced throughout the model with several of

its variants). Let γ be the number of such variants that S can be replaced with. We

build a ComCP-net N ′ = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ
′, V, C ′, G′, E′, I ′) to be the type (color)

refinement of N . The sequence of steps required to implement the refinement is

presented in Algorithm 2 and briefly explained here.

Reflecting the change for place q in the ComCP-net N ′ is done by adding more

colors to the color set of q. This can be done by either adding an attribute with

γ possible values, or by altering the enumeration color set such that instead of

one element it has γ elements (colors). From the definition of the ComCP-net

N as the natural coloring of the model M it follows that all color sets of places

corresponding to complex species containing the refined species will automatically

reflect the refinement (as they contain the refined color set C(q)). For species that

are not refined, the corresponding places get as initial marking I ′(p) = I(p). For the

refined species, there are multiple ways of choosing the initial marking for each of

the newly introduced subspecies. The condition they must obey is |I ′(p)| = |I(p)|.
The chosen method of implementing the refinement conserves the structure of

the network and is thus the most compact with respect to the initial network.

Moreover, based on the compositional part of the network, a simulation software

that would support composition Petri nets could automatically generate the color

sets for complex species based on the color sets of atomic species that are input by

the modeler. This would give a significant speedup in the refinement process.

Algorithm 2 ComCP refinement

Input: a naturally colored ComCP-net N = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ, V, C,G,E, I); an

atomic place q ∈ P to be refined, and γ, the number of colors that q’s color set

refines to.

Output: the corresponding color refinement ComCP-net N ′ = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ
′,

V ′, C ′, G′, E′, I ′);

1: C ′ ← C; . start with the color function of N

2: Σ′ ← Σ \ {C(q)}; . color sets from N , except the color set of place q

3: CS ← enumeration with γ elements;

4: C ′(q)← CS; . modify the color set of the place to be refined

5: Σ′ ← Σ′ ∪ {CS}; . add q’s new color set to the set of color sets

6:

7: E′ ← E;

8: for all {a ∈ A ∪Ac | a = (q, t) OR a = (t, q)} do

9: Va ← all variables appearing in E(a);
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Algorithm 2 (continued) ComCP refinement

10: V ′ ← V ′ \ Va;
11: V ′a ← ∅;

12: for all va,i ∈ Va do . re-type the variables of arcs connected to q

13: define v′a,i : C ′(q);
14: V ′a ← V ′a ∪ {v′a,i};
15: end for

16: E′(a)← ++∑
v∈V ′a v;

17: V ′ ← V ′ ∪ V ′a;

18: end for

19:

20: Pq ← {q}; . set of places affected by the color refinement

21: for all t ∈ Tc do

22: if (q, t) ∈ Ac then

23: Pq = Pq ∪ t•;
24: end if

25: end for

26:

27: for all t ∈ T ∪ Tc do . change guards where needed

28: for all p ∈ t• ∪ •t do

29: if p ∈ Pq then

30: G(t) ← new guard such that no two bindings evaluate to the same

multiset of tokens;

31: break;

32: end if

33: end for

34: end for

35: for all p ∈ P do . change the initial marking for places affected by the color

refinement

36: if p ∈ Pq then

37: I ′(p)←assign initial marking;

38: else

39: I ′(p)← I(p);

40: end if

41: end for

42:

43: N ′ = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ
′, V ′, C ′, G′, E′, I ′);

return N ′;

For the construction detailed above, the size of the model is the same as that

of the initial model in terms of number of places and transitions. However, the

increase in model size is encapsulated in the number of colors used in each color

set, and the possible binding elements for each transition.

Theorem 5.2 Let M = (Γ,∆, R) and M ′ = (Γ′,∆′, R′) be two reaction-based mod-

els with known composition of their species, and ρ : Γ → 2Γ′ an atomic refinement

function, such that M ′ is the full ρ-refinement of M . Let N = (P, Tc, T, Ac, A,Σ,
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V,C,G,E, I) be a naturally colored ComCP-net that is a (fP , fT , fc)-implementation

of M (e.g. the natural coloring of a ComP net that implements M). Then the

ComCP-net N ′ = (P ′, T ′c, T
′, A′c, A

′,Σ′, V ′, C ′, G′, E′, I ′), obtained by repeatedly

running Algorithm 2 to compute a color refinement of each atomic place, struc-

turally implements the refined model M ′.

Proof. We only consider the refinement of a single atomic species and prove the

claim of the theorem for this case. The result can then be easily extended for the

repeated application of Algorithm 2. Let A ∈ Γ be the atomic species that is refined,

γ the number of variants it is refined to, and let pA denote the place that stands

for A in N .

The ComCP-net N has exactly one place for each species from model M . The set

of places is the same for N ′, but the place instances mirror the refined model M ′ as

follows: for each atomic place p ∈ P except for pA, there is only one place instance,

(p, C(p)); for pA there are γ instances, one for each color in the refined color set.

The places corresponding to complex species have as color sets a multiset containing

the color sets of the constituent places and are thus automatically updated to reflect

the refinement of pA. Each place instance will thus correspond to a refined complex

species in M ′.
The set of arcs is the same in the two networks, and the set of arc expressions

differs only in the typing of variables.

Each active transition that is not connected to pA or to a place that is connected

to pA via a composition transition has its guard set to true, and only one possible

binding. Such transitions correspond to those reactions that refine to a singleton

set in M ′. Transitions connected to pA or to a place that is connected to pA via

a composition transition have a guard that allows exactly one binding for each

possible multiset of tokens. A binding (t, b) of such a transition will thus encode

precisely the refinements ρ(fT (t, b)) of fT (t, b).

2

Example 5.3 For the Example 4.4, let us consider a refinement where the enzyme

E can be in two different conformations, E1 and E2, both of which can catalyze

the production of P . Moreover, consider that the environment can induce the

transformation of one conformation into the other, but this is not explicitly modeled

in the system. In order to reflect this change, the complex species ES refines to

E1S = 1 8E1 ++ 1 8S and E2S = 1 8E2 ++ 1 8S. The new set of reactions is listed

in Table 2. In order to implement the refinement for the ComCP-net in Figure 2b,

we only change the color set of place E to be Enzyme = enum e1, e2. The mapping

from place instances to species is straightforward, and the mapping from transition

instances to reactions is captured in Table 2.

If a refinement where transitions from one conformation of the enzyme to the

other is preferred to the full structural refinement (e.g. E1 +S → E2S is not a valid

reaction), the ComCP-net can be further restricted with guards by not allowing

certain bindings (e.g. [!(v1 = dot & v2 = e1 & v3 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot)]).
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Initial reaction Refined reaction Transition instance

E + S → ES

E1 + S → E1S (t1, 〈v1 = dot, v2 = e1, v3 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot〉)
E1 + S → E2S (t1, 〈v1 = dot, v2 = e1, v3 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot〉)
E2 + S → E1S (t1, 〈v1 = dot, v2 = e2, v3 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot〉)
E2 + S → E2S (t1, 〈v1 = dot, v2 = e2, v3 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot〉)

ES → E + S

E1S → E1 + S (t2, 〈v4 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot, v5 = dot, v6 = e1, 〉)
E1S → E2 + S (t2, 〈v4 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot, v5 = dot, v6 = e2, 〉)
E2S → E1 + S (t2, 〈v4 = 1 8e2 ++ 1 8dot, v5 = dot, v6 = e1, 〉)
E2S → E2 + S (t2, 〈v4 = 1 8e2 ++ 1 8dot, v5 = dot, v6 = e2, 〉)

ES → E + P

E1S → E1 + P (t3, 〈v7 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot, v8 = e1, v9 = prot, 〉)
E1S → E2 + P (t3, 〈v7 = 1 8e1 ++ 1 8dot, v8 = e2, v9 = prot, 〉)
E2S → E1 + P (t3, 〈v7 = 1 8e2 ++ 1 8dot, v8 = e1, v9 = prot, 〉)
E2S → E2 + P (t3, 〈v7 = 1 8e2 ++ 1 8dot, v8 = e2, v9 = prot, 〉)

Table 2
Full structural refinement of an enzymatic model to consider two variants of an enzyme.

6 Conclusions

We introduced in this paper a new class of Petri nets that has capabilities for fast

model refinement, when the compositional structure of the elements is known. Such

Petri nets have a passive compositional part and an active part. The passive part

encodes the compositional structure of the elements (species, encoded as places in

the network), and all transitions in this part never fire. The active part encodes the

behavior of the model.

Model refinement in some formalisms (e.g. ODE models) requires explicitly

writing all possible combinations of reactions induced by replacing some species with

several of their variants. With colored Petri nets, this can be done without changing

the structure of the network. Internally, all these combinations are generated when

binding the variables on arcs to values. Moreover, considering the compositional

structure of species and choosing the colors in the manner we propose means that

all species containing some atomic species that needs to be refined are automatically

refined at once.

There exist also modeling frameworks that allow for a compact characterization

of models and are good at handling model explosion upon refinement of a model.

For example the Kappa language, see [2,7,17], allows compactness via explicitly

mentioning an attribute only when its value is important, and omitting it whenever

the actual value is not important, with the understanding that a reaction happens

regardless of the value of that particular attribute. Refinement could resume then

to adding attributes to a species, as presented e.g. for a case study of the heat shock

response in [10]. The framework we are proposing allows for a similar approach of
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modeling, where attributes and internal states of species can be represented in the

color set. Variables can be used whenever the explicit value of some attribute is not

important, and actual colors should be used in arc expressions and guards when

the particular value of an attribute is important. ComCP-nets have the advantage

of being graphical and adding structural information in a formalized manner to the

widely used framework of Petri nets.

Some of the combinations of species that are generated when refining some

species may be biologically impossible. The formalism of Petri nets is suitable

for dealing with such reactions by adding guards to the “parent” reaction (the

reaction that was replaced with some biologically impossible reactions). Also, if

additional information is known about the model, e.g. on the way atomic species

are transferred from some complex species to other complex species, it can easily be

implemented by manipulating arc expressions. This will be in the scope of a future

paper.
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